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2018 has been a year characterised by a world-wide increase in nationalism; frequent use of the term “fake 
news” to discredit exposure of the blatant disregard for truth on the part of many political and business leaders; 
increasing evidence of the destructive consequences of global warming (a phenomenon that, sadly, too many 
people include in the category of “fake news”); and an avalanche of information about corruption within 
government and business circles, particularly in South Africa, to name but a few of the year’s blemishes.

Those who choose to see the proverbial glass as being half-full rather than half-empty may quickly point 
out that 2018 was the year of “push back” against these and other evils. The “#metoo” movement brought 
pervasive sexual abuse under the spotlight; there was increased exposure of slave and sex trafficking practices; 
environmental awareness appears to be increasing together with relevant legislation aimed at prolonging the 
life of our planet (the term “single-use plastic” reached maturity in 2018); and, closer to home, brave whistle-
blowers have come to the fore, including at the Zondo Commission of Inquiry into state capture, thereby giving 
law-abiding South African citizens hope for a more just society.

Against this background, our St Anne’s Vision Statement is exceptionally relevant. South Africa needs 
school graduates who REFLECT integrity, self-discipline and respect for themselves, for others and for their 
environment; who EMBRACE intellectual curiosity, diversity and collaboration; and who REACH OUT with 

Our deepest desires often centre around wellbeing as we want to experience life to the full and we can 
only do that if we are well. Recent research into wellbeing shows that there is a spectrum that runs from 
mentally ill, through just okay, to flourishing. How do we move towards flourishing? Neuroscience and 
neuropsychology are uncovering practices that lead to flourishing. What is such a delight to me is that 
these findings validate the practices that have been part of Christianity for almost 2 millennia. So, if we 
want to flourish we need to learn how to incorporate these practices into our daily lives. 

When we are presented with a white sheet that is disfigured by a black spot, we tend to focus on 
the black spot. Negative thoughts stick like Velcro, but positive ones require more effort to retain the 
memory; this is possibly because negative emotion is often more powerful than positive emotion and so 
embeds in our memories more readily. The more we repeat a behaviour the more it becomes embedded 
in our memories through structural neural changes in our brains; these repetitive actions in fact “rewire” 
our brains; this has been confirmed by brain imaging.

So, how do we rewire the brain towards flourishing and away from struggling? Well, spending time 
looking for the positive helps to counteract the negativity bias. We hear of people keeping gratitude 
journals – this is one form of giving thanks to God. The rereading of these journals embeds good 
memories. In the Psalms we find the Jewish people recounting the good things God has done and as 

compassion and humility in service of others. I trust that as you page through this colourful depiction of life at St Anne’s, you will see evidence of our 
focus on these core values that underpin our vision. 

I am sincerely grateful to Mrs Jenna McKenzie and her editorial team for the time and expertise devoted to compiling this summary of our College’s 
141st year of existence.

Mr David Arguile
College Head

these Psalms were repeated often in Jewish worship this reinforced a positive and hopeful mind set. Gratitude grows our capacity to experience 
contentment and contentment is one of the foundation stones for a flourishing life. 

Turning our brains towards contentment is very simple: Research suggests that holding a joyful thought for 15 seconds and allowing a smile to 
appear on our faces helps to increase happiness. Praise and adoration of who God is and what God has done engender joy with in us, the more 
time we spend in praise and adoration, the happier we become!

Being able to recognise negative thoughts and to let them go also impacts on wellbeing. This means we can learn to step back from our thoughts 
and see them as just thoughts or simply neurological events in our brains, nothing more. 

In order for us to step back from our thoughts, to notice things we are grateful for, to be in awe of God at work, requires us to be present to 
our life moment by moment. Moses took time to stop, turn aside and be present to the burning bush, if he had been too busy he would have 
missed that encounter with God and the opportunity to live a rich and full life. Learning to be present to our lives opens us to being present 
to God’s activity in our lives. Focusing on our breathing, paying attention to the world with our senses all help us to be present. Being present 
will increase the peace we experience, anxiety will decrease allowing us to make better decisions and so our wellbeing improves. The more 
we practise being present, the more it is hardwired into our brains and the less often we have to actively choose to be present as it becomes a 
natural state of being for us. 

Let us glean wisdom from Psalm 46:10 which says, “Be still and know that I am God”.

Rev Dr Susan van Niekerk
College Chaplain



Board & College Staff

ACADEMIC STAFF
Back Row: Mrs M Sileno, Mr M Wessels, Mr K Nero, Mr C Hornby

Sixth Row: Mrs C Darroch, Ms D Maurer, Mrs C van der Merwe, Ms L Msomi, Mr S Moleme, Mr F Sumbula, Ms J Trodd, Ms A Morgan, 
Mrs N Thompson, Mrs A Armstrong

Fifth Row: Mrs C Crampton, Mrs D Ross, Mr A Gilfillan, Mrs J Forrest, Mrs R Dyer, Mrs A Hibbert, Ms R Padayachee, Mr R Jones, Mrs L Zuma
Fourth Row: Mrs L Jenkins, Mrs M Randall, Mrs T Perrett, Mrs M van Deventer, Mr B McFall, Mr R Pennefather, Mrs C Capon, Mrs V Crossman, 

Mrs C Oelofsen, Mrs A Theron
Third Row: Mrs T Gillham, Mrs S Steyn, Mr R Oosthuizen, Mrs B Mantle, Mrs J Pollard, Ms P Cameron, Ms L Chemaly, Ms S Mshengu,

 Mrs L Kelmanson, Mrs L Janas, Ms S Govender
Second Row: Ms A Shata, Ms J Preiss, Mrs S Schwartz, Mrs R Pillay, Mrs M von Maltzahn, Mrs P Peacock, Mrs S Clark, Mrs C Schultz Mofokeng, 

Mrs B Smith, Ms Y Ndlovu
Front Row: Mrs M Baijanth, Ms M Filmer, Mr T Radebe, Mrs J Fryer, Mrs D Martin, Mr D Arguile, Mr T van Niekerk, Mrs B Hyde, 

Mrs U Ramnarain, Mrs C Jansen, Rev Dr S van Niekerk
Absent: Mr C Elmer-English, Mrs M Randall 

BOARD MEMBERS
Back Row: Mrs V Dillon, Mr P Ducasse, Dr G Herbert, Mr C Ireland, The Ven P Mosdell

Front Row: Mr I Shongwe, Mr N Jonsson, Mr D Arguile, Adv A Franklin
Absent: Mrs D Cele, Mrs J McDonald, Mrs V Mthethwa, Mr C Taylor, Mr A Waller
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BOARDING STAFF
Back Row: Ms L Msomi, Ms S Ntshangase, Ms J Trodd, Ms S Mhlongo

Fourth Row: Ms K Kunene, Mrs S Clark, Ms S Mkhize, Mrs N Shezi
Third Row: Ms L Dube, Rev Dr S van Niekerk, Mrs J Fryer, Mrs M Baijnath, Ms S Nxele

Second Row: Ms A Shata, Ms C Mbanjwa, Ms S Govender, Ms Z Madlala, Ms C Zuma, Ms Y Ndlovu
Front Row: Mrs H Robb, Mrs L Timmerman, Mrs J Shingler, Mrs D Martin, Mrs J Schorn, Mrs M Tapson, Mrs B Philpot

Absent: Mrs M Randall 

ADMIN & FINANCE STAFF
Back Row: Mrs L Fairweather

Third Row: Ms N Sibetha,  Ms P Wilson, Mrs L Schnoor, Mr J Reed, Mrs P Bhola
Second Row: Mrs J McKenzie, Ms E Naicker, Ms T Mkhize, Mrs W Harris, Mrs A Ascough, Mr M Nyandu

First Row: Mrs L Brunyee, Mrs J Cook, Mrs B Strydom, Mr D Arguile, Ms M Pieterse, Mrs T Woodgate, Mr T Mothilal
Absent: Mr P Ngcobo, Mr M Acutt, Mr M Duncan
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HOUSEKEEPING STAFF
Back Row: Ms J Madlala, Ms Z Madlala, Ms S Mchunu, 

Ms I Mwelase
Front Row: Ms S Mhlongo, Mrs O Maphumulo, MS Z Mchunu, 

MS L Zondi

LAUNDRY STAFF
Back Row: Ms T Mokwena, Ms B Hlela, Ms P Funeka, 

Ms G Dlamini
Front Row: Ms S Mchunu, Mrs C Iyer, Ms D Mkhwanazi, 

Ms B Mnomiya

CATERING STAFF
Back Row: Mrs P Zuma, Mrs J Sithole, Mr A Dofile, Ms W Bhengu

Third Row: Ms N Makhathini, Ms L Mncwabe, Ms V Buthelezi, Ms N Sithole
Second Row: Mrs E Mkhize, Ms L Mkhize, Mrs B Nyandu, Mrs T Phoswa, Ms P Ndebele, Mrs D Masango

Front Row: Mr G Khumalo, Ms N Mchunu, Ms M Bekker, Miss M Gaines, Mrs K Mothilal, Mrs D Zondo, Mrs L Mbeje
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SANATORIUM STAFF
Ms M Radebe, Mrs S Mills, Mrs G Gotte, 

Mrs S Oberholzer 
Absent: Ms L Bhengu

SECURITY STAFF
Back Row: Mr D Mthalane, Mr C Ngcobo, Mr S Zondi, Mr F Ndlela, 

Mr C Phungula
Front Row: Mr S Msane, Mr S Zuma, Mr T Bambelo 

SUPPORT STAFF
Back Row: Mr R Madondo, Mr L Mchunu, Mr S Buthelezi, Mr M Mchunu

Third Row: Mr G Maduna, Mr B Gambu, Mr D Fakude, Mr M Khanyile, Mr M Dofile, M H Sikhakhane
Second Row: Ms B Mbanjwa, Ms J Ndlandamandla, Mr H Mchunu, Ms M Mathenjwa, Mr K Joseph, Ms C Nkomo, Ms E Mbanjwa

Front Row: Mr W Mlaba, Mr D Zuma, Mr P Ndlazi, Mr S Ngubane, Mr C Makhathini, Mr I Ngidi
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Valete

Brian arrived at St Anne’s in 2010 having returned from Ireland where he worked as a sound 
engineer in the professional music industry. His wealth of experience in theatre, music and 
the entertainment industry meant that he was able to make serious inroads into setting up, 
re-creating and running technical equipment in venues across the College. His experience as a 
videographer and editor enabled us to shoot a feature film, Life’s Easy, as a major production 
in 2011, and he trained a number of girls in videography skills over the years, allowing them 
to film productions, guest speakers and sports matches at the school. Brian headed up a 
committee of girls that he trained in technical equipment, set-up and operation, and also 
taught the Subject Music girls to operate music programmes which empowered them to 
compose and record their original work. Over the years, he set up and ran numerous theatrical 
and music productions. We wish him an enjoyable and restful retirement, flying his drone and 
pursuing his interests in all things technical.

Brian McFall
Audio Visual & Sound Technician 

Jo retired at the end of 2018 after a notable 14½ years at St Anne’s. During her time at St Anne’s 
she imparted valuable skills and knowledge to both our girls and staff. More impressive though is 
the six decades that she contributed in total to the teaching profession. Jo effectively adapted to 
the changes in education and technology and not only taught Accounting and EMS at St Anne’s, 
but also taught some of the Presidents’ Award girls how to knit! She insisted that girls wear the St 
Anne’s uniform with pride, and only the very brave dared to walk down the admin passage if Jo 
was in the office. Jo will be remembered by her colleagues for her wicked sense of humour – there 
are always lots of jokes and laughter when Jo is around and she always has a story to tell. 

Jo worked tirelessly with the Exchange Programme, growing and developing it, and has been 
part of many other activities outside the classroom, including her contribution to the Chanel Ball, 
Grade 11 Formal and heading up the Entertainment Committee. She has been a mother to the 
girls, a close friend to many she has worked with, has loved unconditionally and has given herself 
generously to the girls and staff.
 

Jo Fryer
Senior Assistant Pastoral Care, Accounting & Exchange Coordinator 
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Stix spent only a short three years at St Anne’s but the impact that he made on both the girls and 
staff will be felt for many more to come. He got stuck in right from day one and quickly formed a 
strong bond with his department. Stix lives by the belief that life is about learning, is constantly 
studying towards his next degree, and expects to never stop learning.  

Stix was always willing to get involved, to be of help and to stand in the gap when needed. He has a 
passion for people and goes out of his way to be a support, even if he has nothing to gain and never 
complains. Stix is a good man. He is intelligent and takes responsibility, works hard and honours 
women. He constantly puts the needs of other before himself. He cares, shows kindness, holds the 
line and when necessary will stand his ground. 

He will be missed at St Anne’s and we wish him well as he embarks on the next chapter, teaching 
back in Gauteng. 

Sithembiso ‘Stix’ Moleme
Mathematics Teacher



Sandra left St Anne’s at the end of 2018 to join her husband, Mike, at St Alban’s College in 
Pretoria. At the end-of-year staff function, her friend and colleague, Jenny Forrest, shared 
Sandra’s top 10 great loves. Top of this list came family, tennis, her physics girls and her love 
of problem solving. Also up there is her love of New York Cheesecake, litter clean-ups and 
hiking. Setting of exam papers is another of Sandra’s loves and she completes this task with 
JOY. Scrabble and cryptic crosswords are also firm favourites – the more cryptic the better. 
Sandra’s love of music stands out and we will miss hearing her favourite songs such as “It’s all 
about the base” ringing down the corridors. Go well, Sandra, and may you continue to live by 
your favourite tune “It’s always a good time”. 

Sandra Schwartz
Head of Physical Science

Following four years of unfaultable service as our College IT Technician, we say a bittersweet 
farewell to Tim Mothilal.  From the time Tim joined us in 2014 he presented as an independent 
thinker, quick learner, and extremely efficient worker. Tim has single-handedly provided front 
line support for around 550 users and well over 1000 devices. His resourcefulness, ability 
to work independently and commitment to closing support tickets timeously was impressive 
from the start. Tim’s efficiency is complemented by his approachable and willing demeanour, 
commented on warmly by girls and staff. Whilst the College will sorely miss his incredible 
willingness to support, we are genuinely delighted and proud that Tim moves on to grow his 
career further at Investec in Johannesburg. He undoubtedly will continue to grow and excel in 
his new workplace and St Anne’s wishes him every success.

Tim Mothilal 
IT Technician
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Heather joined St Anne’s as a Boardermistress in 2012 and later became Andrews Housemother. 
Heather’s flat was beautifully decorated, showing her creative side, and she loved her flowers and 
garden. Heather cared deeply for the Andrews girls and will be remembered fondly by them. She 
is extremely generous, sees the good in everyone and is deeply spiritual.

One of Heather’s colleagues recalled the following: “When I think of Heather, I think of hugs and 
warmth and love for everyone! If you had the opportunity to go out somewhere with Heather, you 
were sure to have met a whole lot of people by the time you got home because Heather seemed to 
know everyone. Everywhere you went with her, she would bump into people she knew and every 
single one got a big hug from her. I am quite sure that Heather will continue to draw people to her 
by her warm and loving nature.”

Heather retired from her duties at St Anne’s in 2018 to spend more time with family and her 
numerous grandchildren.

Heather Robb
Housemother 



20 Year Long Service Award Recipients

Staff Variety

Staff Hockey 

Food jam
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Campus Facilities & Upgrades
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2018 was a very busy and exciting year for projects that continue to transform the College. We found ourselves in a fortunate position to be 
able to commence the building of a second artificial turf hockey field. The project was started in September and the completion date should 
be towards the end of March 2019, in time for hockey season. The road down to the old soccer field was removed in order to accommodate 
the extra length of the new artificial turf and the steep bank that was formed was supported by a retaining wall. The wall will also allow for 
a grassed spectator viewing point. The project has been managed and engineered by Ryk Joubert, civil works done by Civil Engineering and 
Build, and the carpet supplied by Belgotex.

The biggest and most profound change will be seen in the theatre complex upgrade. The upgrade of the theatre and the addition of a dedicated 
Drama Centre has been a long term project at the College. The conversion of the old school hall into a theatre in 2000 enabled an annual 
theatre programme to operate as a practical laboratory for Dramatic Arts training. Thus, all our theatre projects are directly linked to the 
Dramatic Arts curriculum in form, style and/or content. The theatre workshop and costume room was built in 2009, and a foyer, guest toilets 
and movement studio have always been on the cards to complete the complex.

The existing theatre and auditorium is part of the old classroom block and in the past seven years we have run into maintenance and health 
and safety issues, particularly with regards to rain water leakage and electrics. Part of the upgrade is actually a maintenance project, to ensure 
essential maintenance of the older existing structures, while simultaneously adding on new facilities.

Building started in June 2018 and under the secure and firm leadership of Business Manager, Mike Acutt, and architect, Nick Grice, the new 
building will be a tremendous resource to the College. It will accommodate varied school functions, projects and performances. We expect the 
major works to be completed by Half Term in Term 1, 2019 in order to stage our Major Production as usual at the end of March.

Preparing for installation of the artificial 
turf hockey field
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Listed below are the many other smaller projects completed during the 
course of the year that add to the high standard of aesthetics at our 
College. 

• Parts of The Music Centre received a modern upgrade in line with 
the look and feel of the admin building. The beautiful carpeting, 
pictures and benches allow for the girls to sit and chat about their 
lessons in comfort and in an inspiring environment. Anthea Hibbert 
has informed us that there were delighted exclamations by the 
girls who, upon returning to school, found our Music department 
passages and Band room beautifully renovated. It was gratifying to 
hear the enthusiasm and appreciation of the younger girls remarking 
to one another that they were now motivated “to just want to come 
and practice”! 

• Renovations to bathrooms are done on a seven year cycle and this 
year it was Andrews Boarding House that received a facelift. The 
major upgrade of bathrooms, including revised layouts and over-
hauling all the bathroom showers, toilets and baths took place in 
the previous seven year cycle. Therefore, the impact in terms of 
actual restructuring is expected to be less going forward. 

• The Boarding House dormitories are also repainted on a seven year 
cycle and Frances Baines was given a fresh coat of paint in 2018.

• Tennis Courts 4 and 7 were resurfaced and the fencing was replaced 
on Courts 1 and 2.  

• Painting of various classrooms and offices was carried out. 

• The front entrance driveway of the College received a much needed 
upgrade.  A drop-off zone was created by widening the driveway and 
a pathway was made where girls can now walk. Some bricks were 
removed and the area was tarred. 

• The Estate Staff Dining Room received an update and more tables 
and chairs were added for staff to enjoy their lunches in comfort.

• The curtains at the Indoor Centre were replaced with functional 
blinds that add to the aesthetics and offer better light control during 
events. 

Theatre complex renovation and upgrade



Prize Giving

The Chairman of the Board, Mr Nick Jonsson, welcomed all guests and the girls of St Anne’s and, in particular, Mr Peter Gush, our special Guest of 
Honour.  He noted with pleasure the presence of a number of ex-governors of the Board, a past Chairman, two former Heads of the College, as well as 
several Heads and Chairmen of midlands schools.

Nick was very pleased to announce that the College was in a good place on all fronts, and moreover, a happy place. He paid tribute to College Head,  
Dave Arguile, supported by his wife Venita, on his remarkable headship and acknowledged his benchmark role in modern school leadership. He is also 
supported admirably by his two Deputies, Business Manager and Chaplain. Nick acknowledged the devoted and dedicated team of all staff and their 
every contribution, which does not go unnoticed.

Changes in the Board portfolios included Dr Graham Herbert taking up the Chair of the Social and Ethics subcommittee from Mrs Vuyo Mtethwa and 
Mrs Jane McDonald assuming the Chair of the Campus Development subcommittee.  Mr Andrew Waller continues to chair the Finance subcommittee 
and Mrs Vicki Dillon chairs the Bursary subcommittee.  He welcomed Mrs Kari Greene, Chairman of the Old Girls’ Guild, onto the Board. He thanked all 
Board members for their commitment, time and intellect.  He gave a special vote of thanks to Mr Isaac Shongwe, Deputy Chairman.

The Chairman announced that a Strategic Review will take place in 2019. Board members will also attend a school governance workshop.

Nick announced that Mr David Polkinghorne has been appointed the new Chairman of the Foundation. Once again, the Foundation has played a vital 
role in assisting in funding campus development projects, with the Theatre upgrade and hockey astro currently in progress. Most importantly, the 
Foundation provides bursary funding, thereby ensuring the College Head and bursary sub-committee can maintain a diversity of girls at the College. 
The Foundation was founded in the 1970s by a smart group of governors, including our Guest of Honour, Mr Peter Gush.

He also commented on the incredible social awareness programme at the College, driven mainly by the girls and ensuring real involvement in service 
to others.

Instead of hosting a guest speaker, the Board decided to honour Mr Peter Gush who, with exceptional commitment, has served on the Board for 
52 years. In this world of worshiping super-wealthy celebrity-seeking and/or corrupt individuals who simply become poor role models, what a fine 
example of humble, selfless service to the College Peter Gush has been. Nick briefly mentioned the numerous family ties the Gush family has to St 
Anne’s, including Peter’s wife, daughters and granddaughters.  He chaired the Board from 1979 to 1990 and was renowned for his fierce guardianship 
of financial constraint at the College. 

Nick quoted from ex-Head David Wilkinson, “He jealously guarded the Foundations’s resources and any approaches for funding were thoroughly 
interrogated.” However, “every now and then he would surprise everybody by sanctioning a donation” (not a loan) from the Foundation. An example 
of this was the extension of the Chapel.

Ex-Head Bill McQuade wrote, “At the Board meetings I was told by Mr Gush to sit at one end of the long boardroom table and he sat at the other end.  
I always felt I was being grilled”.  

Ex-Chairman Sharon Wells wished Peter “the warmest gratitude and love for being such an incredibly special man and the legacy he has left behind 
with the copious Gush members”.

Peter’s son, Richard, remembers “how proud he was that St Anne’s kept its fee increases lower than some of its brother schools. Tim Curtis and 
Dad were notoriously schnoep on spending too much money on big projects, preferring to save money for ‘the rainy day’.” The Board saved the 
State subsidy which private schools received in those days, when Chairman Chester Franklin observed that this subsidy would cease once the State 
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Chairman of the Board of Governors
Nick Jonsson 

realised “we aren’t really on their side” – which it did.  These funds became “part of the 
seed capital for the Foundation.”  Richard went on to relate a few humorous stories.  
He also mentioned that his father always believed in women having equal careers and 
supporting themselves where possible. He concluded that “most of all I know that his 
association with St Anne’s and its people has made him proud, because it represents all 
he values”.

The Chairman quoted from the Lady Warden’s 1966 Speech Day address – the same 
year Peter joined the Board at St Anne’s.  He pointed out the enormous changes Peter 
has witnessed at the College over the years. But the core values of the College have 
remained.  “Although so much has changed, much has stayed the same. And Peter Gush 
has seen it all.”  

Nick announced that the Old Girls’ Guild had made him an honorary member and 
presented him with a gift from the Board saying “you are an inspiration and we admire 
you for what you have done for our College.”

Addressing the girls specifically, Nick quoted from Anne Frank, “How wonderful it is that 
nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the world.”  He hoped 
that Mr Gush’s devoted service had inspired some of us to improve the world.  He ended 
with thanks to the parents and the girls for making the College the special place that it is.

Mr Peter Gush receiving his gift 
from the Board of Governors
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David welcomed our guest of honour, Mr Peter Gush, members of his family and other special guests, Mr Nick Johnson (Chairman) and Board members, 
parents and the young ladies of St Anne’s. 

He went on to thank Mr Gush for years of dedicated service to the College, Ms Katie Gush for attending and handing out the prizes and to the Gush 
family for its support and loyalty over many years.

David’s thank you list continued with thanks to the special girls of St Anne’s and acknowledged their ability to recognise ‘specialness’ in others beyond 
the College community.  He paid tribute to the specialness of the 2018 Matric class under the positive leadership of Danny Chasenski and Rumbi 
Vambe. He acknowledged their role as catalysts for the Grade 12s in bravely highlighting awareness of sensitive and challenging social issues. On behalf 
of the College he received their gift of a maquette of Africa’s Fearless Girl which epitomises their courage, and thanked them.

He continued by thanking the parents (especially Grade 12)  for partnering with the College in educating their daughters. Thanks were expressed to Mr 
Nick Jonsson and Board members for wise governance and support. He attributed much credit to the College teachers and expressed grateful thanks 
to them and all staff members, each of whom is part of the intensive team effort contributing to the success enjoyed in 2018.

Several staff members will be leaving/retiring at the end of 2018. Special acknowledgement of their contributions was expressed to Mrs Jo Fryer, Mr 
Solomon Zuma, Mr Brian McFall, Mrs Sandra Schwartz, Mrs Manuela von Maltzahn and Mr Sithembiso Moleme. Lastly David thanked his deputies, 
Mrs Debbie Martin and Mr Trevor van Niekerk, and College Bursar Mr Mike Acutt for their support.

David summarised his reflections on 2018 using four words starting with the letter S.  The first – Social Awareness – as referred to above. This goes 
hand in hand with the second S – Social Responsibility – referring to them as the theory and practice of engaging in a socially responsible lifestyle. He 
noted it was particularly rewarding to witness St Anne’s girls actively embrace this valuable part of the College’s holistic education vision.

The third S stands for the exceptional Success experienced across a broad range of College activities during 2018. He emphasised the importance 
of Significance, which should not be downplayed when  dealing with Success appropriately by taking the ego into account, both on a corporate and 
personal level. (With reference to Ego is the Enemy by Ryan Holiday).

His final S stands for Societal issues in South Africa, many of which were of an extremely negative nature. However, he felt that there was place 
for cautious optimism for the future on several fronts, including the conversations and exposure of the extent of many types of abuse, as well as  
environmental initiatives.  The possible effect on many people who are challenged with extremely negative experiences, particularly in dealing with 
governmental departments, is deep frustration. David observed that sometimes we project this frustration onto people in a completely unrelated 
arena, e.g. our children’s schools, where staff do care deeply and endeavour to deliver quality service; something he perceives the St Anne’s 
community strives to uphold.  Parents’ increasing anxiety about their children’s future being compromised unless they excel, sometimes leads to their 
inappropriate intervention.

Quoting from Madeleine Levine’s book, The Price of Privilege, David touched on “the development of a sense of self” and emphasised the crucial 
partnership and shared responsibility of staff and parents in nurturing this development in our girls.  He went on to further quote from Dr Levine, 
touching on the privileged and performance-orientated child, who is never given a moment to self-reflect or dream.  Both the practices of the College 
and parents need to be examined regularly in order to “support the needs of the child” versus “intrusion is about the needs of the parent”.  One of 
the author’s patients says “my mom is everywhere and nowhere at the same time” – a marked and telling statement. David shared several further 
valuable quotes about  parenting and asked that they be received as humble advice.

There is no doubt that St Anne’s is a privileged institution associated with affluence, although not necessarily relevant to all members of its community.  
Again referring to Dr Levine, David reiterated the importance of constantly examining an institution’s “values, what it neglects and what it disparages”.  
Ongoing investigation is vital regarding the possibility that “some aspects of its culture:  materialism, individualism, perfectionism and competition 
may actually contribute to psychological problems”.

David completed his address by observing that privilege is a double-edged sword, with one edge allowing us to cut a path facilitating an exceptional 
sense of self.  Held incorrectly, however, the other edge comes into play; that of hunting down and accumulating impressive trophies, and one which 
can cause severe injuries to the psyche. The challenge in the year ahead is for all members of the St Anne’s community to use our swords of privilege 
in an increasingly appropriate manner, for the sake of our young ladies as well as society in general.

College Head
David Arguile

David Arguile (College Head), Sophie Brouckaert (Dux), Peter Gush (Guest 
of Honour), Daniella Chasenski (Head Girl), Nick Jonsson (Board Chairman)
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Danni Chasenski, our Head Girl for 2018, welcomed all guests, staff and the Ladies in 
Blue to Prize Giving and thanked everybody for attending.

She went on to describe the value of TIME – an intangible gift that all the money 
in the world cannot buy - something which is stolen from us all through our own 
mismanagement.  She stressed the importance of cherishing every moment at St 
Anne’s, and acknowledged the privileged education girls received.

Danni related her experiences while on a hike with leaders from other schools, teaming 
up with the Imbeleko Foundation. Her partner, Sindy, comes from a very different 
environment. Sindy shared stories of her daily challenges, e.g. rising at 5am and 
walking to school to attend classes starting at 7.30am, cooking dinner for the family, 
looking after her younger brother in the evenings and juggling homework, while her 
parents were away doing night shift jobs, and the reality of skin colour disadvantage. 
Danni became acutely aware of her position of privilege, the true meaning of which 
she summed up as ‘simply an advantage over another’.

She identified that instead of allowing privilege to reinforce a divide between ‘us’ and 
‘them’, we should be using it to empower, close the gap of differences and help one 
another in relieving the burdens of social injustice for the future.  Instead of seeing our 
privilege as a burdening judgement, we should take the opportunity ‘to create a life of 
significance’.  The difference between success and significance is reinforced daily at St 
Anne’s, encouraging us all to make a difference for others.

Danni acknowledged the effect on her life of this College, its beautiful grounds, its 
staff and especially the Ladies in Blue who make up the heartbeat of St Anne’s.  She 
continued with special thanks to the Housemothers, San, Fedics, Estate, Laundry and 
Cleaning staff. She thanked all the staff involved in sports, cultural, music and social 
responsibility, all of which created the most ideal holistic education.  The dedication of 
teachers has ‘provided us with the platform to formulate our own ideas….. and skills to 
think critically and most importantly … passed some of your passion on’.  As Solomon 
Ortiz said, ‘Education is the key to success in life, and teachers make a lasting impact in 
the lives of their students’.

She thanked the parents for sacrifices made in order to send their daughters to St 
Anne’s, for instilling values and giving the girls some of the best years of their lives.  She 
acknowledged her own parents’ support, dedication, counselling and advice.  ‘I would 
not be who I am today without the significant impact you’ve had on my life’.

Danni referred to Mr Arguile’s humble leadership style and progressive thinking – 
describing him as an ‘epitome of a servant leader’, from whom she felt privileged to 
learn. She thanked Mrs Arguile for opening her home and hosting girls to dinner.  She 
also acknowledged Mr van Niekerk’s academic management and that he ‘can sing too’.  
Mrs Martin’s mentorship, unfailing support and friendship to her and Rumbi will be 
missed terribly.

Turning to the ‘heartbeat of St Anne’s’ – the girls, Danni acknowledged their 
unbreakable sense of community, which is something to treasure always. She paid 
tribute to their rhythm, strength, determination and talent and thanked them for their 
support. She congratulated Georgie Armstrong and Lerato Moephuli, Head Girl and 
Deputy Head Girl for 2019.  Danni paid special tribute to Rumbi’s role in supporting her 
and, through sharing the responsibilies, making the year so rewarding and humbling.

To the Matrics of 2018 Danni said that before joining St Anne’s, she did not believe in 
the quote ‘friendship isn’t about who you’ve know the longest, it’s about who came 
and never left your side.’  She acknowledged that, although she had only spent two-
and-a-half years with her St Anne’s peers,  she now firmly believed in this description 
of friendship. The Matrics accepted her into their midst – a true testament of what 
it is to be a St Anne’s girl.  She commended the Matrics for their spirit, strength of 
character and willingness to challenge the system in order to make a difference.  
She felt honoured that they backed her no matter what and privileged to have led 
alongside them. She hopes they will never lose their passion and energy, something 
which she will miss the most.

Danni concluded by reminding girls of the great benefits of attending St Anne’s, and 
spoke of her personal privilege to have served them.  She said ‘we should be grateful 
for the opportunities we have been given. But most importantly, we need to use these 
opportunities, to do something meaningful, to go on and leave a legacy of significance.’

Head Girl
Daniella Chasenski

The African Fearless Girl maquette, a 
gift presented to the school from the 
2018 Matric Class



National Senior Certificate Results

Mr Peter Gush receiving his gift 
from the Board of Governors

78 St Anne’s candidates       (IEB 11 514) 

100% pass rate        (IEB 98,92%) 

100% Bachelor Degree certificate for university admission    (IEB 90,65%) 

There were 261 individual Level 7 (A symbol) scores including 48 of 90% or more
74 girls (94,8%) achieved a Level 7 in at least one subject

62 girls (79,5%) achieved a Level 7 in two or more subjects
48% of all subjects taken (78 candidates x 7 subjects per candidate) yielded Level 7s 

80% of all subjects taken achieved Levels 6 or 7
An average of 3,35 distinctions per pupil was achieved

Jessica Lee was included in the list of candidates for Commendable Achievement (achieved within the top 5% in 5 Subjects and 
achieved a level of 7 in Life Orientation)

Level 7s in all 7 subjects:
Katinka Botha, Sophie Brouckaert, Cassandra Brown, Stephanie Harris, Jessica Lee, Bonga Mbande, Bongeka Mvuyana, Sande Stephen

Level 7s in 6 subjects:
Daniella Chasenski, Jenna Egberink, Jacqui Hulley, Olivia Noyce, Nicola Oelofse, Moroa Phooko, Jaime Soanes

Level 7s in 5 subjects:
Charlotte Barnard, Roxanne Bau, Katekile Dakile, Marie Jacqueline Edwardes, Anna Keyser, Georgina Lambert, Bronwyn McKerchar, 

Phathiswa Myeni, Andisa-Okuhle Ngwira

Level 7s in 4 subjects: 
Gaby du Toit, Samantha Franklin, Sophia Greig, Andrea McMichael, Jenna Thompson, Sushma Vegesana, Daniellé Whittle, 

Hazel Winship

Level 7 subject scores were achieved in the following subjects:
Accounting 7 out of 14 candidates IsiZulu FAL 11 out of 15 candidates

Afrikaans FAL 10 out of 54 candidates Life Orientation 70 out of 78 candidates

Consumer Studies 8 out of 30 candidates Life Sciences 20 out of 50 candidates

Dramatic Arts 13 out of 18 candidates Maths Literacy 14 out of 16 candidates

English Home Language 31 out of 78 candidates Core Maths 18 out of 63 candidates

French 6 out of 14 candidates Music 1 out of 7 candidates

Geography 5 out of 24 candidates Physical Sciences 14 out of 24 candidates

History 22 out of 42 candidates Visual Arts  11 out of 20 candidates

The following girls were included in the top 1% of candidates for that subject:

Afrikaans:    Jessica Lee

English:      Sophie Brouckaert, Jessica Lee

History :     Jessica Lee, Bongeka Mvuyana, 
     Sande Stephen

isiZulu:       Lwandiswa Hlela

Life Orientation:     Rumbidzai Vambe, Jessica Lee

Life Sciences:     Katinka Botha, Cassandra Brown

Mathematics:     Cassandra Brown 

Physical Sciences:     Cassandra Brown
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GRADE 12
Back Row: Jamie Soanes, Jessica Lee, Roxanne Bau, Rebecca Erskine, Jacqui Hulley, Genevieve Bell, Georgia Labuschagne, Kirsten Driemeyer

Seventh Row: Jenna Egberink, Marie Jacqueline Edwardes, Zara-Georgina Walker, Samantha Franklin, Shawn Black, Ashleigh Moss, 
Georgia Schwartz, Tayla Blacklaw

Sixth Row: Ngiphiwe Sibiya, Chloé Hoar, Gaby du Toit, Olivia Adlington-Corfield, Megan Viljoen, Anna Keyser, Hannah Vince-Jillings, 
Kirsten Sinclair, Sande Stephen, Andisa-Okuhle Ngwira

Fifth Row: Bongeka Mvuyana, Nicola Oelofse, Katinka Botha, Emma Lund, Jenna Thompson, Hannah St Clair, Daniella Rhodes, Hazel Winship, 
Georgia Hayman, Stephanie Hammond, Moroa Phooko

Fourth Row: Stephanie Harris, Danielle le Roux, Bonga Mbande, Rosa Fihla, Kayla Asherwood, Megan Sickmueller, Olivia Noyce, Leilah Spoor, 
Katekile Dakile, Unathi Mavundla

Third Row: Annabelle Armstrong, Daniellé Whittle, Sophie Brouckaert, Jodie Hounsell, Josie Tod, Abigail Jacob, Onkgopotse Tiro, Imke Botha, 
Georgina Lambert, Sushma Vegesana, Jessica Demain

Second Row: Phathiswa Myeni, Andrea McMichael, Bronwyn Mckerchar, Gabriella von Höne, Sophia Greig, Gugulethu Dakile, 
Maya Gutierrez-Garcia, Kiara Naiker, Charlotte Barnard, Lwandiswa Hlela

Front Row: Asanda Ngcobo, Isabella Bertossi, Erin Ambler, Cassandra Brown, Daniella Chasenski, Mrs U Ramnarain, Rumbidzai Vambe, 
Philippa Campbell, Megan McFall, Jenna van den Berg, Caitlyn Scott
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Matric Farewells
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Matric Ball
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Creative Writing & Visual Art

Deterioration
Emma Lund

Part of a series dedicated to capturing the 
deterioration of her late cousin, the artist used 
charcoal and ink to capture her fading image, 
predominantly showing the subjects’ eyes, 
that were most notably affected by the brain 
tumour that cut her life so short. The process of 
creating the artwork was in itself a therapeutic 
one, allowing closure for the artist as she 
revealed her emotions on paper.  

Afro lesson number one 
Second Prize Douglas Livingstone Poetry 

The blue plastic claws of my afro comb 
Begin to plough the land.
“Read between the lines nana.” 
My fingertips encounter the antagonist;
Pale, white flakes 
That linger like invasive pests in my grandmother’s garden.

“Where there is oil, there is love.” 
Coconut oil, castor oil
And peppermint oil. 
This was the golden elixir that would the cure the drought.

Rich, thick drops begin to moisturize the arid land 
Reaching the ends of my branches.
And as my fingers stretch, massage and bend 
The roots of my black plantation,
The stones of my crown 
Begin to shine.

Unathi Mavundla

Internal/External 
But,
One of the greatest obstacles 
Is fighting the person you see in the mirror. 
One swift jab 
Does it not come straight back at you 
Same speed 
Same force
Same gradient 

But, 
The greatest obstacle of all 
Is fighting what is within 
The anxiety 
The fear
The constant pressure 

Like being in the ring,
Yet blindfolded 

But, 
Listen to my words carefully,
I simply called it 
An obstacle 

Not the impossible. 

Asanda Ngcobo

Suffocating in Stripes
Kirsten Driemeyer

Part of an artwork showing two versions 
of the same figure. The darker, greyed out 
version shows deep emotion and a suffering 
from depression; the shirt is smothering 
her and there is no hope of escape.  This 
colourful version is more vibrant and shows 
the girl beginning to escape from her shirt, 
symbolising her emerging and breaking free 
from her depression.
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Fixed Disconnection
Jenna Thompson

The artwork aims to depict a lack of engagement and face-to-face interaction in our modern world. Globalisation has led to families being 
torn apart and technology has created distraction, distance and a lack of engagement. The artwork shows an intense gaze between two 
women, with outer forces pulling them apart, inevitably leading to their separation. 

Ground “Porn”bill 
First Prize Douglas Livingstone Poetry 

Midday bakes
The road ahead shimmers in mirage
It’s been an unsuccessful morning in Kruger.
Then, through the gleam 
steps a stilettoed heel.
She emerges from the acacia shade
unhurried, thoughtful, self-absorbed.
Her black cape is scalloped 
about her shoulders like bunting.
From beneath the feathered stole 
peek worsted wool pantaloons.

She turns
a voluptuous red wattle towards us,
flirtatiously fluttering mascaraed eyelashes.
Blue-green eyes gaze beyond our presence – 
a patched brown frog squats at the edge of the tar.
Cautiously she sashays past our car
Then, this madam of the veld,
leans in to ‘kiss’ her prince
and in one gulp 
swallows him 
whole.

Andrea McMichael                                                                                            

Hamba Kahle Cornelia
Jong en vars uit Bantu
op 18 moes jy was, vou en wag
wag vir die einde van serwituut
vir die tyd om die metaforiese vorskoot
met gewelddadige vryheid te skeur
waar ‘meid’ uitgevee is
en Cornelia oorgeskryf.

I remember practising Hlongwane
until my lispy tongue finally
curled the right way over each syllable and how tightly I 
clung to your back as you cleaned the cobwebbed corners, 
spraying the grime from my childhood - like only a mother 
could.
But now each morning it aches
and those corners too far to reach.

Maduze ngizoba no 18 wena ashiye.
imvunge yomculo
onkenteza emaphashini.
iundaba zobuntwana zizobekwa le
kwaphukile amabhuku ezithombe le
lapho uzohlola ubukeka uewebezela
ngiyohlohle ngibuka ubuso bakho
ngiphinde ngizwe uthando
lukamama wangempela
umama wami uCornelia Hlongwane.

Katinka Botha                                                                                      



Call Me by my Name
Sophie Brouckaert

Essentially a celebration of African names, the artwork speaks 
in to the issue of disregarding traditional names for another 
person’s convenience. Through the imagery, the use of multi-
coloured shweshwe print and the stitching of full names, the 
artist challenges the viewer to re-evaluate the way in which we 
address each other, and the value that we attach to names. 

Proud in Pink
Annabelle Armstrong

The artist has used charcoal and 
mixed media to create a portrait of 
her great-grandmother. The artwork 
is layered with symbolism and is a 
celebration of life post breast cancer. 
The crocheted blanket, pulled up to 
hide uneven breasts, is pink in colour, 
linking to breast cancer awareness. It 
also represents an actual blanket that 
the subject crocheted for the artist 
long after she had outlived all doctor’s 
expectations. 

Msikaba Ladies
Winner African Odyzzee National Travel Writing and 
Photography Competition

We walk past them.
We drive beside them.
We ‘shoo’ them
off our green-prickled-beach grass.

But they move-
moving with hung heads
low;
lowing and grazing.

Egrets stand by them.
Starlings buzz around them.
Ticks feast on them.

But they move-
Batting their charcoal-lined eyes;
Inching forward while munching
Crispy, swishy, olive-hill grass.

Sun beats down on them.
Wind ferociously pushes past them.
Rain massages them.

But they move-
Silhouettes on the horizon;
Flat like bushman paintings
Ancient.

They endure
and dot the rolling landscape of Msikaba

Jacqui Hulley                                                                                           
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To the daughter that you were to me
Joint Winner, Sheila Groom Poetry Prize 

My daughter, 
Safely silken, brown and beatific
You emerged, your ecru form
Warm, out of my bulging belly. 

And as silhouettes of birds flew home across an evening sky
A pomegranate pink melting away into a deep magenta; 
I remember: 
You came alongside a Soweto Sunset. 

And as we moved through the world 
In our shoebox home, paint peeling at the sides
The scent of burnt pots singeing our linen,

And like garden-fresh mulberry trees outside, 
Were the memories in the room that we shared
Sweet and fruitful: 

Miriam Makeba’s to those we love playing softly on our radio, 
As we lulled the ache in our bellies with beef stew and steam bread. 

I was always moved by your laughter:
A feast on its own
Hearty, like coarse sorghum and maize.

You were my African gem, tucked away in a small Sowetan Village. 
 
And as melodies moulded by the mbira and balafoon bewitched your body
Clouds of dust raised with each stomp of your foot, I would watch your form 
come alive:

Your breasts, fuller 
Your hips, wider
Your lips, more plump 
Your skin, so sable

When did you become this beautiful black woman?

It was in those moments,
That I realized: 

That my world belonged to you. 

Rumbidzai Vambe                                                                                     

Reflection
Tayla Blacklaw

The artwork is a creative response to a continued frustration 
with poor eyesight. Reference photos were styled to create 
intimate yet haunting self-portraits. The eyes, usually the 
most important detail, are blanked out, creating unease 
and discomfort. The artist described the process of creating 
this artwork as ‘therapeutic’ and has helped her to come to 
terms with her condition. 



A fragment. The awkward self.
Jacqui Hulley

In this artwork, the artist explores her need to always be in control. She describes the mounting frustration of being fearful and how the 
artwork symbolises an ‘explosion of letting go’. The emotion is captured in the ibises; the crying sounds they make and their awkward 
lift off, mocking the artist for wanting to get a grip on her life. The artwork plays with balance, controlled and uncontrolled elements, 
mirroring her journey to acceptance. 

Stitches of Comfort
Anna Keyser

The fabric in this artwork, made up of thousands of individual threads, 
reflects how people too are products of the thousands who came before 
us. The chair represents the artist’s centre, mainly her mother and two 
grandmothers, and offers comfort in that they have walked this path 
before her. The artwork aims to capture the essence of the three maternal 
figures through small snippets of family history. 
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The Privilege 
My daughter, 
Safely silken, brown and beatific
You emerged, your ecru form
Warm, out of my bulging belly. 
I have had the privilege to receive an education.
They promised me it would be the key
to a prosperous tomorrow.
They assured me it was 
the spark to ignite my future.
“A weapon to change the world” 
they affirmed.

They did not think to mention
the dual nature of this privilege.

It is the detergent that
has bleached me of my culture.
It is the empty space that leaves me 
and my people worlds apart.
Even though I have this privilege in my possession,
it has not quite afforded me 
equality amongst my fair counterparts.

This privilege is a blessing and a curse.
As an educated young black African woman,
I belong everywhere 
and nowhere 
All at once.
 

Sande Stephen                                                                                   
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GRADE 11
Back Row: Erin Magrobi, Jodi Lee, Jamie Gilson, Sbongakonke Ngubo, Yolanda Matji, Kristin Bouwer, Josie Dobeyn, Emma van de Velde, 

Anna Thornton-Dibb, Jessica Woollam, Jodi Sadik, Hannah Haines
Seventh Row: Erin Viljoen, Kirstyn Densham, Tayana Madiro, Stephanie Jay, Demi Talmage, Rachel Brown, Caitlin Mackenzie, 

Savanna Alexander, Alice Perrow, Katherine Burnett, Caroline Wenke
Sixth Row: Tegan Garvey, Isabella Latter, Paige Phelps, Jessica Parker, Rebecca Thomson, Arabella Clouston, Georgina Baker, Mikki-B Rey, 

Maya Fleischer, Frances Martin, Olivia Mackenzie
Fifth Row: Nwabisa Ngotho, Stephanie van Niekerk, Bridget McNally, Tara Walther, Thembalihle Xulu, Leah Kriel, Anja Dippenaar, 

Yolandi Koekemoer, Grace Kitshoff, Carla Meaker, Gemma Gauntlett
Fourth Row: Ashley Low, Jade Howard, Alexandria Magero, Jess Bompas, Bonolo Mokoka, Ayabonga Hlatswayo, Emma Griffin, 

Tayla Berchowitz, Anna Willis, Julianne Lewis
Third Row: Emily Anders, Lungile Mkhize, Justine Lister, Georgia McCall, Kezia Taylor, Emma van Zyl, Neo Gumede, Abby Arnold, Kate Gerrish, 

Sophie Holt, Hannah van Niekerk
Second Row: Georgina Armstrong, Georgia Lupton-Smith, Sarah Whyte, Lauren Roberts, Catherine Rich, Mia Bradford, Senate Seeiso, 

Kungathi Mngoma, Amy McLean-Banks, Ashleigh Hold
Front Row: Olwethu Ntiyane, Christina Herridge, Emily Crowe, Kelli Frew, Ashley Markham, Mr T Radebe, Reolebogile Sachane, Pili Mthethwa, 

Courtney Crookes, Siobhan Forbes-Wilkinson, Lerato Moephuli

Grade 11 Formal Dinner
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Grade 11 Formal
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In preparation for their final year, the Grade 11s embarked on the annual leadership 
excursion to Spirit of Adventure, a camp based at Shongweni Dam near Durban. 
The girls spent three exhausting but exhilarating action-packed days of hiking, rock-
climbing, canoeing, and many other activities whilst bonding as a group, in order to 
learn the qualities of a good leader. 

Started in 1994, Spirit of Adventure aims to develop inner potential through teaching 
leadership theory, outdoor team-building activities and personal reflection. Indeed, 
there has already been a noticeable change in the girls as they have moved into their 
leadership positions at the College. Their newfound confidence in their abilities is 
evident in their eagerness to uplift their school and leave a memorable legacy. Spirit 
of Adventure’s emphasis on outdoor activities provides the perfect analogy for the 
difficulties that the Grade 11s may face throughout their leadership year. The thick 
tangles of grass and trees which seem to expand in every direction when a group 
gets lost reminds them to refocus and recalibrate when it seems that there is no way 
out of a problem. The dauntingly vertical rock face that they crouched on, muscles 
straining to pull themselves upwards, represents the difficult climb that is the Matric 
year, whilst the icy dam water with no apparent bottom that they plunged into after 
a long trek in the sun is like the fear of the unknown future as they stand on the edge 
between high school and adulthood. There was difficulty, pain, and at times all they 
wanted to do was quit, but they got through it in the end and came out stronger 
than before. 

Spirit of Adventure may have left them a little burnt and very dusty, but they were 
able to spend time with those they cared about, the “ladies in blue” who – when 
their final year draws to a close – they’ll embrace with tears in their eyes. Spirit of 
Adventure brought them closer than they’ve ever been – and not just because of 
the tiny living quarters. They cheered each other on to take those weary last steps to 
camp, shared their water bottles on those particularly hot days, cozied around the 
fireside and giggled into the night and – best of all – savoured the time that they had 
been given to spend together. 

Spirit of Adventure
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Creative Writing & Visual Art

My Journey
Hannah van Niekerk

On Turning 17
First Prize, Douglas Livingstone Competition

There’s something odd about the turning of 17 
Not quite here, not quite there

A little army ant marching along through the maze of grass we call life 
It’s times like these that I think of the odd hundred thousand children 

Who too ponder on the peculiar 17 today
I think of the Syrian boy desperately trying to cleanse his lungs of chlorine 

I think of the Nigerian girl whose pleas for mercy have long since fallen on deaf ears 
I think of Trayvon Martin, the undocumented immigrant,

The pregnant girl in India whose rapist is her father.
Eyes open. Blow out the candle. Snap a picture – 200 likes.

Happy birthday to me. 

Alexandria Magero                                                                                       
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My Journey
Stephanie van Niekerk

Strange Times
Finalist, The Witness True Stories Schools 
Category 

The city of Durban is home to vast coastlines, 
sunny weather, good food and many more her-
itage sights; however, hidden beneath the cross 
over highway is a secret gem known as the mar-
kets of Warwick. 

Upon our arrival, we were split into different 
groups. Each group was designated a tour guide 
who would navigate us through countless street 
vendors that lined the streets. Warwick market 
is one enormous maze made up of nine small-
er mazes. Everywhere you look, there is some-
one doing her best to politely snatch a deal. 
One thing that really stands out is the fact that, 
around every corner there are hundreds more 
smiling faces waiting to greet you. 

The energy within the imaginary walls of War-
wick market is contagious. It made me feel as 
if in a foreign world. All around me there were 
people sitting, chatting and laughing. The echo 
of drums and songs of praise and worship slowly 
moved through the market. I stood there in awe. 
I couldn’t comprehend all the colours, voices and 
smells. Vibrant red, oranges and greens intermin-
gled with raucous voices and desperate shouts 
while exotic smells billowed about. It amazed me 
that so many people were able to communicate 
with one another despite, in some cases, the is-
sue of the language barrier being present. 

The vendors of Warwick marker have so much 
talent that has yet to be discovered. The beau-
ty in the hand-crafted goods is jaw dropping. 
Intricate neckpieces were displayed amongst 
brightly coloured bracelets and carefully beaded 
rings. The precision and care in each piece could 
easily compete with jewelry all over the world. 
The bead market highlighted the hidden talent 
of these ladies who were able to take a piece of 
wire and different colour beads, and transform 
it into something magical. As I walked through 
the market, I could see the concentration etched 
across the faces of each women creating her 
masterpieces. Each bead, each carve – so pre-
cisely planned.

The one market in particular made the hairs on 
my arms stand on end. This was the Bovine head 
cooking market. Here, the heads of cows were 
carved up into small pieces of meat. The meat 
was then cooked and presented to the customer on a wooden board along with traditional dumplings. The sight of a raw cow head being 
chopped up and carved in front of me was a peculiar experience because never before did I think that the head of a cow was eaten. We were 
kindly offered a piece of meat to taste. The traders then watched with excitement as we counted to three before placing a piece into our 
mouths. The texture was tough and the taste was one I had not yet experienced. Although it wasn’t the best piece of meat I’ve eaten, I realized 
that for some that experience is not strange but one that is a delicacy. One that I respected and was happy to try.

The smells that tickled my nose at the herb market were overpowering. Bunches of newly harvested plants hung from stands inviting customers 
to trust their medicinal powers. It was strange to see how people used different types of herbal medicines to help them recover from illnesses. 
I had heard about herbal healers beforehand however, when actually walking through the market it is completely different. With every step, we 
took, a large group of spices and powders puffed up in the air and fluttered past our noses. 

The entire experience took me straight out of my comfort zone and allowed me to engage with new people and to try new things. Warwick 
market is a place that everyone should visit. Although, it might seem unusual and strange, it has a unique beauty and character.

Mikki-B Rey                                                                                      
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Selfie with my Bestie
Emma van de Velde

My Journey
Mia Bradford

Goldilocks: The True Villain
The Big-Bad-Wolf
Cowers at her feet.
For he is merely 
a puppy 
in disguise.

She thieves
To feed her own desires,
Nothing is good enough.
Her pillaging is endless…

The puppy seeks
A warm bed
And a family who will hold him dear.
Like an orphaned child he seeks refuge…

Honey-sweet words convince us otherwise.
Her crimes, dismissed with a smile.
She looks up
Through her lashes
“Me? Never!”

It’s the ones who look innocent who
We
Must 
Watch.

Courtney Crookes                                                                                     
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My Journey
Kezia Taylor

Barbed Wire Fence
Third Prize, Douglas Livingstone Competition 

A barbed wire fence
Stands between you and me
Forged slowly
  Over the years 

But lately it seems
 To have matched 
Its growth spurts 
 With ours

One day we will both 
 Be too old and frail
To use the wire cutters
  That we both held

All this time 

Siobhán Forbes-Wilkinson                                                                                     

Loneliness 
It’s the feeling I can’t escape 
It chases me down the cold corridors 
Crawling beneath my bed like a cruel creature.
This incessant demon never sleeps…

It’s the hushed hum inside my head 
That utters, “they’ll never understand…” 

I long to be rescued from this remote island
of my own creation…
To be sheltered against the deafening sounds 
of my taunting thoughts…
Free of this foul fiend. 

Ashley Low                                                                                    
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Selfie with my Bestie
Jamie Gilson

A man’s world 
Douglas Livingstone Short Story Entry

Boys. That was a normal topic of conversation among us girls in the dining hall and as I sat down at the table with girls who I considered nothing 
more than acquaintances, I was not the least surprised by the issue at hand. 

“Oh my word, did you hear about what happened?” said one of the girls.

Looking up from my plate I shook my head. The girl with the thick box-braids leant forward and lowered her voice; drawing us in with her 
cautious looks and hysterical mannerisms as if what she was about to say would drastically change our lives. 

“Well, last weekend at the party…” We all waited in anticipation and although I wasn’t the gossip type, I was enticed nonetheless. “…kissed 
seven boys”. The box-braided girl continued, “Honestly I’m not surprised, did you guys see that skirt she was wearing – like how can you be 
such a slut”. 

Most of the table nodded in agreement while I mustered up the courage to say, “I don’t see a problem with that; let her do as she pleases with 
whom she pleases.” 

Silence again and this time an intense silence, directed at me. 

“Well I agree with you, but don’t you see, if she respected herself she wouldn’t have done that”, said the girl with straight blonde hair. “Don’t 
you know every boy wants a girl who respects herself?”

I wondered what her kissing seven boys had to do with respect…

Another girl chimed, “You’re right, my father would never have let me out of the house with that outfit!” The table burst out in laughter. 

“I completely disagree with all of you. As women we should all be feminists and look out for each other. How can we call her a slut when a guy 
will kiss more than seven girls and no one is bothered? How can we?” I looked around, daring someone to challenge me.

The girl with dark, liquid eyes looked at me and with the shrug of her shoulders said, “Boys will be boys.” 

Again most of the table agreed and carried on as normal. I found that this conversation was long overdue and it was evident that trying to 
inform people who were blissfully ignorant would not only waste my energy but also just cause more anger within me. I stood up and left with 
my plate as the conversation diverted to some other trivial topic.

I left the dining hall and headed to the bathroom. It was empty, or so I thought. I could hear faint sobs in the last cubicle and although I always 
remind myself to mind my own business, I couldn’t help but ask, “Hey, are you okay?”

The girl in the toilet did not reply but continued to sob and this time even louder. I thought, well at least I tried and just when I was about to 
leave I heard, “Hold on” coming from the cubicle. The girl who emerged had puffy, red eyes and a pale face – it looked as if she hadn’t slept for 
days. It took me a while to realize that this was the same girl we had been discussing in the dining hall. I didn’t know this girl but I had a feeling 
she had something very important to say so I waited. 

“I heard what you said about me in the dining hall”, she said.

My mouth become dry and I started feeling immense guilt. 

“And I feel that I just have to thank you for sticking up for me. I didn’t think anyone would have done that and what you did really made me 
consider not doing something drastic.”

I was struck and the only thing I reckoned I could do was to hug her so I pulled her towards me and embraced her. We both began to cry and 
although I didn’t know this girl, I also knew that my words had helped in so many ways. 

That day as I sat in the car with my mother, I told her about 
the conversation that had taken place in the dining hall and 
later in the bathroom. My mother grimaced and looked at me 
with sad, tired eyes as if to say she completely understood 
and that it was a normal thing women had to face. 

Weary women. I have grown up knowing quite a few and I 
know they haven’t always been that way. Once they had been 
full of energy and determined to take on all life’s challenges 
but now it seems that the roles of daughter, wife and mother 
have changed all that and this is evident in the frown lines 
on their faces. They have sacrificed so much and given to so 
much to the world, their husbands and children but also have 
received very little. It hurt to see my mother like this and with 
a sigh, she just shook her head and looked towards the road. 

The radio was playing hits of the 70s and as we drove without 
speaking we listened to the husky voice of James Brown: “This 
is a man’s world but it wouldn’t be nothing, nothing without 
a woman or a girl.”

Pili Mthethwa  
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GRADE 10
Back Row: Brooke Rossiter, Isabella Harvey, Isabella Scribante, Beth Coxon Gilliatt, Amy Coxon Gilliatt, Danielle Terblanche, Zara Wood, 

Natasha Baldwin, Samatha Lambert, Rebecca van der Merwe, Frances Schnell
Seventh Row: Tsholofelo Mkhari, Ruby McCrae, Jessica Nell, Taytum Clark, Namhla Ntshanga, Reneilwe Mtshatsheni, Abigail Jonsson, 

Jessica Brown, Olivia Rosenfels, Tatum-Lea Garvey, Chloe Greathead, Shannon Armstrong
Sixth Row: Kristi Bester, Kate Burnett, Erin Keyser, Hannah Lazenby, Erin Venter, Frances Fowler, Rebecca O’Connell, Bronwyn McGaw,

 Sarah Church, Isabella Adlington-Corfield 
Fifth Row: Chloe Norton, Jessica Leer, Megan Benians, Ceilidh Pretorius, Kutlwano Motau, Siphokazi Mnganga, Nicola Veenstra, 

Sacha Armstrong, Emily Vermaak, Kate Turner, Paballo Nchoba
Fourth Row: Caelan McKenzie, Samantha Reed, Nompumelelo Tshabalala, Georgina Romer-Lee, Erin Armstrong, Isabella Winter, 

Sabrina Taylor, Holly Frost, Hannah Mills, Kayleigh Naidoo
Third Row: Raquel Barradas, Ogodiseng Mothudi, Ndimphiwe Ludwaba, Georgina Bracken, Olivia Smart, Ruvimbo Vambe, Isabella Bailey, 

Ella Karan, Phillipa Lee, Tshegofatso Motaung, Sophie Johnson
Second Row: Ntandokazi Thabethe, Natalie Rohrs, Ariné de Villiers, Kiara McLuckie, Alexa Peters, Jessica Dunn, Oratile Mbulawa, 

Thato Lethola, Nandi Sibanda, Natasha Stern
Front Row: Lusanda Mtshali, Lesedi Shongwe, Alice Beckett, Amber Arnold, Rachel Randall, Mrs C Jansen, Bridget Davies, Nina Baynes, Kate 

Segar, Anna Howard, Ivy Kiruri
Absent: Jessica Bell, Dinah Frey

St Margaret’s School Exchange Pymble Ladies’ College Exchange
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Exchange Programme
Charlotte Latin School, USA  

Georgina Bracken, Danielle Terblanche 

Pymble Ladies' College, Australia 
Jessica Dunn, Kate Segar 

St Margaret's School, Australia
Natasha Baldwin, Alice Beckett, Jessica Brown, 

Chloe Greathead, Sophie Johnson, Thato Lethola, Caelan 

McKenzie, Frances Schnell, Nandi Sibanda, Natasha Stern

Trinity College School, Canada
Kate Turner, Zara Wood 

Ursulinen Hersel, Germany
Shannon Armstrong, Ariné de Villiers 

“It has been so wonderful meeting new people and making 
very special friendships, as well as exploring Australia.”

Nandi Sibanda

“Experiencing Australia's diverse culture has been such an 
honour along with creating new friendships overseas.” 
Thato Lethola

“Exchange has offered me a time to discover my self-
dependence while being embraced by Australia and all that 
it has to offer.”

 Alice Beckett

“Exchange has given me the most unique experience 
and opportunity to discover a new country and grow 
independence alongside the other girls which I couldn't be 
more thankful for.”

Chloe Greathead

“Trinity College taught us 
to step out of our comfort 
zones, to grow as people 
and learn from all the 
people around us. It was 
an amazing experience 
that left us with special 
memories and taught us 
lessons we will use for the 
rest of our lives.”

Kate Turner & Zara Wood 

“Exchange was the most incredible experience. We travelled around 
Sydney, and went to all the iconic places such as Bondi Beach, the 
Harbour Bridge and Manly. We were lucky enough to go to Melbourne 
for a week and the ‘outback’ with our exchange families, the abundance 
of kangaroos was definitely the highlight of our first week. We made 
the closest friends and are so grateful for our time in Australia.” 

Jessica Dunn 
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Babanango Trip
The Grade 10 girls visited the Babanango Valley Outdoor Centre 
for their annual excursion and outdoor education week.  It was an 
experience that not only added educational value to their lives, but 
also enriched their social awareness.

On arrival, dedicated and very energetic facilitators greeted them. The 
programme started without delay and they spent the first afternoon 
navigating obstacle courses and engaging in physical activities. This 
was designed to test the strengths and weaknesses of both individuals 
and the group and encouraged personal development.

Some of the highlights of the excursion were the visit to Mangeni Falls, 
where they learned about under-cutting and erosion, knick points and 
graded rivers. The view from the top of the falls was vast and the girls 
were fortunate to see it after some rain had fallen and the water was 
flowing over the falls.

The group visited the small town of Babanango and experienced the 
dynamics of rural living and settlements. They visited the various 
shops in town, and also the “pharmacy” of a traditional healer.

Another exciting part of the trip was the visit to the Nqutu Ridge 
where they enjoyed a panoramic view of both the Isandlwana and 
Rorke’s Drift Battlefields. There they visited a museum and witnessed 
an informative history talk on the Battle of Rorke’s Drift.

The time spent at the local orphanage was a highlight of the week. 
The girls engaged and played with the children and many of them 
were reluctant to leave. It was wonderful to see what an impact the 
visit had on them. For many of the girls, this was the best part of the 
trip. 
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The Chanel Programme
The Grade 10 girls had a very busy and exciting year building up to 
their first formal dance. It is an occasion that they look forward to 
from Grade 8 and is quite a contrast to the Grade 9 Great Adventure.

The Chanel Ball has become a firm fixture in our calendar and is a 
highlight in the life of a St Anne’s girl. The concept is not to have a Ball 
and then fit some programme around it, but rather to run a valuable, 
skills-orientated programme that culminates in The Chanel Ball. The 
objective is to guide young girls into a new phase of their lives and to 
provide input on issues that they may find challenging.

From the beginning of Grade 10, girls participate in workshops every 
Monday afternoon from 2pm – 3pm.  During the first term, a number 
of guest speakers addressed the girls. Rev van Niekerk was one of our 
speakers and she encouraged the girls to become women of substance; 
recognising that the choices they make could influence the rest of 
their lives. We also welcomed Fran Steart and Michelle Alberts, both 
qualified dietitians, who spoke to the girls about staying healthy. The 
girls particularly enjoyed the visit from Michele Gevers, who spoke to 
them about dealing with conflict, but their absolute favourite speaker 
was Matt Dove. Matt is an endurance athlete who runs the world’s 
harshest marathons to raise money for educating underprivileged 
children. He shared stories of some of his experiences with them.

The girls thoroughly enjoyed their dance lessons with the Grade 11 
Michaelhouse boys. Michelle van Deventer, a qualified Ballroom 
and Latin dance instructor, joined us on Friday evenings to teach the 
students three different dances. The students seemed to grasp the 
moves pretty quickly and their confidence grew each week.  

For the actual evening of the ball, the girls were responsible for 
decorating the hall and setting the tables themselves. During the 
third term, a committee was formed to cover the various areas of 
involvement – hall, foyer, stationery – and the girls had to work as part 
of team to come up with decorating ideas.  The foyer was decorated 
in a striking, hip, tropical theme and it was a spectacular evening. For 
once there was no mist or rain and the weather was just perfect. The 
girls, their parents, and Michaelhouse partners, all looked stunning. 
To top it off, the food was super tasty and everyone had a lovely time!
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One Body Part, a Thousand Words 
Joint Winner, Sheila Groom Poetry Prize

Time-worn, wrinkled 

An intriguing galaxy of sun spots and freckles 
scattered randomly

each one accompanied 
by its own story 

Purple veins interlaced like roots
of the tree of her memories, her past

each one representing
a certain experience  

Soft, fragile, gentle

Years of life, love and
Years of pain
reflected in my precious gran’s hands 

No longer able to hold her paintbrush tightly  enough
to guide it carefully, swiftly 
over a plain piece of paper
and transform it into a work of art

No longer able to write 
words of wisdom, insight  
from her intuitive mind
onto a plain piece of paper 
and transform it into a document of knowledge 

no longer able to hold her beloved cup of coffee in the mornings

no longer able to show her emotions through lively gestures 

no longer able to brush her hair 

They rest peacefully still, motionless
on the arms of her wheelchair 
unable to do the things that we take for granted 

restrained, weakened
by Parkinson’s disease  

Frances Schnell                                                                                           

Creative Writing & Visual Art

School Landscape
Hannah Lazenby

School Landscape
Ariné de Villiers



The hyena says “howzit”
Winner, The Witness True Stories School Category

It was a hot and humid day at Mkuze game reserve and the sun was beaming down on my already-burnt skin. The sun had started setting and 
we were slowly spotting the night stars one by one. We had returned to the campsite, which was not fenced, allowing any animals to wander 
about. I shared a room with my sister, Ella, who certainly didn’t take any of my nonsense. It was the children’s turn to prepare the feast for the 
evening and my lazy self was really not up to it. My sister decided to leave the main door of the room open so it would give me the motivation 
to get up. Clearly it didn’t work as a few minutes later, I had already dozed off in my bed which had a thick mosquito net around it. 

I was awoken by the sound of claws hitting the floor, which started to get louder and louder. I forced myself to open my eyes and saw two eyes 
glowing in the dark. There was a moving, breathing, hungry hyena in my room! I thought I was hallucinating. I gave the biggest scream my 
body could and rummaged quickly through those thick mosquito nets so I could run to the bathroom. I locked the door and moved the chair 
up against the door for extra protection. At this point, I was absolutely hysterical. It was as if the Victoria Falls were coming out of my eyes. I 
phoned my sister numerous times but received no answer. I heard the pack of scavengers giggling outside my room and adrenaline kicked in. I 
felt like Tarzan. I jumped from the bath, to the basin and then to the top of the shower wall all within a matter of seconds.

I jumped down from the shower wall ten minutes later after hearing no further noises. I moved closer to the door and slowly moved the chair. 
Once that was done, I carefully opened the door. Those glowing eyes were still there, waiting for me, so I slammed the door. I became hysterical 
again. Eventually, my sister answered and I explained the situation I was in. However, she thought I was “crying wolf” because I didn’t want to 
help her make dinner so she put the phone down. I had never felt so alone and desperate. Our ranger slept in one of the huts close to mine and 
he eventually heard all my screams. He came running to my hut with a fire torch and scared all of the hyenas away – my real African bush hero.
I was taken back to the main house, where everyone else was. I felt as if there was an earthquake in my body; I couldn’t stop shaking. My family 
found it hilarious, and I was not a happy camper, literally. To this day, I still wonder who got more of a fright? Me when I saw the hyena or when 
the hyena heard my bloodcurdling scream? 

Rebecca O’Connell                                                                                         
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 My Precious Pet
Erin Armstrong

 My Precious Pet
Erin Venter
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A manmade estuary
Highly Commended, Douglas Livingstone 
Creative Writing Competition 

White bags sail past like jellyfish.
Plastic darts past
an array of fish.
Paper soars - a fish eagle taking flight.
Bottle top shells sheen
baking in the burning sun.
Blotches of rubbish dot the sandy estuary 
shore,
Coral and seaweed.

“Our estuaries are still at peace.”
A false image!
“My rubbish won’t make a difference.”
A false image!
White bags sail past.
The only jellyfish we have left
A true image!

Look beneath the surface,
Before it’s too late. 

Caelan McKenzie                                                                                     

Remember
Remember the days

Where you could run naked in joy
Cover yourself in mud without concern of disease

When speaking your mind was normal
Because you were a child

Remember the days
When your biggest worry was if the honey pot was found

When you only fought with your parents over broccoli
Your days seemed unnumbered

Because you were a child

Remember the days
When mommy and daddy took care of everything
Kissed you goodnight when your eyes got heavy

Made everything seem better
Because you were a child

Remember…
For those days are far behind you

Reality came crushing in
Society strangling your words against you
Diseases of greed plaguing every nation

And judgement based on your body parts

Now you worry about making ends meet tomorrow
You dread the sunrise and the new problems it brings

Fighting with your parents is second nature
Because no one seems to understand you

No one kisses you goodnight
Your eyes are constantly heavy

Nothing seems better
You aren’t a child anymore

Danielle Terblanche                                                                                  

  My Safe Space
Dinah Frey

School Landscape
Reneilwe Mtshatsheni
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  My Safe Space
Ruby McCrae

 My Precious Pet
Hannah Lazenby

  My Safe Space
Sabrina Taylor

Orphaned Child
In damaged clothes,
(the type my mom usually made us donate)
she stands alongside her fellow victims
with hula-hoops,
stitched together with masking tape.

I hear her giggle and see her teeth
when the hula-hoop she has thrown 
doesn’t flatten onto the grass but spins
like a coin on a flat surface. 

She dashes to uneven swings hanging 
by doubtful chains. 
I start to push her,
and her face widens with a smile. 

Her giggle and teeth are even brighter when two of us lift her
into the bold blue sky. 
Grounded again, 
she steps back,
gaining the run-up she’ll need for the next lift-off. 

As we say goodbye
she can’t understand my words
so a simple hug and wave will be my unspoken farewell.

The world is cruel.   

Kristi Bester                                                                                    
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GRADE 9
Back Row: Khanyisa-Christelle Zaka, Catherine van der Merwe, Ella Thorburn, Catherine Viedge, Georgina Wolf, Emma Edmondson, 

Katherine Herbert, Lily Grindrod, Chloe Martin, Emily Bennett, Kathryn Gilbert, Jessica Pitout, Bianca Voigts
Seventh Row: Jessica Greathead, Mia Presbury, Honey Sabatta, Jade Harty, Pemba Elliot, Megan Parker, Amber Lee, Nondumiso Radebe, 

Georgia Schaefer, Bianca Tiaden, Robyn Hockey, Kelly Bouwer, Sophie Rebeck, Katherine Thatcher
Sixth Row: Daristi Naidoo, Juliette Armitage, Emma Pennington, Ashleigh Rohrs, Teagan MacFarlane, Kefilwe-Karabo Mabelane, 
Ofentje Motubatse, Elinor Capostagno, Katlo Molefe, Kim van Rooyen, Jenna Schwegmann, Storm Veenstra, Pamela Janssens, 

Gabrielle Benkenstein
Fifth Row: Abby Williamson, Emily van Niekerk, Jordan Chellan, Nyrobi Gutu, Kayla Prowse, Michaela Beckley, Zimasa Vezi, Madison Burgess, 

Abby Talmage, Michaela Seele, Jessica Harper 
Fourth Row: Itayi Madzinga, Kate Perrow, Sisanda Jezile, Grace Taylor, Olivia Baker, Hannah Pitt, Dintle Magasa, Ella Grealy, Jessica Johnson, 

Sarah Lund, Tamsyn Arnold, Gabrielle Chellan
Third Row: Abby Gauntlett, Rebecca Banfield, Sarah Anders, Shanya Wijeyawardana, Jennifer Connolly, Hannah Gush, Raquel Parau, Sarah 

Fyvie, Erin Duffy, Erin Douglas, Josephine Peters
Second Row: Hannah van Rensburg, Senzelw’umusa Mathe, Gugulethu Nhlapo, Fikile Nhleko, Anne Hammond, Boitumelo Magomola, 

Megan Guimaraens, Lilitha Nkuhlu, Rosalie Brouckaert, Silindile Kunene
Front Row: Josephine le Roux, Rebecca Roberts, Jamie McCrae, Tariro Kugotsi, Alessia Zedde, Ms M Filmer, Mia Lee, Esmé Thornhill-Davis, 

Zivaishe Jaravaza, Rebecca Lonsdale, Mia Scales
Absent: Arabella Rushton, Tanna-Leigh Wesson
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The Great Adventure
The Great Adventure is an 8-day outdoor adventure where the Grade 9s get to hike, paddle, canoe and cycle around Spioenkop. They set up 
camp, cook their own food and enjoy solo time in the afternoons where they reflect on the day’s challenges and victories. We were so proud 
of the girls this year as they tackled the daily tasks with determination, fun and a sense of being a team. In their reflective comments, it was 
evident that they had made new friends and learnt a lot about themselves on the trip. 

“I learnt that taking it one day at a time and not knowing what we 
had the next day really helped because you learn to live in the moment 
and you learn how to love yourself and know your strengths and 
weaknesses.”
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“I learnt how much I like to help people. I also learnt that 
I am too quick to judge people and I need to get to know 
someone before thinking anything about them. I learnt a 
lot about how if I really set my mind to something I can do 
it. I also learnt how easy it is to build friendships with people 
if you both put the time and the effort in. I also learnt how 
nice it is for me to get away from my phone for a while.”

“I learnt that I am a lot stronger than I thought I was, and I 
can endure more than I had thought. Even when there were 
times when I thought I couldn’t carry on, and I did which 
I was proud of. I was able to bond with people that I had 
never pictured myself being friends with.”

“I learnt that I can be extremely impatient and sometimes 
unkind. I learnt that in times of hardship I can’t always 
looks for a way to get out of it but should rather look at 
ways to get through it.”

“I learnt how much my family means to me and how I need 
to appreciate the amount of things they do for me and the 
amount of things the buy for me. I also decided to make a 
certain time just for them and some quite time”

“I learnt how to communicate better especially when we 
were all exhausted. It really taught me how to think of 
others even when you’re fighting your own battles inside.”

“Being a leader is a lot less about telling others what to do 
and what not to do and a lot more about doing what should 
be done and letting others follow (leading by example).”

“I learnt that people have more patience and compassion 
than you think they do. The kindness that everyone in my 
group showed each other really impressed me as well as 
how well we all got along. I learnt that when you are a 
leader you have to be empathetic and patient and you have 
to listen more than you talk.”
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Creative Writing & Visual Art

Shoe Still Life
Erin Douglas

Teacup
Esmé Thornhill-Davis 

My New Perspective 
Shared Prizewinner, Lewis Essay

Fires were burning across the skyline, the lights of their flames blending in with 
the flickering ones of the city. Snow crunched under my shoes and a bitter wind 
bit at my exposed skin as I stepped outside. Winter may have been coming to 
an end but I could feel the icy kisses of snowflakes as they fell onto my face. I 
knew that the snow wouldn’t last long though, not while the fires still raged in 
the city. 

“Abby, come and say goodbye to the Woodhams. You’re not going to see them 
for the next three weeks.” came my mom’s shrill voice from inside. “I’ll come 
now.” I shouted back at her. I gave the horizon one more glance before turning 
and walking away from the night sky and the outside world. 

I ended up never seeing the Woodhams again. They were only supposed to stay 
in Texas until it was safe here again, but decided to permanently move back 
there when the building next to their apartment was set on fire. We would have 
fled too, but by then the flights to Ukraine had stopped. 

I sat in the living room staring at the strangers outside our door. My parents said 
they were for protection, hired by Coca Cola to keep us safe. Maybe it was their 
massive size and cold glares, or maybe it was the guns they always carried, but I 
never felt safe around them. I watched the four of them leave every night from 
my bedroom window, and watched as four more strangers with guns came to 
replace them. I envied them, because they, unlike me, were allowed to leave. 

The shouts and sirens were a constant reminder of why I had to stay though. The 
streets weren’t safe anymore. Neither were the shops or schools or anything 
else really. Not while people were still dying. So I had to stay inside where it was 
safe, where the men with guns could protect us.   

I saw the revolution only once it was over. Once the streets were cleared and 
the bodies were buried. It was a particularly cold morning when I first walked 
into Maidan city center, the home of the revolution. The first thing I noticed was 
the smoke that seemed to cling to everything . The next was the debris. Burned 
tires, crates, tables and trash were piled up everywhere, turning the once open 
space into a labyrinth.

The further into the center I got, the more people I started to see. Hundreds 
of rebels were huddled against one another or crouched over fires in weak 
attempts to defend themselves from the unforgiving cold of Ukraine’s winters. 
Their tired faces were evidence of the effect of the last week’s harsh actions. 

The makeshift campsites came next. Dozens of tents were scattered around 
the center, the temporary homes of the rebels around me. Sleeping bags were 
strewn all across the floors of the tents along with clothing and other personal 
belongings. The sight made me long for the comfort of my own home, for its 
warm rooms and soft beds.

Thousands of flowers carpeted the heart of Maidan center. Their bursts of 
colour were a stark contrast to the grey of everything else. I found it ironic that 
despite their vibrant colours, the flowers were the saddest things in Maidan. 
They were left here in remembrance of all of those who were killed in the 
revolution, murdered by the corruption of the government. 

It was then, looking at all of the destruction and broken people around me, that 
I began to hate flowers. They soon became a constant reminder of everything 
I saw that day. It was the flowers of Maidan that began to symbolize all of the 
suffering in the world. I no longer saw flowers as people’s happiness, I saw 
them as people’s sorrow. It was no longer flowers for love and gratitude, it was 
flowers for sickness, flowers for death and flowers for Maidan.

Abby Gauntlett                                                                                  
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Shoe Still Life
Senzelw’umusa Mathe

Shoe Still Life
Emily Bennett 

In Her Footsteps 
If someone were to sum up the fundamental 
characteristics that make me who I am, they 
would mention two things: my mom is my 
backbone and I am an unwavering supporter 
of the feminist movement. As with most 
individuals, my mom has impacted my life in a 
multitude of ways. However, being brought up 
by a woman who resolutely upholds feminist 
values has shaped my existence and the 
woman I aspire to be.

Born to unmarried, teenage parents in 1976 – 
a time when township streets were rife with 
protest and the stench of tear gas engulfed the 
air – it comes as no surprise that my mom grew 
up to challenge social norms. She came of age 
at a time when South Africa was transitioning 
from a nation plagued by racial discrimination 
to a nation where fairness, reconciliation and 
freedom were the fundamental principles. 
Yet, she noticed a discrepancy. Though the 
liberation struggled had succeeded in ending 
Apartheid, the issue of male domination had 
not been addressed and patriarchy was still 
embedded within South African society. She 
then vowed to stand against those ideals 
by ensuring that her future daughter would 
be equipped with self-assurance and a 
commitment to equality.

“Feminist: the person who believes in the social, 
political and economic equality of the sexes.” 
These are the words from a Ted talk given by 
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, which were used 
in a popular Beyoncé song. Every day, on our 
way home from school, my mom would play 
this particular song at full blast and we would 
sing along to the empowering lyrics with great 
zeal. From an early age, my mom taught me 
the true meaning of the word “feminist” and, 
as a result, I never equated it with man hating 
or any other negative stereotypes. I was taught 
to view the word in a positive light.

However, my mom’s tutelage was not limited 
to unpacking the baggage carried by words. 
Her most valuable lessons were taught through 
her choices; she led by example.

When my mother decided to stop working, in order to invest more time in raising me, she received a barrage of criticism. How could she let 
two law degrees go to waste? Did she not suffer pangs of conscience as my father worked day and night in his office? Wasn’t she supposed to 
be a feminist?
It would take a long time for my mom to re-enter the workplace, as staying at home was exactly what she wanted at that time. Her decision 
showed me that feminism is about choice and that there isn’t a rulebook which dictates how to be a feminist correctly. Any woman, from a 
high-powered CEO to a stay-at-home mom, can identify as a feminist. 

My mom also did an excellent job at teaching me about powerful women who made history such as Gloria Steinem and the controversial 
Mother of the Nation, Winnie Mandela. As I became older, she encouraged me to read the works of women such as Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 
and Maya Angelou whose novels feature strong, female protagonists. With this, my mom instilled a mentality of female strength in me and 
helped to develop assertiveness and an intolerance for mistreatment or disrespect.

As I near my transition from child to young adult, I find myself in the exact place my mom was nearly twenty-five years ago: utterly appalled 
and outraged at society. From #TheTotalShutDown and #MeToo, and an endless number of other movements against gender discrimination, 
it is evident that not much has changed since my mom’s time. However, with her teachings, I am confident in my ability to enter spaces which 
were not originally created for me and bring about great change.

Lilitha Nkuhlu
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Teacup
Sarah Lund

Shoe Still Life
Itayi Madzinga

You (Society) lied
Society said they’d admire my intelligence,
“Women are influential now!”
pronounced the media.
It should’ve been a warning
regarding a long overdue revolution,
but,
when I parted my lips to speak
nothing seemed to have changed.

Copious paragraphs thrust their words against my teeth
but your refusal to let me release them,
forces me to break -
into an agonizing smile.
It’s a smile that you demanded me to give –
as my only contribution to this world.
An action that once represented joy,
you use as a suppressive tool.
Muting the intellectual capability of women,
so much so that the answers to your problems
could be bellowed -
but, your underestimation of me
trips them on my tongue.

To be underestimated is to be silenced,
and to be silenced is to conform.
You can’t be influential when people
value silence over your words.

Esmé Thornhill-Davis
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Teacup
Zimasa Vezi

In The Fairy Garden
Two cheeky grins stare back at me out of the glossy picture. The two 
girls, barefoot with wild, flowing hair, cling to each other. I instantly 
know that they hold onto much more than just each other’s arms.

After scribbling down some quick spelling I raced out into our back 
garden. I reached the gate to embrace Em, my “Bestest friend in the 
entire world forever and ever,” in a bout of laughter and shrieking, 
talking as if we hadn’t seen each other in a year. Em, with her deep 
hazel eyes and dark curls, would suddenly get a special twinkle in 
her eyes, and that’s when you just knew something was about to 
happen. With the mellow rays of the late sun warming our faces and 
the wind tousling our hair, we set off on a great exploration of the 
kingdom of my garden.

We carefully treaded through each bush; around every tree. We 
were explorers, discovering a new exotic species in the Amazon. 
We were warriors, slaying any crawling monster that dared to cross 
our path with our mighty swords. Until suddenly, we wanted to be 
the great protectors of the fairies: building a dazzling new kingdom; 
guarding their magical secrets; and most importantly, watching 
them go about their dainty fairy business.

So off we skipped with rakes and spades, courtesy of the garage, to the secret pathway at the very edge of the garden. We would rake up a few 
leaves here; pull out a few weeds there; our goal of a whimsical little kingdom in mind. All this was done in a slow, dance-like trance; us floating 
from one bush to another. The breeze took on a sweet, floral fragrance and a mystical aura hung in the air. Every now and then we would take 
a quick peep at the neighbours; just making sure they weren’t spies.

Then came the ghastly, gruesome overgrowth: a thick mass of aging trees, bulging roots and twisted vines; a dark and mysterious place. The 
trees and bushes loomed over us; daring us to make the slightest move. We both knew it had to be done, there was no way the kingdom was big 
enough yet. Slowly at first, we cautiously and fearfully tiptoed deeper in, cutting little bit by little bit. The slightest rustle would send us jumping 
in utter hysterics and at the mere sight of a creepy-crawly we would cling to each other for dear life. Every now and then we would tiptoe up 
behind one another, just to have a little giggle at the other’s shriek.

Before we knew it, we were around the corner, back where it all began. Deep shades of copper and crimson steaked across the sky to warn 
us of the coming night. With time running out, we pinched some pantry-sugar to sprinkle the finishing sparkles on our masterpiece and then 
we were ready. It was finally time for the final showcase: dragging my sister and her unlucky friend on a grand tour. After entering through the 
“high-tech” security system and swearing to an oath of silence they would listen to all the do’s and don’ts from the self-acclaimed fairy experts. 
After haughtily telling them the most important rule, “To never ever let a fairy see you,” we would guide them through, bit by bit.

A slight shimmer would capture everyone. The faintest tinkle or the smallest pop sounded like the flutter of a fairy and with the slightest rustle 
of a leaf someone would exclaim, “I’ve seen one! A fairy!” Then darkness would swallow the kingdom and we would all be forced inside.

As I place the fading photograph down, the warm, fuzzy feeling leaves and a thick blanket of nostalgia envelops me. I think about the girls I will 
never reach, in the garden I will never again see.

Erin Douglas                                                                            

Shoe Still Life
Jessica Harper

Shoe Still Life
Dintle Magasa
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GRADE 8
Back Row: Isabella Thornton-Dibb (The Wykeham Collegiate), Georgina Butcher (Clifton NR Prep), 

Rebecca Thresher (Laddsworth Primary), Annabel Unwin (Laddsworth Primary), Lauren Skinner (St Mary’s Kloof), 
Nandi Kukubo (Crawford Prep Pretoria), Caitlin Watson (Martin House Trust, Zimbabwe), Lucy Lambert (Virginia Prep), 

Victoria Armstrong (Crawford North Coast), ‘Maseeiso Seeiso (Clifton NR Prep)
Seventh Row: Grace van de Velde (Clifton NR Prep), Jasmine Tlhagoane (Kingsmead), Teagan Stanton (Chelsea Prep), 

Bahati Dakile (St Stithian’s), Rebecca Edwards (The Wykeham Collegiate), Emily Oliver (Clifton NR Prep), Camille Lombart (Kingsmead), 
Nandi Falala (Dainfern College), Jessica Aiken (Chelsea Prep)

Sixth Row: Grace McCarthy (Clifton NR Prep), Lucy Church (St Stithian’s), Holly Jerome (Reddam House Umhlanga) , 
Nokhwezi Magewu (Clifton NR Prep), Tyla England (Clifton NR Prep), Hannah Carlisle (St John’s DSG), Ciaran Hornby (Laddsworth Primary), 

Sophia Thrash (Cowan House), Clementine Robinson (Cowan House), Isabella Gaul (Kingsmead), Rebecca van Duren (Clifton NR Prep), 
Georgia Frost (Cowan House)

Fifth Row: Tshedza Mphephu (St Katharine’s), Chisala Chikwanda (The Wykeham Collegiate), Eve Tomlinson (St Stithian’s), Alexandra Parry 
(Durban Girls’ College), Avuziwe Mbebe (Solid Foundations), Melindi Koekemoer (Laddsworth Primary), Georgina Le Sueur (Cowan House), 

Amkela Msimang (Summit College), Stephanie Siedle (Laddsworth Primary), Grace Love (St Mary’s Kloof), Ashlea van der Riet (Cowan House)
Fourth Row: Grace Ross (Laddsworth Primary), Abby Daugherty (The Wykeham Collegiate), Christan Wenke (Westville Senior Primary), 

Lesedi Leketi (St Stithian’s), Josephine Steere (Cowan House), Shalinda Minnie (Kokstad Primary), Skye Bates (Clifton NR Prep), 
Julia Lee (Roedean), Julia Mantle (Scottsville Primary), Tsaone Mothudi (Glenstantia Primary), Amy Burnett 

(The Wykeham Collegiate), Amber McLuckie (St Mary’s Waverley)
Third Row: Lithe-thaa Hongo (Port Shepstone Senior Primary), Kwanele Sokhela (Northern Park), Isabella Raw (Hluhluwe Primary), Ella St Clair 

(Clifton NR Prep), Raechel Bekker (Our Lady of Fatima), Nina Baguley (Cowan House), Gabrielle Korrubel (Clifton NR Prep), 
Anele Biyela (Dainfern College), Emily Barker (Baobab College, Lusaka), Danielle Pillay (Shangri-La Academy) , Lucy Norton (Cowan House), 

Sofi-Jade Wilson (Durban Girls’ College), Phumla Marareni (Ermelo English Primary)
Second Row: Kietumetse Magomola (St Peter’s Prep), Emily Guimaraens (St Peter’s Prep), Louise Dunn (Kingsmead), Jamie Rice 

(Thomas More College), Zakithi Mathe (Veritas College), Annabelle Holt (Clifton NR Prep), Ella Carcary (Laddsworth Primary), Casey Mosdell 
(Laddsworth Primary), Amanda Cele (Rivonia Primary), Andiswa Msebeni (Laddsworth Primary), Allarnah Chiinze (Summit College), Kananelo 

Lethola (Dainfern College)
Front Row: Stephanie Langebrink (Kingsmead), Nandi Malinga (Brescia House), Lucy Gilson (The Wykeham Collegiate), Gemma Fradd (Cowan 

House), Mikha Sabatta (Laddsworth Primary), Mrs M Baijnath, Lara Feely (Laddsworth Primary), Uzenokuhle Phewa 
(Arboretum Primary), Chloe Ferguson (St Peter’s Prep), Emma Teichmann (The Wykeham Collegiate), Ariella Barradas (St Andrew’s Jhb)

Absent: Caroline Cheshire (Durban Girls’ College), Jada Kruger (Brescia House)
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Settling In
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Toy Making with 
‘Singakwenza’  
Again we invited a non-profit organisation called Singakwenza, 
meaning ‘We can do it!’ to run a toy making workshop with our 
girls. Singakwenza is a non-profit organization that aims to build 
sustainable early childhood education programmes in economically 
disadvantaged communities, using recycled materials to make 
resources for children and teachers. The team from Singakwenza 
taught our girls how to make toys purely from recycled products, such 
as bread packets, 2l milk cartons and plastic lids. This year we took 
these toys to three different schools in the Nyala Pans district. Our 
girls spent time playing with the children, showing them the many 
and various games that they could play with the toys, and thoroughly 
enjoying themselves in the process.
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Nyala Pans
The aim of the camp is to encourage the girls to explore their personal 
identity, together with group dynamics and peer relationships. The 
camp combines outdoor, athletic and creative activities in which the 
girls work together in groups to construct and achieve certain goals. 
The time spent together is always great fun and enables the girls to 
get to know each other and bond as a group within an alternative 
context to school.
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Pop Art Portraits
Grade 8

Creative Writing & Visual Art

When I was a child
When I was a child,

I would let my imagination run away with me
taking my thoughts into a new world where there was only happiness and play

I would run to a world of colourful rainbows and bright days
Taking home with me nothing but happy memories

I would dream of outer space
Watching the stars flicker in the night sky

It looked like someone had taken a massive paintbrush and splashed intense, vibrant colours on a big 
black canvas

But now I am older and stress and worry have colonised my imagination.

Casey Mosdell                                                                                  
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My imagination is needed there
How I suck at poetry

Failing to rhyme all the time
Always feeling like the odd one in a poetic family

It’s not in my bones to rhyme
Neither is it to sing or play an instrument

My bones love to dance
To run wild

My bones chose ballet because flexibility is in my bones

Running and leaping when I please
Breaking into splits at random times
Spinning and smashing into people

I’m a wild spirit 
They told me

To try poetry, my imagination is needed there

I get excited when I start a poem
Leaping from one idea to the next
After many efforts of my teacher

Trying everything to teach me how to write one poem
She gives up and says you like leaping, right

To try ballet, my imagination is needed there

Tsaone Mothudi                                                                          

Monsters Unleashed
RUN, HIDE, PROTECT!
The panicked mantra filled my head
Steps carefully planned,
To avoid execution
Like headless chickens,
Everywhere people ran
Strategy was needed,
The hopeless caught
Like lions stalking prey,
They came for us
and we, like lambs to the slaughter
were led to our own demise.

Panting, I tried to catch my breath
frantically, my heart beating.
Would I survive,
this war with no mercy?

Outside our fort,
they waited with ammunition.
Nowhere to hide,
no escape.

Holding my breath,
I ran.
Captors awaited
With confident grins…

Andiswa Msebeni                                                                            Rock Rose
Kietumetse Botshelo Magomola

Linocut
Camille Lombart
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Linocut
Lucy Church 

Linocut
Tshedza Mphephu 

Rock Rose
Shalinda Minnie

My brain is a hurricane 
Wild thoughts twisting and turning 
Ideas spiralling out of control 
Random pictures spinning round and round 
Lost thoughts bouncing up and down 

All the names I could not remember 
All the faces that I saw 
Are all jumbled up in a great big mess 
That only I can understand 

Howling winds of anger 
Raging raindrops of tears 
Loud booming of laughter 
Screeching sounds of fears 

In the centre nothing moves 
All is still and quiet
It is here I find myself 
Sitting peacefully under a tree 
With only a small breeze to disturb my 
thoughts 

Jessica Aiken                                                           

I am an emotion 
I am curiosity.
I wear the coat of wonder.
I need the solution.
I am related to questioning.
I holiday with the idea of investigation. 
My purpose (job) is to never stop wondering.
I long for the answer. 

Abby Daugherty                                                        

Now,
In the present moment,
24 hrs prior,
Silence.

Sitting in class.
Everything in my mind is moving,
Shaking!
Thoughts race from:
Plans for the weekend?
Movies on Saturday?
Family dinner? When?

Yet here I am,
Stuck in class.
Tired,
Bored,
Nothing to say,
Nothing to write.

Tomorrow.
24hrs forward.
A smile inches onto my face.
With my brother Sampa,
Sitting in the airport,
Sitting on the edge of my seat,
And most importantly…
One plane away from home.

Chisala Chikwanda                                                            



Academic
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Accounting
Educational tours were organised for all Grade 9 to 12 learners this 
year exposing the girls to the various aspects of operating a successful 
business. They are able to reconcile some of the practical aspects 
with the theoretical knowledge covered in class. The Grade 12 tour 
is a particularly meaningful three-day tour to organisations and 
businesses in Gauteng. During this time, the girls also get a feel for 
different career options, which helps them to feel reassured about the 
choices they are making. 

“This trip impacted on my life immensely because it opened my eyes 
and broadened my perspective of the world of business and the 
endless opportunity available to us. It motivated me, encouraged me 
as well as excited me for my future. It revealed to me that it is okay 
to not know what I want to end up doing after my tertiary studies at 
this point, but rather to realise that there is so much choice in the 
financial and corporate world and you would eventually find what you 
love doing.” Chloe Hoar

“We were afforded invaluable insight into not only accounting, but 
also economics, statistics, manufacturing and the stock market.” 
Jessica Lee

Grade 12 Accounting girls with teachers, Mrs Ranji 
Padayachee and Mrs Louise Kelmanson, and Ms 
Nomfanelo Mkize from Alexander Forbes

Grade 11 Accounting girls at Sagewood restaurant 
with owner and chef, Greg Oosthuizen

The Matric class of 2018 achieved an excellent set of results. All 78 candidates achieved Bachelor Degree certificates and among 
the 261 individual level 7s (distinctions) were 48 marks of 90% or more. Of the 16 subjects on offer at St Anne’s, 7 of the subjects 
achieved an average above 80%. Many girls have expressed votes of thanks for the rigorous preparation experienced during the 
academic year and, in particular, the Trial examinations. 

Our staff development programme, including a professional review, continues to offer opportunities for staff to reflect on and develop 
their classroom practice pedagogy. Staff development programmes such as such as Mind-Brain Education, Stressed for Success, 
Mindfulness and Wellness are geared toward addressing the holistic approach we subscribe to at St Anne’s. A large portion of 
the staff development programme has focused on the role of IT and digital literacy. Toward the end of 2018 we adopted Microsoft 
OneNote as our platform of choice to address our digital literacy goals. After a short training period, staff have implemented the 
platform with great enthusiasm and success. We look forward to the progress in this area over the coming years.

The individual subject reports that follow below will showcase the work and achievements of our girls. The quality of these 
achievements is testament to the input from highly skilled and committed academic staff. I would like to extend a sincere vote of 
thanks to the staff for the enthusiastic and motivated approach in all aspects of College life. 

Trevor van Niekerk
Deputy Head: Academics
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Consumer Studies
The Consumer Studies Department welcomed a new staff 
member in 2018, Mrs Leanne Janas, who settled in comfortably 
and jumped into the role without hesitation. Facilities continue 
to be upgraded including state of the art technical equipment 
which enables pupils to watch demonstration work comfortably 
and more accurately. The new unit allows us to better 
accommodate the pupils who take this subject and fulfills the 
teacher’s dreams of being “TV Master Chefs”.

The Grade 8 pupils contributed to saving the environment by 
learning sewing skills and making their very own shopping 
bags. The Grade 9s were introduced to cookery terms and 
techniques, developed a basic knowledge of nutrition and a real 
passion for Gourmet Burgers! The Grade 10 year have become 
responsible and informed consumers. The theoretical and 
practical knowledge that they have gained will contribute to the 
improvement of their personal lives as consumers and to the 
development of the economy and social fabric in South Africa. 

The Grade 11s were involved in preparing and packaging a 
dehydrated meal for the Grade 9 Great Adventure. This was 
an amazing learning experience based on preservation and 
recipe development. The girls were also treated to a Midlands 
tour including a visit to Jackie Cameron’s School of Cookery, 
Wedgewood, Fairfield Dairy and Terbodore Coffee.

A highlight as always was the culinary tour to Cape Town 
where the girls are exposed to a wide variety of institutions 
where they could pursue career options. These included Fedisa 
Fashion School, Silwood Kitchen and the Institute of Culinary 
Art. The Grade 12s had an industrious year preparing for 
their Practical Assessment task which involved acquiring the 
necessary knowledge, skills, values and attitudes to produce 
and market food to satisfy consumer needs. Their assigned task 
was to create six identical “High Tea” treats showing a variety 
of complex skills. 

Georgina Lambert’s Honey Comb Choux

 Jenna Egberink’s Fruit Tartlet
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Debating
2018 saw Mrs Clea Mofokeng join the St Anne’s Debating community 
where she has made an invaluable contribution. It has been a 
rewarding year and our Grade 8 and Junior teams progressed to the 
semi-finals of the Pietermaritzburg Debating League. At the League 
Prizegiving, the following girls were acknowledged: Amanda Cele (4th 
overall in the Grade 8 League plus two Best Speaker awards) Georgia 
Schaefer (5th overall in the Junior League) and Esmé Thornhill-Davis 
(2nd overall in the Junior League plus five Best Speaker awards). 

Eight girls represented St Anne’s at the KZN Schools’ Debating 
Association Championships where Esmé Thornhill-Davis and Georgia 
Schaefer’s team won the Junior tournament. Esmé was the 3rd ranked 
Junior speaker in the province and Georgia ranked 8th. Both girls were 
selected as members of the Junior KZN team. 

Dramatic Arts
With our theatre under construction, we held the Matric 
Practical Exam at The Hexagon Theatre in Pietermaritzburg, 
which was open to parents, staff and girls. The Grade 12 Drama 
students gave outstanding performances in a host of different 
styles and genres, resulting in an entertaining, enjoyable and 
striking performance that was highly commended by the 
examiner.

Debating Team

Matric Drama Practical Exams
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French

Geography

This year we welcomed an exchange pupil, Maellan, from a school in Nantes region who experienced all St Anne’s has to offer. As a result, our 
girls were able to interact with a first language French pupil which makes the experience of learning French more real and relevant. Our Grade 
9 fun day was a great success. Grade 10, 11 and 12 girls sat DELF exams which exposed them to a different style of learning and testing and 
provided them with an internationally recognised certificate. Vive le français! 

The year began with the wonderful news that 
four Geography Matric pupils for 2017 (Emma 
Pitout, Katerina Itopolous, Erin Crossman and 
Emma Pitt) were placed in the top 1% for their 
final IEB examination – well done girls!

Geography continues to grow with a record 35 
Grade 9 pupils choosing the subject for 2019. 
The serious issues facing the earth’s environment 
make the content of the syllabus so relevant and 
crucial for future generations.

The Grade 9s enjoyed a trip to the Warwick 
Markets in Durban where they visited the nine 
markets guided by tour guides from the NGO 
Ayise Etefuleni. The Matric pupils also went out 
in to the field, where they carried out water 
tests to assess the health of the Umgeni River in 
Howick. This excursion was led by Mrs Liz Taylor 
who is an expert in the field. The data collected 
was used by the Matrics to complete their IEB 
research project.

 Simon dit, Simon says!

Visiting the Warwick markets
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Life Orientation

Leah Kriel job shadowing for Grade 11 Life 
Orientation 

History & Drama Tour to Johannesburg
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Physical Science
An exciting initiative launched in 2018 was the Grade 11 Arduino Robotics project, supported by Mr Hornby from the Information Digital 
Literacy department and Mr Elmer-English from Design Technology, who assisted with the coding and the robot assembly respectively.

After eight years at St Anne’s, Mrs Schwartz left at the end of 2018 to join her husband at St Alban’s College in Pretoria.  The Physical Science 
department will be headed up by Mrs Forrest from 2019, and is sure to go from strength to strength with her innovative ideas and emphasis 
on technology-enabled learning in order to adequately prepare girls for the tertiary level.

Programming and building robots

Grade 10 Physical Science girls showing 
off their bridge building skills



Visual Art
Great art is produced when the artist is fully immersed in the creative 
process of expressing her inner most thoughts and feelings; this is 
paramount in the expressive process. Our girls are encouraged to find 
their individual unique language with which they can express their 
personal stories. They develop their technical skills in the mediums 
with which they are most comfortable and then spend many hours 
both during and after school, creating their extra-ordinary artworks. 
These artworks speak of their passion and pain, their joys and sorrows 
and they challenge the viewer to look deeper than the obvious 
imagery. 

The annual Combined Art Exhibition of Matric students from Hilton 
College and St Anne’s was held in May at Hilton College, and many 
supporters attended the event  which was opened by Paul Venter – 
the Director of Arts and Culture at Hilton College.

9 Matric artists had their work chosen to display at the KZN Matric 
Exhibition at the Tatham Art Gallery in Pietermaritzburg. These 
girls received their Colours Award for this achievement. They were 
Annabelle Armstrong, Katinka Botha, Sophie Brouckaert, Sophia 
Greig, Jacqui Hulley, Anna Keyser and Danielle le Roux.  

Annabelle Armstrong entered her artwork titled “Hands up who is sick 
of being sick” in the International Festival of Paintings for Paediatric 
Patients (IFPPP) in Reggio Calabria Italy; and she was placed in the 
top 3 out of thousands of paintings received from over 26 countries 
worldwide! Annabelle was awarded her Honours in Art for this great 
achievement.

Our Matric exhibition was an outstanding show! The opening was 
attended by an overwhelming crowd of parents, families, teachers 
and supporters. Our guest speaker was Mrs Sue Martin, a renowned 
Johannesburg artist, who spoke on the importance of creativity in 
business and life today.

It is a fact that very few young people ever visit art galleries, and so 
it has become our practice to take all the Grade 9 girls to visit the 
Tatham Gallery when the KZN Matric Exhibition is on display. All 95 
girls spent time in the gallery examining the Matric artworks and the 
Art collection upstairs. This has proven to be an important event in 
the cultural education of our young women. 
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Angela Salamon, Debbie Veenstra, Joy Preiss and 
Herbert Mncwabe at the opening of the Hilton & St 
Anne’s combined Matric Art Exhibition 

You give me strength
Rebecca Erskine



Information Technology

Windows 10 continues to be modified for a more cloud-based 
world, and with it comes brand new challenges.  However, this 
last year of laptop rollouts has seen fewer breakages or faulty 
parts reported and far less classroom callouts for help with 
device functionality.  We do seem to have consolidated on the 
best features available to us currently with the HP 11 G2.

The IDL Bootcamp in the Grade 8’s first week at St Anne’s went 
very smoothly. It laid out key expectations and guidelines on 
usage and responsibility when using a laptop to aid one’s 
studies. This, coupled with timetabled lessons in digital literacy 
through our IDL programme, has created a digital fluency in 
the younger grades that simply would not exist without pupils 
having their own devices.

Staff training this year continued to build on the digital literacy 
framework we give to the girls. The concepts covered have 
included cloud storage & collaboration using Google Drive and 
Docs, digital note-taking & organisation using OneNote, digital 
time & date management using Microsoft Outlook, digital 
assessment using Google Forms and Socrative, online reading 
skills, typing skills, using other digital tools such as Moodle, 
Kahoot, Prezi, and Adobe Acrobat for digital signage.

We are at the end of the third year of our 1:1 laptop programme and in 2019, Grades 8-11 will be “laptop-enabled”.  With the laptop initiative 
moving into a vital cumulative matric year in 2020, considerable monetary investment has been made into infrastructural improvements, as 
well as time and training invested into fostering a significant digital learning environment for our girls.

Fibre was run to the Indoor Centre and Sports Centre, facilitating computer-based examinations and connectivity for assemblies and other 
live events. It enables online attendance registration of sport and feeds into our Sports Performance Programme by allowing access to online 
content, such as videos, whilst coaching. The core-network switches were replaced, providing greater throughput to our servers, facilitating 
audio and video, without compromising the integrity of the academic network. Video conferencing hardware was installed in the boardroom, 
facilitating meetings with parents and board members unable to travel. We also upgraded to a fully virtualized server environment which 
will allow for flexible scaling.  

The new internet lines installed towards the end of last year have been very successful, providing 99% uptime, a successful failover solution, 
and capacity only ever reaching 80%. This allowed us to relook at our policies governing internet usage and provide greater flexibility to the 
girls.
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Media Centre
The library and its various rooms received a mini makeover 
this year. The lounge area was revamped with more seating 
and funky ottomans, creating more space where the girls 
can curl up and read. Two new tables were added, along 
with four comfy couches, which the girls scramble to get 
to in the afternoons! Moveable display units as well as 
custom-design display shelves were installed, enabling 
us to promote even more wonderful books to entice the 
girls. Finally, a coat of paint with an updated colour scheme 
along with new blinds finish off the new look. 

We signed up with an e-library system in 2018 as an 
addition to our hard-copy library (and in no way as a 
replacement!), and we have around a hundred girls who 
are using it quite frequently, especially during the holidays, 
as they can access books from the system anywhere and at 
any time to read on their phones, tablets or laptops.

The reading programmes spread out amongst the grades 
saw many books once again being read, with our Grade 8 
girls together reading around 800 books over three months 
during the Battle of the Bookworm. Our favourite comment 
from one of the Grade 8 girls after she had read ten books 
was, “I’ve never read this many books in a year, let alone in 
three months, but now I know I can!”. 

In our Information and Digital Literacy lessons, we once 
again kept the girls up-to-date with social media policy and 
safety, looked at the dangers of fake news, and worked 
with the girls to reinforce the importance of being able to 
identify reliable websites, for both school and personal use. 
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MEDIA CENTRE MONITORS
Back Row: Erin Magrobi, Hannah Haines, Yolandi Koekemoer, Demi Talmage

Fourth Row: Tegan Garvey, Kezia Taylor, Maya Fleischer, Jessica Parker, Frances Martin
Third Row: Pili Mthethwa, Amy McLean-Banks, Ashley Low, Tayla Berchowitz, Georgia Lupton-Smith, Siobhán Forbes-Wilkinson

Second Row: Alexandria Magero, Olwethu Ntiyane, Caitlin Mackenzie, Jodi Sadik, Mia Bradford, Yolanda Matji
Front Row: Sarah Whyte, Senate Seeiso, Kungathi Mngoma

Absent: Justine Lister, Thembalihle Xulu



Theatre & Productions
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Grade 10 Dramatic Arts 
Residency
Dancers and choreographers, Tegan Peacock and Ashleigh 
Joubert, ably led the girls in developing physical performance 
skills while working with the theme of ‘The Paraphernalia 
of Suffering’. The girls trained and rehearsed through the 
week and had a tremendous amount of fun. Their work-in-
progress performance, entitled Consumed by a Basket Case, 
was outstanding. Tegan also performed her beautiful solo 
choreography, The Paraphernalia of Suffering, for the school.
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Major Production: Metamorphosis
This year’s Major Production took the form of a post-modern 
acted play by Steven Berkoff, based on the novella by Franz Kafka. 
Metamorphosis expresses certain basic conflicts in the human 
condition: What is real and what is fantasy? How can we exist in the 
inflexible, bureaucratic structures of employment and mundane daily 
life? How do we fit into our family, our community, and the world? 
Why do we feel isolated and disconnected from others and what is 
the ultimate freedom from human suffering?

At a time when connectedness has never been more prevalent in 
our global community, via mass media and driven by technology, 
we appear more dis-connected than ever. Differences of race, class, 
culture, language and gender have never been more high profile, and 
seemingly acceptable, and yet remain the sources of our greatest 
fear, anxiety and conflict. Perhaps our greatest contemporary fear is 
that of the ‘other’? Twenty-first century society propels the notion 
of choice, freedom of speech and democracy, yet in amongst all this 
apparent freedom, never have people been more easily manipulated, 
channelled, segregated and controlled into rigid patterns of living, 
acting, thinking and behaving. So when Gregor Samsa transforms 
overnight into a giant insect, his family, employers and society at large 
struggle to deal with his transformation as it challenges core aspects 
of human nature.

The cast worked tirelessly, with much humour, to bring this abstract 
work to life, and gave excellent performances. Special note must be 
made of Neo Gumede, Anja Dippenaar and Asanda Ngcobo, who 
played the lead roles of Father, Mother and Sister, respectively, and 
Kate Gerrish, Tegan Garvey and Reolebogile Sachane who combined 
into one body to create the horrific, yet tragic, insect character of 
Gregor Samsa.
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Funk and ExperiDance
Our St Anne’s Dance Theatre Company made an outstanding contribution to the Funk programme with a piece entitled That’s The Picture, 
choreographed by Tegan Peacock, and exploring the dichotomy of maintaining our individuality whilst simultaneously having to fill the correct 
societal frames. St Anne’s stood out on the programme in terms of both their choreographic complexity and their excellent performance. Our 
Contemporary Dance training company made their debut on the ExperiDance programme with a piece entitled The Evolution of News, also 
choreographed by Tegan Peacock. The girls used newspapers as props which they manipulated in a variety of different ways to create a dynamic 
performance. For both productions our girls rehearsed in a disciplined manner and their conduct was exemplary.
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Interhouse Theatre Festival
The challenges of having our theatre venue under construction gave us a wonderful opportunity to pursue alternative performance spaces in 
the school. The girls were challenged to create a more avant-garde style of performance in the form of site-specific theatre, which is any type 
of theatrical production designed to be performed at a unique, specially adapted location other than that of a standard theatre. Site-specific 
theatre is commonly more interactive with the expectation of audience members to stand, walk around or be unusually placed in the space, 
and for the performers to use the space so that it is a participant in the overall theatrical experience. Each House was allocated a site on 
campus as their unique performance arena. The theatre making exercise for the Grade 11 Dramatic Arts leaders was to use their site to its best 
advantage in order to create a dynamic, dramatic piece of performance. The inspiration theme of Roots: past into present encouraged them to 
explore their sites looking at any aspect of school, personal or cultural history. The girls worked tremendously hard, with such commitment and 
creativity, to realise this difficult project and make it a resounding success.

The winning play, led by Andrews girls Reolebogile Sachane, Neo Gumede and Georgina Armstrong, was a moving piece staged on the steps and 
in the car park of the new Sports Centre, entitled Our World, Our Roots. The runner-up was Marianne Browne, directed by Yolandi Koekemoer 
and Nwabisa Ngotho, who presented a thought provoking play around the front lawn fountain, entitled Just Grow up. The adjudicator, William 
Le Cordeur, commended the girls for their bravery, creativity and leadership in realising the project, and made special mention of Kate Burnett, 
Tegan Garvey and Lungile Mkhize for their excellent performances. More photos are included in the House sections.

ST ANNE’S DANCE COMPANIES
Back Row: Ofentje Motubatse,Jessica Nell, Amber Lee, 

Emma Edmondson, Tatum-Lea Garvey, 
Olivia Rosenfels, Jenna Schwegmann

Third Row: Anne Hammond, Ella Grealy,
 Lungile Mkhize, Thembalihle Xulu, Amber Arnold, 

Sarah Anders
Second Row: Emma Lund, Nicola Oelofse, 

Ms T Peacock (Choreographer), Chloé Hoar (Head of 
Dance Company), Ms L Chemaly (Artistic Director), 

Georgia Schwartz (Deputy Head of Dance Company), 
Hannah Haines

Front Row: Olwethu Ntiyane, Hannah van Rensburg, 
Thato Lethola

Absent: Reneilwe Mtshatsheni



Oh What A 
LovelyWar
Our girls were fortunate to participate 
in this production with Michaelhouse. 
They rehearsed tirelessly, gave excellent 
performances and were exceptional 
ambassadors of the College.
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Theatre Monitors
Before our theatre closed for construction 
at half year, our Theatre Monitors provided 
support by assisting with front of house 
duties, backstage, technical and video 
support. Ayabonga Hlatshwayo and 
Thembalihle Xulu operated as assistant stage 
managers for Funk 2018 under the direction 
of professional stage manager, Chantel 
Ferreira, who gave them a glowing report 
after the event.

THEATRE MONITORS
Back Row: Ayabonga Hlatshwayo, Taytum Clark, Erin Magrobi, Stephanie van Niekerk, 

Thembalihle Xulu
Second Row: Kate Gerrish, Neo Gumede, Senate Seeiso, Caelan McKenzie

Front Row: Megan McFall, Mr B McFall (Theatre Technical Manager), Roxanne Bau, 
Ms L Chemaly (Theatre Director), Phathiswa Myeni

Absent: Isabella Bailey, Morgan Grieveson



Music
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2018 proved to be a busy year for the Music Department which was 
fuelled by the passion and energy of the many girls participating in 
both instrumental lessons and the various co-curricular activities. 
We were extremely excited to receive our choral risers for the 
Band Room at the start of the year and then in April, to have a 
face-lift for the Band Room and passage of the Music Department.  

The Chapel Choir had its annual choir camp at Em’seni and the 
products of this camp were evident in the high quality of singing 
produced by the girls this year. The Vocal Ensemble and the 
Symphonic Band surpassed themselves, both achieving Gold at 
the SASMT Pietermaritzburg Eisteddfod. These groups, together 
with the Marimba Bands, were kept busy performing at various 
school functions and at a number of chapel services. The girls 
performed at Grandparents’ Day, Old Girls’ Day, concerts at 
Epworth, a service at the Bible Institute (Vocal Ensemble), our Take 
Note Matric Concert, the ever-popular Music Supper Concert, 
Prize Giving and the end of year Carol Services.

We had a large number of entries into the various international 
examinations with over 50% of the girls entered attaining 
distinctions in their instrumental categories. 17 of our girls 
were invited to attend the SASMT Prize Giving ceremony for 
achieving the highest results in the Pietermaritzburg and districts 
area for their ABRSM/Trinity College of London or Rockschool 
examinations.

This year we welcomed Mr Michael Dickens, a drum teacher, to 
our staff and in the third term, Ms Talisa Symmons, who helped 
out whilst Dr Holdcroft recovered from an operation. We take 
leave of our peripatetic violin teacher, Dr Holdcroft, this year 
and thank her for her many years of violin lessons given to our 
girls. We are pleased that Ms Symmons will assume the role of 
violin teacher in 2019. We are most excited to welcome a new 
permanent member to the Music staff, Ms Andri Potgieter, who 
will be teaching piano and fulfilling the role as school accompanist 
to our students from 2019.
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CHAPEL CHOIR
Back Row: Emily Bennett, Kathryn Gilbert, Arabella Clouston, Namhla Ntshanga, Sbongakonke Ngubo, Emma van de Velde, Nandi Kukubo, 

Robyn Hockey, Jessica Pitout, Holly Jerome
Fifth Row: Georgia Frost, Rachel Butcher, Tayla Berchowitz, Ayabonga Hlatshwayo, Clementine Robinson, Stephanie van Niekerk, 

Thembalihle Xulu, Nwabisa Ngotho, Hannah Mills, Emily van Niekerk
Fourth Row: Esmé Thornhill-Davis, Jade Howard, Grace Taylor, Georgia McCall, Hannah Carlisle, Rebecca Thomson, Kezia Taylor, Jessica Harper, 

Alexandria Magero, Uzenokuhle Phewa
Third Row: Tshegofatso Motaung, Megan Guimaraens, Pili Mthethwa, Erin Douglas, Samantha Reed, Kungathi Mngoma, Christan Wenke, 

Nina Baguley, Sarah Whyte, Thato Lethola
Second Row: Kietumetse Magomola, Olwethu Ntiyane, Casey Mosdell, Senzelw’umusa Mathe, Bridget Davies, Zivaishe Jaravaza, 

Zakithi Mathe, Allarnah Chiinze
Front Row: Annabelle Armstrong, Katinka Botha, Philippa Campbell, Ngiphiwe Sibiya (Head Chorister), Mr R Oosthuizen (Conductor), 

Mrs A Hibbert (Accompanist), Onkgopotse Tiro, Rosa Fihla, Stephanie Harris, Gaby du Toit
Absent: Isabella Adlington-Corfield, Bahati Dakile, Ella Grealy, Boitumelo Magomola, Ofentje Motubatse, Catherine van der Merwe
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VOCAL ENSEMBLE
Back Row: Stephanie van Niekerk, Jessica Pitout, Robyn Hockey

Second Row: Senzelw’umusa Mathe, Nwabisa Ngotho, Tayla Berchowitz, 
Tshegofatso Motaung, Bridget Davies

Front Row: Philippa Campbell, Onkgopotse Tiro, Mr R Oosthuizen (Conductor), 
Annabelle Armstrong (Head Chorister), Ngiphiwe Sibiya, Stephanie Harris

Absent: Ella Grealy, Boitumelo Magomola
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SYMPHONIC BAND
Back Row: Imke Botha, Annabelle Armstrong, Jacqui Hulley, Erin Armstrong, Ivy Kiruri

Third Row: Jessica Bell, Mia Presbury, Zivaishe Jaravaza, Emily Bennett, Stephanie Harris
Second Row: Kananelo Lethola, Onkgopotso Tiro, Nwabisa Ngotho, Lucy Gilson, 

Jade Howard, Sophia Thrash, Georgia McCall, Gugulethu Dakile, Gaby du Toit
Front Row: Grace Kitshoff, Georgia Labuschagne, Mrs A Hibbert, Rebecca Lonsdale, 

Lily Grindrod, Megan Guimaraens



Sport
We have come to the end of yet another exciting 
year. The collective effort of the sport community has 
enabled us to enjoy the fruits of our labour and we as a 
sports department, are extremely proud of the overall 
achievement and general standard of play. Over the 
course of the past three years, our focus has been 
to ensure that we set a solid foundation from which 
to build. Our progress has allowed room for further 
development and we will continue to contribute to 
the plan and extension of the overall program. At the 
start of the year, we welcomed Mr Robin Jones to our 
department. His contribution has been well received 
and his wealth of knowledge and skills set has had a 
positive effect, especially on the hockey community. 

One of our goals for 2018 was to draw attention to 
physical wellbeing and finding a healthy balance in 
the school at large. If sport were a drug of choice, it 
would go a long way toward improved social skills, 
better health, lower risk of negative influences, 
positive self-esteem and confidence. I believe we 
are on the right track to making sport a life choice 
rather than a seasonal choice, and I so appreciate the 
support of the Board, management, parent body and 
girls in making this goal a reality. 

The quality of the playing facilities also plays a crucial 
part in achieving this goal. There was enormous 
excitement when the opportunity finally arrived for 
the girls to utilise the new gym at the start of Term 1. 
This facility has been a hit, as it provides a perfect way 
for girls to refresh and recharge after their busy school 
programmes. In addition, the construction of the new 
astro and soccer field is well underway, and everyone 
is looking forward to the 2019 season. Over fifty girls 
qualified for National or Provincial representation, 
which is an exceptional achievement. The girls have 
worked extremely hard in their respective activities 
and have taken the opportunities presented to them 
to produce these wonderful results. Our goal going 
forward is to continue to offer a platform for many 
more girls to excel in the activity of their choice.   

Kurt Nero
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INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

Gary Player Trophy (St Anne’s Golf Champion) Lerato Moephuli

U15 Singles Tennis Champion 2018 Storm Veenstra

Open Singles Tennis Champion 2018 Jade Harty

U15 Squash Champion 2018 Pamela Janssens

Open Squash Champion 2018 Abigail Jacob

McDonald Trophy (Best Defensive Hockey Player) Gabriella von Höne

Phillips Trophy (Most Valuable Hockey Player) Daniella Rhodes

Opai-Tetteh Trophy (Most Valuable Netball Player) Jodi Lee

Teichmann Trophy (Best Defensive Netball Player) Siphokazi Mnganga

Most Valuable Cross Country Runner Leah Kriel

Most Valuable Canoeist Kayla Asherwood

Most Valuable Basketball Player Stephanie Hammond

Most Valuable Soccer Player Isabella Bertossi

Most Valuable Equestrian Rider Rebecca Erskine

Most Valuable Water Polo Player Olivia Rosenfels

Whitfield Trophy (Most Involved Grade 8) Lauren Skinner

Douglas Trophy (Commitment To Sport)
Stephanie Hammond 
Maya Gutierrez-Garcia

Pauw Trophy (Courage & Determination) Gabriella Benkenstein

Sportsmanship Trophy Isabella Bertossi

Leadership In Sport Abigail Jacob

Smith Trophy for Junior Sportswoman of The Year Victoria Armstrong

Most Versatile Senior Sportswoman Leah Kriel

All Rounder Sportswomen

Daniella Rhodes
Abigail Jacob 
Isabella Bertossi
Ashleigh Moss

Anna Howard representing Zambia at the 
Youth Olympic Games in Brazil

1st Water Polo Team
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NATIONAL & PROVINCIAL REPRESENTATIVES
Back Row: Ashley Markham, Jessica Woollam, Alice Perrow, Lauren Skinner, Josie Dobeyn, Hannah Haines, Leah Kriel, Grace Kitshoff

Fifth Row: Tsholofelo Mkhari, Storm Veenstra, Emily Bennett, Victoria Armstrong, Nandi Kukubo, Georgina Butcher, Elinor Capostagno, 
Anna Thornton-Dibb, Jessica Bompas  

Fourth Row: Lucy Church, Teagan Stanton, Bahati Dakile, Sophie Rebeck, Sarah Church, Gabrielle Benkenstein, Georgina le Sueur, 
Siphokazi Mnganga

Third Row: Natalie Rohrs, Mikha Sabatta, Isabella Winter, Georgina Romer-Lee, Nyrobi Gutu, Caroline Wenke, Erin Armstrong, Abby Daugherty, 
Lusanda Mtshali 

Second Row: Ivy Kiruri, Lucy Norton, Nina Baguley, Tariro Kugotsi, Mia Lee, Sisanda Jezile, Kiara McLuckie, Dintle Magasa, Hannah van Rensburg, 
Josephine le Roux

Front Row: Carla Meaker, Georgina Baker, Ashleigh Moss, Isabella Bertossi, Mr K Nero, Daniella Rhodes, Rebecca Erskine, Jodi Lee, 
Olivia Rosenfels  

Absent: Alice Beckett

Water Polo inspired artwork by Josie Dobeyn
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Basketball
It has been an eventful season of basketball for 
all age groups. The 1st Team had a great start 
to the season when they came third at the 
annual Val Fowler Basketball Tournament held 
at St John’s and GHS. Basketball has become 
a popular sport at St Anne’s and the players 
have thrived under the guidance of their 
dedicated coaches and managers. A special 
congratulations must go to the U14A Team 
who had an unbeaten season. Basketball is not 
only a sport; it is a way of creating bonds and 
friendships through supporting each other on 
and off the court. The girls have played with 
heart and passion, and have shown tremendous 
endurance throughout the season. 

Most Improved Senior:   
Emma van de Velde

Most Improved Junior: 
Uzenokuhle Phewa

1ST ACTION NETBALL TEAM
Back Row: Mia Lee, Jessica Nell, Tsholofelo Mkhari, Siphokazi Mnganga, Lerato Moephuli 

Front Row: Erin Viljoen, Ashleigh Moss (Captain), Mrs L Zuma, Roxanne Bau (Vice-Captain), 
Jodi Lee 

Action Netball
2018 was yet another thrilling year for St Anne’s 
Action Netball. We entered four teams into 
the Midlands league (1st Team, U16A, U15A 
and U14A) this year, and all teams managed to 
claim the 1st position title to win the league. 
This is a true reflection of all the hard work, 
dedication and commitment of both the teams 
and coaches. Eight of our girls were selected to 
represent KZN in their respective age groups. 
Congratulations to Jodi Lee who was named the 
KZN U17 Captain. We look forward to nurturing 
the talent in our junior age groups and entering 
even more teams in 2019.

Most Improved Senior:   
Tsholofelo Mkhari & Ashleigh Moss

Most Improved Junior: 
Victoria Armstrong 

1ST BASKETBALL TEAM
Back Row: Arabella Clouston, Roxanne Bau, Emma van de Velde, Jodi Lee, Katlo Molefe
Middle Row: Dintle Magasa, Tsholofelo Mkhari, Bridget McNally, Georgina Romer-Lee
Front Row: Sisanda Jezile, Stephanie Hammond (Captain), Mrs L Zuma, Kirsten Sinclair, 

Rachel Randall

1st Action Netball Team1st Basketball Team
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Megan Benians and Emily Vermaak 
shooting a weir for the first time

CANOEING
Back Row: Ella Thorburn, Lauren Skinner, Georgina Butcher

Third Row: Kate Burnett, Ciaran Hornby, Emma Pennington, Catherine van der Merwe, 
Grace Love, Emily Vermaak

Second Row: Abby Daugherty, Jennifer Connolly, Cassandra Brown, Lauren Roberts, 
Nina Baguley, Ella Carcary

Front Row: Caelan McKenzie, Gemma Fradd, Mr C Hornby, Kayla Asherwood (Captain), 
Miss J Trodd, Amy Burnett, Imke Botha

Absent: Mr R Pennefather

Canoeing
2018 is a year of which the girls can be 
proud. In Term 1, the paddlers worked on 
river skills by making two trips a week down 
the Lions River and enjoying the high water 
levels. This river is excellent for improving 
skills as it is small but technical enough to 
provide a challenge. St Anne’s and UKZN 
teamed up to organise an upstream paddle 
on the Dusi to raise awareness of fish 
migration. This paddle and race was just 
one of many that our girls have paddled in 
this year. After the long cold winter, Term 3 
kicked off with the team being separated 
into two different groups: intermediate 
and beginners. The intermediates were 
coached by Julia Trodd and worked on 
flat water skills, namely sprints, distance 
and technique. The beginners were 
coached by Rory Pennefather and Chris 
Hornby, working towards their flat water 
proficiency. To encourage girls to gain 
their proficiency, a points system has been 
introduced. Girls are able to gain points, 
ultimately leading them closer to acquiring 
their proficiency. Flat water training is 
essential for strength and safety in the river 
so our previous terms’ work allowed us to 
be stronger in the river by Term 4. The girls 
were allowed to choose between flat water 
and river work in Term 4. It’s important to 
remember: when in doubt, paddle out!

Most Improved Senior: 
Emily Vermaak

Most Improved Junior: 
Emma Pennington

Cross Country
Cross Country, despite not being considered 
a ‘mainstream’ sport, has grown in popularity 
amongst the girls over the past four years. Mrs 
Solms took over the training sessions this year 
and is aiming to get the girls to the correct level 
of fitness for them to enjoy the league runs that 
happen in Term 2. Each week the team travels 
to different schools to participate in the league 
runs of roughly 4kms for seniors and 3kms 
for juniors. Training is varied and continues 
throughout the year so that girls can maintain 
their fitness levels and enjoy their other 
sporting codes. Erin Douglas came 9th overall 
in the junior league, Sarah Anders was placed 
6th overall, and in the senior league, Leah Kriel 
finished 5th. 

Most Improved Senior: 
Jessica Parker

Most Improved Junior: 
Sarah Anders

CROSS COUNTRY
Back Row: Lara Feely, Emily Anders, Georgina Butcher, Sarah Church, Jessica Bompas, 

Grace Love
Second Row: Ella Carcary, Sarah Anders, Kiara McLuckie, Isabella Winter, Jada Kruger, 

Erin Douglas, Amber McLuckie, Casey Mosdell
Front Row: Rachel Brown, Kristin Bouwer, Charlotte Barnard (Captain), Mrs S Clarke (Coach), 

Leah Kriel, Jessica Parker, Georgina Armstrong
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DIVING
Back Row: Erin Douglas, Erin Duffy, Onkgopotse Tiro, Julia Lee, Ella Karan, 

Mia Scales
Front Row: Stephanie Langebrink, Bronwyn McKerchar, Mrs L Fairweather 

(Coach), Demi Talmage, Kietumetse Magomola

GOLF TEAM
Back Row: Lucy Norton, Hannah Gush, Amanda Cele

Front Row: Lerato Moephuli, Mrs L Jenkins, Savanna Alexander

EQUESTRIAN
Back Row: Jessica Woollam

Second Row: Alice Perrow, Jessica Johnson, Bronwyn McGaw, 
Elinor Capostagno, Dinah Frey, Emily Barker 

Front Row: Ashley Markham (Vice-Captain), Mrs C Nurden, Rebecca 
Erskine (Captain), Mr K Nero, Bridget Davies

Diving

Golf

This year the Diving Club grew with a number of enthusiastic 
Grade 8s developing good skills. The focus was on teaching 
the basic shapes of the dives from the pool deck. These skills 
enabled them to take part in the Level 1 Inter-Schools Diving 
Competition at the beginning of the year. The results were 
promising and this augurs well for St Anne’s diving. By the end 
of the season, it was pleasing to note that all the new divers 
were able to dive off the 1m board with a hurdle. The rest of the 
team worked hard on their skills and did exceptionally well in 
the PMB Inter-Schools Competition, with our girls coming first 
in three age groups. Demi Talmage was placed 1st in the U16s, 
Ella Karan 1st in the U15s and Julia Lee 1st in the U14 age group. 

Most Improved Senior: 
Demi Talmage

Most Improved Junior: 
Kietumetse Magomola

Golf at St Anne’s has a following of dedicated players who attend 
private coaching with Sean Ludgater every Friday at Sakabula Golf 
Club. He has been involved in coaching St Anne’s girls for a number 
of years. Once again he organised an Interhouse Competition for the 
golfers at the Hilton College driving range. Four girls from each house 
competed and had to participate in putting, longest drive and closest 
to the pin. It was a fun-filled and fiercely competitive afternoon. 
Marianne Browne emerged as the winning House with Mollie Stone 
closely behind.

In August, the St Anne’s Championships were won by Lerato 
Moephuli, followed by Lucy Norton in 2nd place. Lucy Norton is to 
be congratulated on her selection to the Kwa-Zulu Natal Team that 
competed in the Nomads SA Girls’ Championships in Orkney.

Most Improved Senior: 
Lerato Moephuli

Most Improved Junior: 
Lucy Norton

Equestrian
Equestrian continues to go from strength to strength with five of the 
St Anne’s riders selected to represent KZN in Eventing. For the first 
time ever, the full KZN team consisted of only St Anne’s riders. The 
SA Championship took place in July this year and the team won top 
honours in the team event. Rebecca Erskine was placed 1st and Ashley 
Markham placed 3rd. Anna Howard became our first Olympian and 
competed for Zambia in the Youth Olympic Games held in Argentina. 
We are also very proud to have had six girls represent South Africa this 
year: Anna Howard in Showjumping, Amy Coxon Gilliatt, Beth Coxon 
Gilliatt, Elinor Capostagno and Rebecca Erskine in Eventing and Emma 
Van Zyl in Endurance. A little closer to home, the St Anne’s Equestrian 
Team had great success at the annual Inter-Schools event, winning the 
Dressage, Equitation and the prestigious Turn Out Cup. Equestrian can 
be an extremely difficult sport as the highs and lows are exaggerated 
due to the partnership between the horse and rider. It has been so 
pleasing to see the girls standing together and supporting each other 
through the lows and celebrating together in each other’s successes. 

Most Improved Senior: 
Jessica Woollam

Most Improved Junior: 
Emily Barker
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1ST HOCKEY TEAM
Back Row: Georgia Hayman, Georgina Baker

Third Row: Georgina Romer-Lee, Carla Meaker, Leah Kriel, 
Grace Kitshoff, Sarah Church

Second Row: Courtney Crookes, Reolebogile Sachane, 
Caroline Wenke, Erin Armstrong, Kiara McLuckie, Lusanda Mtshali
Front Row: Daniella Rhodes (Vice-Captain), Mr R Jones (Coach), 

Gabriella von Höne (Captain), Mrs M Randall (Manager), 
Daniella Chasenski

Absent: Alice Beckett

1ST NETBALL TEAM
Back Row: Mia Lee, Jessica Nell, Tsholofelo Mkhari, 

Siphokazi Mnganga, Lerato Moephuli
Front Row: Erin Viljoen, Ashleigh Moss (Captain), Mrs L Zuma, 

Roxanne Bau (Vice-Captain), Jodi Lee

Hockey

Netball

2018 proved to be a brilliant year for hockey. It is encouraging to witness 
the growth in the girls from recreational hockey all the way through to the 
1st Team. There has been a huge improvement from teams participating 
both socially and competitively and they have applied their training 
throughout the year. The 1st Team had a new coach this year, Mr Robin 
Jones, who led the girls to victory in the Midlands League. They played 
in numerous tournaments and produced incredible results. We came in 
the top 10 in the St Mary’s Waverley Tournament, a great achievement 
when competing against the top schools in the country. The U16A Team 
performed exceptionally well at Tuks, not losing a single game in the 
tournament. Gabrielle Benkenstein won Player of the Tournament and 
Ella Thorburn won Goalkeeper of the Tournament. 

Most Improved Senior: 
Lusanda Mtshali 

Most Improved Junior: 
Stephanie Siedle

Umgungundlovu Awards Evening, Player of the Season: 
Daniella Rhodes

Umgungundlovu Awards Evening, Most improved player: 
Georgina Baker

What a great season it has been! It was amazing to see the growth and joy in every aspect of Netball this year. There has been a huge improvement 
from every team that participated, both in the leagues and socially, which has enhanced their skills and increased their passion for the sport. This is 
evident in the incredible results that were obtained during the season. We had many teams competing in a number of leagues this year and after a lot 
of determination and hard work, we came out with some excellent wins. The 1st Team won the U19 Netball Challenge and came 2nd in the Midlands 
League. The 2nd Team, U15A and U14Bs all came 1st in the Midlands League in their age groups, followed by our U16A, U15C, U14A and U14C teams, 
who all placed second in the Midlands League. Our U15B team achieved a 3rd place in that league. In addition to these outstanding results, our U15A 
team won the U15 Midlands Challenge and our U14As achieved a 3rd place in the ISNF Festival. Our 1st Team went on to attend the Easter Festival 
held at St Stithian’s College, where selectors chose a team to represent South African Schools Netball in a tour to Ireland. Jodi Lee, Siphokazi Mnganga 
and Ashleigh Moss were chosen to be part of the touring team. 

Most Improved Senior: 
Jessica Nell

Most Improved Junior: 
Tariro Kugotsi

Daniella Rhodes, voted Most 
Valuable Hockey Player
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Soccer
Soccer is gradually becoming more popular 
and is an enjoyable sport at St Anne’s. Our 
1st Team girls maintained some excellent 
play throughout the season. The young team 
travelled to Johannesburg to play at the St 
Peter’s Tournament where they were placed 
in the top four. The soccer girls seem to have 
an ability to laugh, even in the toughest games, 
and this sense of humour creates a sense of 
team unity, producing excellent results. 

Most Improved Senior: 
Maya Gutierrez-Garcia

Most Improved Junior: 
Rebecca Roberts

1ST SOCCER TEAM
Back Row: Leah Kriel, Georgina Baker, Mikki-B Rey, Grace Kitshoff

Second Row: Kiara McLuckie, Sisanda Jezile, Sophie Holt, Carla Meaker, 
Hannah van Niekerk, Sarah Church, Erin Armstrong, Georgina Armstrong

Front Row: Lusanda Mtshali, Courtney Crookes, Isabella Bertossi (Captain), 
Mr K Nero (Coach), Maya Gutierrez-Garcia (Vice-Captain), Abigail Jacob, Ivy Kiruri

Squash
2018 was a fantastic year indeed! The number of girls attending squash 
sessions and playing squash this year has continued to increase. We 
started off the year with a trip to Bloemfontein to participate in the Bloem 
Open. This is an annual ranking tournament where hundreds of players 
participate from all over South Africa. Three of our girls, Mia Bradford, 
Natalie Rohrs and Emma Griffin, did exceptionally well and made St 
Anne’s proud. Mia Bradford, Abigail Jacob, Natalie Rohrs and Georgina 
Romer-Lee participated at the annual Inter-Provincial Tournament and 
achieved provincial colors. We entered teams into a Men’s 7th and Ladies’ 
A-league this year and had a lot of fun participating. Travelling to different 
venues to play a range of age groups exposes the girls to a variety of 
players and strengths. Well done to our Senior Champ, Abigail Jacob, and 
runner-up, Emma Griffin and Junior Champ, Pamela Janssens and runner-
up Jessica Harper. It has been a busy, enjoyable year of squash.

Most Improved Senior: 
Emma Griffin

Most Improved Junior: 
Jessica Harper

1ST SQUASH TEAM
Back Row: Georgina Baker, Mia Bradford

Front Row: Georgina Romer-Lee, Abigail Jacob (Captain), 
Mr D Strydom (Coach), Megan Sickmueller (Vice-Captain), 

Natalie Rohrs
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SWIMING TEAM
Back Row: Ella Thorburn, Catherine Viedge

Fourth Row: Jessica Johnson, Pemba Elliot, Tayana Madiro, Tatum-Lee 
Garvey, Caitlin Watson, Natasha Baldwin, Olivia Rosenfels, Erin Viljoen, 

Kelly Bouwer
Third Row: Lucy Church, Isabella Thornton-Dibb, 

Georgina Butcher, Leah Kriel, Anna Willis, Rebecca Edwards, 
Isabella Gaul, Katherine Herbert

Second Row: Nina Baguley, Erin Armstrong, Emily Anders, 
Georgina Frost, Alexandra Parry, Kayla Prowse, Jessica Bompas, 

Sarah Anders, Abby Daugherty
Front Row: Georgia Hayman, Jenna Thompson (Vice-Captain), 

Josie Dobeyn, Isabella Bertossi (Captain), Mrs M Randall (Coach), 
Shawn Black, Josie Tod, Ashleigh Moss

Swimming
The 2018 swimming team has trained hard this season and have improved their individual as well as relay times. Attendance at weekly galas has helped 
improve fitness and techniques. Katherine Burnett and Georgina Butcher both qualified for the KZN Team. The girls have shown true commitment 
and displayed some excellent swimming. Our Interhouse swimming gala was a colourful event as usual. The boundaries of individual Houses were 
diminished as we united as a school to cheer each other on. 

Most Improved Senior: 
Maya Fleischer

Most Improved Junior: 
Jessica Johnson

1ST TENNIS TEAM
Back Row: Jade Harty, Emily Bennett,

 Brooke Rossiter, Storm Veenstra
Front Row: Gabrielle Benkenstein, Jessica Parker, 

Mr M Wessels (Coach), Daniella Rhodes (Captain), Grace Love
Absent: Alice Beckett

1ST WATER POLO TEAM
Back Row: Zara Wood, Josie Dobeyn, Isabella Scribante,

 Frances Schnell 
Second Row: Anna Willis, Olivia Rosenfels, Jessica Brown, Kelli Frew

Front Row: Katherine Burnett, Isabella Bertossi (Captain), 
Mrs L Jenkins (Manager), Maya Fleischer, Anna Thornton-Dibb

Tennis

Water Polo

This year the tennis girls have had another outstanding season and performed 
with distinction. The girls showed determination and dedication under the 
coaching of Mr Maree Wessels and the external coaches. The coaches’ love of 
tennis is encouraging and reminds the girls to always enjoy their time on the court. 
The success of the tennis programme is evident in the number of girls who play the 
game at different levels, and in the results achieved in the various school leagues. 
The 1st Team won both top leagues in Terms 1 and 3. St Anne’s also finished as 
runners-up in the Independent Schools Tennis Tournament held in Stellenbosch 
in February. Storm Veenstra was selected to represent a victorious KZN U15 Team 
at the Inter-Provincial Tournament. It has been an amazing year of tennis, full of 
laughter and friendship that makes the code much more than just a sport.

Most Improved Senior: 
Emily Anders

Most Improved Junior: 
Emily Bennett

The Water Polo girls showed great courage, passion and determination 
in 2018. Head of Water Polo, Mrs Megan Sileno’s love for the sport has 
undoubtedly rubbed off on the girls and is seen in their results. The 
girls, who train through some of the toughest conditions, still come out 
of the pool with smiles on their faces. With the help of Cameron Wiid 
(U14 Coach) and Matthew Stringer (U16 Coach), all the St Anne’s teams 
have managed to place in the top 3 positions at the Top Ten Water Polo 
Tournament. The 1st Team have excelled this season and made history 
by being the first St Anne’s team to win the annual St Anne’s Invitational 
Water Polo Tournament, as well as the Top Ten Water Polo Tournament 
held in Durban. 

Most Improved Senior: 
Jessica Brown

Most Improved Junior: 
Nyrobi Gutu
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COLLEGE FORUM
Back Row: Amkela Msimang, Isabella Adlington-

Corfield, Namhla Ntshanga, Sbongakonke Ngubo, Josie 
Dobeyn, Tsholofelo Mkhari, Khanyisa-Christelle Zaka

Third Row: Grace Ross, Abby Gauntlett, Lesedi Leketi, 
Mrs D Ross, Zakithi Mathe, Lerato Moephuli, 

Kristi Bester
Second Row: Sophia Greig, Rumbidzai Vambe, 

Marie Jacqueline Edwardes, Katekile Dakile, 
Esmé Thornhill-Davis

Front Row: Kate Gerrish, Zimasa Vezi, 
Nompumelelo Tshabalala

Absent: Georgina Armstrong

ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE
Back Row: Jamie Gilson, Sbongakonke Ngubo, Kirstyn Densham

Third Row: Ashley Low, Justine Lister, Ayabonga Hlatshwayo, Lungile Mkhize, Kungathi Mngoma, Olwethu Ntiyane
Second Row: Gabriella von Höne, Sophia Greig, Mrs J Fryer, Onkgopotse Tiro, Zara-Georgina Walker

Front Row: Frances Martin, Ngiphiwe Sibiya, Tara Walther

The College Forum is a body of girls elected by their 
peers to represent them at meetings held twice termly, in 
which various issues relating to College life are raised and 
discussed. This is also the forum for suggestions to be made 
and is an important mouthpiece for the girls of the College. 
All issues are then conveyed to and discussed with the 
College Head, Mr Arguile, and Deputy Head, Mrs Martin. 
Thereafter, a response is fed back to the girls.

The Entertainment Committee meets each term to plan weekend activities for the Boarders who stay in over weekends. Activities include outings 
to nature reserves, trips to shopping centres, watching sport at nearby schools, movie nights and even shark-cage diving for the more adventurous. 
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SOCIAL FUNCTIONS COMMITTEE
Back Row: Georgia Lupton-Smith, Rachel Brown, Kezia Taylor, Kungathi Mngoma

Front Row: Reolebogile Sachane, Mrs C Crampton,  Josie Dobeyn, Mr T Radebe, Lerato Moephuli

MARKETING COMMITTEE
Back Row: Josie Dobeyn, Jodi Lee, Kristin Bouwer, Zara Wood, Danielle Terblanche, Jamie Gilson, Jessica Lee

Fifth Row: Isabella Latter, Bonolo Mokoka, Erin Magrobi, Rebecca van der Merwe, Demi Talmage, Jessica Brown
Fourth Row: Natasha Stern, Natalie Rohrs, Kayleigh Naidoo, Kim van Rooyen, Jenna Schwegmann, Caelan McKenzie, Philippa Lee

Third Row: Ashleigh Hold, Rachel Randall, Sophie Holt, Jessica Dunn, Ogodiseng Mothudi, Amy McLean-Banks, Reolebogile Sachane, 
Itayi Madzinga

Second Row: Rumbidzai Vambe, Charlotte Barnard, Sophie Brouckaert (Vice), Mrs J McKenzie, Josie Tod (Head), Abigail Jacob, Phathiswa Myeni
First Row: Emily Crowe, Nandi Sibanda, Christina Herridge, Anna Keyser, Courtney Crookes, Ariné de Villiers

Girls may apply to join the Marketing Committee from Grade 9. After shadowing a senior member for some time, they are able to guide tours and 
are responsible for taking prospective families around the College. The committee helps out at events such as Old Girls’ Day, Grandparents’ Day and 
at Prize Giving.  

The signature event that the Social Functions Committee is responsible for is the annual Matric Ball. The committee leads a large group of girls who 
coordinate the planning, décor, catering and running of the ball that takes place in the first term.
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Thinking about environmental problems like global warming, acid rain, air pollution, waste disposal, ozone layer depletion, water pollution, climate 
change and many more can be rather depressing.  However, the girls of the St Anne’s Enviro Club are involved in making a positive difference in their 
immediate and surrounding areas. The 2018 club leaders were Jacqui Hulley and Kayla Asherwood, who were ably supported by the Grade 11 House 
reps and the Grade 8s who manage all the recycling. 

Some of the club activities in 2018 included litter clean ups around Hilton and along the Durban Beach Front on World Oceans Day, hiking in the Hilton 
College reserve and Highmoor, as well as involvement in Project Rhino. Recycling money was used to make plastic desks which were donated to W A 
Lewitt Primary School and 12 girls have signed up to do the FGASA (Field Guides Association of Southern Africa) Course. Jenna Schwegmann had the 
following to say about the course:

“I began the FGASA course in the middle of this year and I have enjoyed every minute of the lessons. I am so appreciative of our teacher, Shari Cade. 
-  have already learnt so much and we learn in such a way that it is fun yet interesting. I now have a good insight and knowledge about geology and 
how the world was formed. I have been able to apply things that we have learnt in my day to day life, like reading the weather. I have found this so 
interesting and I would definitely recommend doing this course to others. The experience has been incredible so far and I cannot wait for the rest.”

ENVIRO COMMITTEE
Back Row: Grace Kitshoff, Yolandi Koekemoer, Kirstyn Densham, Demi Talmage

Second Row: Ashley Low, Kezia Taylor, Lungile Mkhize, Isabella Latter, 
Reolebogile Sachane

Front Row: Christina Herridge, Mrs J Forrest, Jacqui Hulley, Kayla Asherwood, 
Mrs S Schwartz, Siobhán Forbes-Wilkinson

Collecting nurdles on 
World Oceans Day

Nature walk in the Hilton College 
Reserve led by John Roff



Project Rhino outing

End-of-year Trip to Tala Nature Reserve

Donating recycled-plastic school desks to a 
partner school

Durban Beach clean-up on World Oceans Day

Cooling off in the Hilton College Reserve

Kezia Taylor and Kayla Asherwood, 
Visit to the Hulley’s dairy farm
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God has been working in our community in multiple ways this year. Here 
is an example of the leading of God’s Spirit:

At different times in our lives, questions arise within us that relate to 
faith. Sometimes answers are helpful to questions but at other times God 
allows us to sit in our questions, leading us to a deeper understanding.

Questions are a gift to faith

• They help us dig beneath the surface
• They help us uncover misconceptions
• They help us grow deeper

Questions are also used to avoid God

• Those are the ones used to make us look intelligent to others
• Those are the ones asked out of pain and anger
• Those asked out of rebellion expecting to expose flaws

We harvested questions from girls in 2018 and discovered that they are 
the perennial questions

• Science and faith
• Suffering
• Sexuality
• How to begin a relationship with Jesus
• How to grow in relationship with Jesus
• The Bible: origins, trustworthiness and interpretation
• Social awareness and social justice

We have been seeking to address these questions in creative ways. These 
included making a folder on our server where girls can find articles and 
videos that address their questions, making videos that can be shared 
on social media that speak into situations, as well as more traditional 
approaches that include speaking about them in chapel, SCA, Devos, 
prayer groups and in chaplain classes.

Generating a digital resource of insights into these questions means girls 
are able to access them when the question inside of them needs some 
attention. This resource will be added to regularly and remain available 
to future St Anne’s girls. 

SCA Camp

Unity Leadership Training
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SPIRITUALITY
Back Row: Rachel Brown, Anna Thornton-Dibb, Georgia Schwartz, Rebecca Erskine, Zara-Georgina Walker, Jessica Lee, Jessica Brown

Fourth Row: Nwabisa Ngotho, Bonga Mbande, Isabella Latter, Jenna Egberink, Andisa-Okuhle Ngwira, Emma Lund, Tegan Garvey, 
Moroa Phooka, Anja Dippenaar, Ayabonga Hlatshwayo

Third Row: Sushma Vegesana, Unathi Mvundla, Kate Gerrish, Alexandra Magero, Senate Seeiso, Bonolo Mokoka, Tayana Madiro, 
Jessica Bompass, Ashley Low, Jodie Hounsell, Daniellé Whittle

Second Row: Lerato Moephuli, Sarah Whyte, Ariné de Villiers, Maya Gutierrez-Garcia, Annabelle Armstrong, Jessica Demain, Rachel Randall, 
Pili Mthwethwa, Georgina Armstrong, Olwethu Ntiyane

First Row: Megan McFall, Phatiswa Myeni, Mr B McFall, Roxanne Bau, Revd Dr S van Niekerk, Bongeka Mvuyana, Mrs R Dyer, Anna Keyser, 
Mrs C Capon, Kirsten Sinclair, Imke Botha

Absent: Mrs C Oelofsen, Stephanie van Niekerk

Confirmation Camp
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Back Row: Sbongakonke Ngubo, Sithembiso Moleme, Mr A Gilfillan, Kristin Bouwer

Fourth Row: Ms E Naicker, Georgina Baker, Sarah-Jane Clark, Bonolo Mokoka, Mrs U Ramnarain
Third Row: Senate Seeiso, Emma Griffin, Mrs J Preiss, Mrs T Woodgate, Kezia Taylor, Alexandria Magero

Second Row: Georgia Labuschagne (Literacy Portfolio Deputy Head), Mrs V Arguile (Nogqaza School Partnership Co-ordinator), 
Erin Ambler (Literacy Portfolio Head), Mrs L Taylor (Head of STEPP), Phathiswa Myeni (STEPP Portfolio Head), Mr T Radebe, 

Marie Jacqueline Edwardes (STEPP Portfolio Deputy Head)
First Row: Kungathi Mngoma, Lerato Moephuli, Olwethu Ntiyane, Rachel Brown

Teagan Garvey with a pupil involved 
in the SMILE Literacy Programme
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Business Hub
2018 has seen STEPP move forward in becoming more financially 
independent, increasing our English Literacy impact and in creating 
an awareness of what it means to be socially responsible.

The launch of the STEPP Business Hub has created a platform for girls 
who are financially and business minded to contribute in a new way 
to STEPP. It has provided an opportunity for learning about social 
enterprise, which is an invaluable skill in today’s education. Despite 
initial challenges and setbacks, the year ended on a high note with the 
Summer Splash Swimathon fundraiser. Other fundraising activities 
included the sale of roses for Valentine’s Day, the Youth Day Fete, a 
Junior Social and the Two Oceans Old Mutual Marathon. 

Some feedback from the girls on their experiences in 2018:

“Business hub in one word: Challenging. Challenging in all aspects. It challenges me to be a more organised person, to manage my time 
well so that I can juggle sport, school and social responsibility. The Business Hub allows me to offer myself up to help the STEPP programme 
with regards to new events… Easy is boring.”

Carla Meaker

“The Business Hub opened my eyes to the difficulties of the entrepreneurial world and I am in awe of people whose job it is to raise funds 
for causes such as these.” 

Tayla Berchowitz

“For me, the Business Hub was a great, but challenging experience…However, I enjoyed learning to market and communicate with big 
companies. I learnt a lot in the Business Hub which made it all worthwhile!” 

Stephanie van Niekerk

“It is so interesting realizing what goes on behind the scenes of STEPP and the hard work that goes into funding it. I have enjoyed working 
with the team, thinking of ideas for raising money and accomplishing it.” 

Emily Crowe

"The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing", said Walt Disney. This is a rather funny quote relating to the Business Hub as 
all of us had ideas yet, very few of them actually happened in the end… I have learnt that events do not just happen. They take hard, long 
hours of work and preparation. People may disagree and argue, however, we all come for the same aim, to raise money for a good cause, 
STEPP.”

Hannah Mills

Summer Swimathon
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SMILE  Partnerships
Reading, writing and speaking well in the language of instruction 
holds the key to success at school, university and the work place, 
anywhere in the world. Thus, English literacy has become the focus for 
STEPP. Not only does the programme benefit those who are receiving 
instruction, but our own girls and staff grow enormously from their 
involvement. The following quotes sum up their experiences:

Lions River School SMILE and Sport Partnerships

“I have had a humbling and memorable experience in my first 
year of STEPP. The way in which the girls interact with the pupils 
is remarkable. Their energy, enthusiasm and pure love for their 
Monday visit to Lion’s River is reflected in their organised and 
dedicated approach. It is truly a blessing to watch the little faces 
of the pupils we are visiting break into gleaming smiles when 
they see the St Anne’s bus arrive. Thank you for the opportunity 
to be a part of this remarkable journey.” 

Mrs Janine Pollard, Head of Consumer Studies at St Anne’s

“STEPP gives the girls of St Anne’s Diocesan College a wonderful 
opportunity to learn to interact equally and wholeheartedly 
with the children/learners in our partnership schools. It was 
lovely to see how much a particular girl was missed when 
she missed one week at Lion’s River Primary school and with 
what appreciation the Grade 6 girls of that school expressed 
in a card that they made for her on her return. This shows that 
meaningful relationships are being grown during these times.” 

Mrs Cathy Capon, English Teacher at St Anne’s

‘Just groovin’ at the Youth 
Day Fete

Lions River School Partnership

Alexandria Magero with learners 
from the Mollie Stone Lions 
River SMILE partnership
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Julukandoda School SMILE partnership 
“It is a joy to see the hugs and happiness waiting for our girls from the moment they get off the bus. They truly put their love and energy 
into working with the students at our partner schools.”

Mr Andrew Gilfillan, Head of Maths Literacy at St Anne’s
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Jabulani School SMILE  partnership 
“My time with the boys and girls of Jabulani School on a Thursday 
afternoon is always a highlight of my week. I see them jump off 
the bus with big smiles and excitable expressions, eager to learn 
and have fun. The St. Anne’s girls have shown immense maturity 
in the way they have taught the young learners, showing 
patience and kindness, and sharing many laughs along the 
way. It is a mutually beneficial experience, where the learners 
are improving their English, and the girls are discovering their 
abilities. I see it as a powerful mentorship program, and I have 
thoroughly enjoyed seeing the learners and the St. Anne’s girls 
flourish throughout the year.” 

Mrs Sarah-Jane Clark

Nogqaza School SMILE  partnership
Mr Mpisi, the principal of Nogqaza Primary School, attended 
the SMILE concert. He thanked us and expressed his gratitude 
for everything we are doing for the children. He said that his 
teachers can see a big difference in the children who have 
been participating in the SMILE programme. 

“The small group activities assist the learners, even the very 
shy ones, to grow in confidence. It is a safe place and nobody 
will laugh at you if you are willing to try. Watching the St 
Anne’s student guides and the learners say their goodbyes, it 
was evident how much both sides gain. Some children even ran 
back from the bus to give their “teacher” a last hug.  We know 
that the children’s English has improved this year and we hope 
that they have also been inspired to have bigger dreams.” 

Mrs Venita Arguile, Nogqaza STEPP co-ordinator

Jabulani SMILE Literacy Partnership
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Umngeni Hospital partnership
Our Monday afternoon visits to Umngeni continue and our 
girls participate in the occupational therapy session. It may 
not look like therapy, but the use of micro movements while 
playing dominoes or the painting of nails and happy discussions 
certainly do make an impact on the patient’s day.

“Umngeni Hospital caters to many people that live with 
disabilities that range from mental to physical. These patients 
often need help and company and so St Anne’s girls spend time 
visiting them. Even though we only spend an hour with the 
patients, we form bonds with each other and these bonds grow 
stronger each week. Umngeni Hospital is a unique place where 
we are able to engage in a sometimes challenging, but always 
rewarding experience, with the wonderful people.” 

Hannah van Niekerk, Grade 11 Student

NGO Support
STEPP supports a number of different NGOs throughout the year such as the 
Sunflower Fund, TAFTA, Project Rhino, FREEME KZN Wildlife Rehabilitation Centre 
and Girls and Boys Town.

To contribute towards our Social Responsibility efforts you can: 

• Join the MAKRO loyalty programme anywhere in South Africa and 
link your company and individual card to the St Anne’s loyalty card. 

• Link your MySchool card to St Anne’s Diocesan College and a 
percentage of the spend is donated to STEPP. 

• Donate towards a bus for STEPP on the Given Gain website. 

• Shop at the Quarry SPAR, sign the back of all your slips with your 
name and St Anne’s Diocesan College and pop them in the box near 
the manager’s desk. 

• Support our annual campaigns such as the Christmas Tree Project 
and Swimathon.

Mrs von Maltzahn teaching the SMILE 
Programme

Donating a container library through 
Making Libraries Happen with Partners 
for Possibility

Kristin Bouwer participating in the SMILE 
Literacy Programme
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A real strength of pastoral care at St Anne’s is that it involves so many 
people as the school is a tight-knit community where each person’s well-
being impacts on others. We are fortunate to have such competent, 
caring staff who oversee the various areas of school life, and the girls also 
offer a vital support to one another.

The housemothers are such significant people in the lives of the girls 
and replacing a housemother is a particularly important appointment. 
We bade farewell to Heather Robb, (Andrews), as she retired at the end 
of Term 1. Her commitment, effort and care were appreciated. Jo Fryer, 
the senior assistant for boarding, stepped into the role temporarily and 
carried out her duties with aplomb, until we appointed Lindi Fairweather 
as the new housemother. Lindi has been welcomed warmly by the 
Andrews girls who know her well from the school shop.

Jo Fryer retired at the end of 2018 after fourteen years of loyal and 
dedicated service. Her enthusiasm, commitment and humour were 
such positive qualities for a person in her role. Bernese Hyde has been 
appointed as the senior assistant to both deputies and her considerable 
skills will be put to good use.

The pastoral team of Susan van Niekerk (Chaplain), Trish Gillham 
(Counsellor) and Sharlene Mills (Sanatorium) have led their groups with 
wisdom, warmth and expertise and we are indebted to them for their 
dedicated service.

Margaret Gaines and her catering team also need to be commended, as 
not only do they provide excellent meals to the girls and staff, but their 
extra care and friendliness are so enjoyed by everyone.

The Grade 12s of 2018 led the school by example and set the tone for 
the very happy year that the college enjoyed. We wish them well as they 
take their places in the world as 21st Century St Anne’s Old Girls, as we 
prepare to welcome the new intake of Grade 8s and the wonderful cycle 
continues. 

Debbie Martin
Deputy Head: Pastoral Care



President’s Award

Courtney Crookes - Physical Recreation

Juliette Armitage - Adventurous Journey

Zara Wood - Physical Recreation

Zara Wood - Residential Project (Exchange)

The value of the President’s Award programme in the life of the College is that it offers a girl the 
opportunity to draw multiple areas of involvement together, and to extend herself, to achieve 
a clearly defined goal. As one of the girls said: “I knew it would help me get more involved in 
activities I wouldn’t usually do. It also helped me learn a new instrument and a new sport.” Service 
continues to be the favourite activity of most participants. Besides a service mind-set, improved 
time management is probably the next most valuable outcome of the programme. It is significant 
that 206 current girls have chosen to take up the challenge and this year an unprecedented 71 girls 
have completed their respective level of the Award including 13 Golds, 28 Silver and 30 Bronze.

Congratulations to Gold Award achievers Annabelle Armstrong, Rachel Brown, Gaby du Toit, 
Rebecca Erskine, Sophia Greig, Michaela Lane, Phathiswa Myeni, Olivia Noyce, Nicola Oelofse, 
Tatum Pead, Georgia Schwartz, Hannah St Clair and Kezia Taylor.

Emma Griffin - Adventurous Journey

 Girls who have achieved at least one level of the Award
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ANDREWS
Back Row: Bianca Voigts, Jodi Lee, Isabella Harvey, Catherine Viedge, Lily Grindrod, Samantha Lambert, Lucy Lambert, Erin Magrobi

Sixth Row: Siphokazi Mnganga, Nandi Falala, Erin Viljoen, Shannon Armstrong, Megan Parker, Victoria Armstrong, Karabo Mabelane, 
Taytum Clark, Erin Venter, Rachel Butcher

Fifth Row: Olivia Baker, Neo Gumede, Sarah Church, Kirstyn Densham, Teagan MacFarlane, Stephanie Jay, Carla Meaker, Georgina Baker,
 Jessica Parker, Gemma Gauntlett, Mikha Sabatta

Fourth Row: Erin Armstrong, Mia Lee, Abigail Arnold, Lucy Church, Georgia McCall, Chisala Chikwanda, Isabella Winter, Nyrobi Gutu, 
Abby Talmage, Tamsyn Arnold

Third Row: Abby Gauntlett, Tsaone Mothudi, Reolebogile Sachane, Sarah Fyvie, Ogodiseng Mothudi, Natasha Stern, Philippa Lee, Ashley van 
der Riet, Ndimphiwe Ludwaba, Sarah Whyte, Georgina Armstrong

Second Row: Josephine Le Roux, Phumla Marareni, Isabella Raw, Senzelw’umusa Mathe, Nicola Oelofse, Jodie Hounsell, Annabelle Armstrong, 
Genevieve Bell, Courtney Crookes, Grace Ross, Olwethu Ntiyane, Lucy Gilson

Front Row: Megan McFall, Lwandiswa Hlela, Gaby du Toit, Charlotte Barnard, Mrs H Robb, Rosa Fihla, Miss L Msomi, Onkgopotse Tiro, 
Daniella Chasenski, Hazel Winship, Danielle le Roux

Foundation Day cakeAndrews House
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Interhouse Music

Interhouse Quiz Interhouse Music

Interhouse Quiz
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Interhouse Theatre  
OUR WORLD OUR ROOTS - Winning House Performance

Directors:  Neo Gumede & Reolebogile Sachane

Stage Manager:  Georgina Armstrong

Cast: Georgina Armstrong, Tamsyn Arnold, 
 Abby Gauntlett, Lucy Gilson, Nyrobi Gutu,  
 Jada Kruger, Samantha Lambert,
 Phumla Marareni, Senzelw’umusa Mathe,  
 Siphokazi Mnganga, Ogodiseng Mothudi,  
 Tsaone Mothudi, Isabella Winter 

Concept: 
Like the Tree of Life needs its roots to survive, our 
performance reiterates that no country can move forward 
without the knowledge and understanding of the past. We 
have incorporated concepts from German, South African 
and American history in order to investigate when these 
countries have been broken and divided. By showing this 
division, we explain that no tree is capable of life without 
roots and therefore history is the roots of today’s world. 
History has divided countries in the past, but how we 
choose to move forward, will define us.



Frances Baines
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FRANCES BAINES
Back Row: Ruby McCrae, Katherine Herbert, Isabella Scribante, Josie Dobeyn, Natasha Baldwin, Kristin Bouwer, Reneilwe Mtshatsheni

Sixth Row: Juliette Armitage, Elinor Capostagno, Kathryn Gilbert, Caitlin Mackenzie, Jessica Nell, Kelly Bouwer, Mikki-B Rey, Thembalihle Xulu, 
Nondumiso Radebe, Julianne Lewis

Fifth Row: Uzenokuhle Phewa, Clementine Robinson, Ayabonga Hlatshwayo, Kate Turner, Georgina Butcher, Kate Burnett, Rebecca Thomson, 
Ciaran Hornby, Katlo Molefe, Gabrielle Benkenstein, Amkela Msimang

Fourth Row: Abby Williamson, Kungathi Mngoma, Jessica Harper, Hannah van Niekerk, Kayla Prowse, Jade Howard, Jessica Johnson, 
Alessia Zedde, Avuziwe Mbebe, Eve Tomlinson

Third Row: Amy Burnett, Emily Barker, Itayi Madzinga, Nina Baynes, Ariné de Villiers, Jessica Dunn, Justine Lister, Amber Arnold, 
Gabrielle Chellan, Ella St Clair, Skye Bates

Second Row: Chloe Ferguson, Emma Teichmann, Christina Herridge, Siobhán Forbes-Wilkinson, Katinka Botha, Leilah Spoor, Ngiphiwe Sibiya, 
Erin Ambler, Louise Dunn, Jamie Rice, Zakithi Mathe, Casey Mosdell

Front Row: Maya Gutierrez-Garcia, Megan Sickmueller, Samantha Franklin, Chloe Hoar, Mrs J Shingler, Gugulethu Dakile, Ms A Shata, 
Jenna Thomspon, Unathi Mavundla, Hannah St Clair, Georgina Lambert

Frances Baines HouseFoundation Day Cake
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Interhouse Music  
Frances Baines were awarded BEST INSTRUMENTAL for Jade 
Howard’s own composition Ode to Cassia, accompanied 
by dancer, Rebecca Thomson and were named OVERALL 
WINNER of the Interhouse Music Competition. 

Interhouse Music

Interhouse Quiz
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Interhouse Theatre  
ROOTS OF OUR PREJUDICE

Directors:  Ayabonga Hlatshwayo & Justine Lister 

Designers:  Hannah van Niekerk & Kungathi Mngoma 

Cast: Ariné de Villiers, Anna Dunning, Katherine Herbert,  
 Itayi Madzinga, Zakithi Mathe, Katlo Molefe, Amkela  
 Msimang, Reneilwe Mtshatsheni, Jessica Nell,   
 Pinkette Phewa, Jamie Rice, Isabella Scribante, 
 Eve Tomlinson, Kate Turner, Thembalihle Xulu 

Concept: 
In our performance, we tackled the issue of racial prejudice in a 
modern-day context. Today, racism is often experienced more 
subtly and less openly in comparison to the overt, institutional 
racism of Apartheid. We drew our inspiration from the recent 
incident at Pretoria Girls’ High School in which black pupils 
were victims of racism as a result of the school enforcing hair 
policies without any sensitivity to ethnic styles, such as braids 
and afros. Our play looks at how our hair forms the roots of 
our identity. We examined how the issue of hair is a superficial 
manifestation of a deeper racial prejudice that we, as a society, 
need to address.
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MACRORIE
Back Row: Sophie Rebeck, Rachel Brown, Jessica Woollam, Georgina Wolf, Anna Thornton-Dibb, Danielle Terblanche, Zara Wood, 

Namhla Ntshanga, Chloe Greathead, Jordan Chellan
Seventh Row: Mrs L Zulu, Anja Dippenaar, Jessica Brown, Arabella Clouston, Hannah Haines, Abigail Jonsson, Leah Kriel, Grace Kitshoff, 

Ofentje Motubatse, Mrs T Mkize
Sixth Row: Stephanie Siedle, Jessica Greathead, Mia Presbury, Bonolo Mokoka, Tatum-Lea Garvey, Alice Perrow, Frances Fowler, 

Robyn Hockey, Honey Sabatta, Nokhwezi Magewu
Fifth Row: Grace Taylor, Hannah Carlisle, Lungile Mkhize, Kate Segar, Isabella Thornton-Dibb, Paballo Nchoba, Sophia Thrash, Mia Bradford, 

Tyla England, Teagan Stanton, Kiara McLuckie
Fourth Row: Hannah Pitt, Caroline Wenke, Tegan Garvey, Georgina Bracken, Dintle Magasa, Isabella Bailey, Catherine Rich, Ashleigh Hold, 

Isabella Gaul, Kate Perrow
Third Row: Sofi-Jade Wilson, Christan Wenke, Shalinda Minnie, Anne Hammond, Rebecca Banfield, Erin Douglas, Lesedi Leketi, 

Josephine Steere, Raechel Bekker, Ntandokazi Thabethe, Zivaishe Jaravaza
Second Row: Kwanele Sokhela, Amber McLuckie, Caitlyn Scott, Jaime Soanes, Ashleigh Moss, Kirsten Driemeyer, Georgia Labuschagne, 

Kiara Naiker, Lesedi Shongwe, Lithe-Thaa Hongo
Front Row: Bongeka Mvuyana, Zara-Georgina Walker, Jenna van den Berg, Roxanne Bau, Ms J Trodd, Sande Stephen, Mrs J Schorn, 

Philippa Campbell, Daniellé Whittle, Tayla Blacklaw, Abigail Jacob
Absent: Charlie Sabatta

Foundation Day CakeMacrorie House
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Interhouse Music  
Marcrorie’s Footprints sung by Anna Thornton-Dibb 
won BEST SOLO at the competition. 

Interhouse Music

Interhouse Quiz
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Interhouse Theatre  
THE ROOTS THAT BALANCE US

Directors:  Anja Dippenaar & Caroline Wenke

Designers:  Hannah van Niekerk & Kungathi Mngoma 

Cast: Raechel Bekker, Jess Brown, Tatum-Lea Garvey, 
 Tegan Garvey, Bella Gaul, Zivaishe Jaravaza, 
 Amber McLuckie, Kiara McLuckie, Lungile Mkhize 

Concept: 
In this chaotic world, we strive to achieve and maintain balance within 
our lives, whether it be mental or physical. We want balance. We 
want happiness. But what happens when outside factors affect how 
we think and feel? Then we have to build ourselves back up again. 
There are certain things that keep us rooted, like family, friends, logic 
and ambition, but when these things are out of balance, it brings 
us sadness, pain and feelings of inadequacy. We have to constantly 
shuffle these roots in our minds in order to function in a positive way. 
Congratulations to Tegan Garvey & Lungile Mkhize who were noted by 
the judges for excellent performance. 



Marianne Browne
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MARIANNE BROWNE
Back Row: Ceilidh Pretorius, Jade Harty, Tsholofelo Mkhari, Chloe Martin, Amy Coxon Gilliatt, Beth Coxon Gilliatt, Emma Edmondson, 

Sbongakonke Ngubo, Amber Lee, Yolandi Koekemoer 
Fifth Row: Lara Feely, Daristi Naidoo, Rebecca Edwards, Georgia Schaefer, Demi Talmage, Holly Jerome, Maya Fleischer, Sacha Armstrong, 

Stephanie van Niekerk, Bridget McNally, Nicola Veenstra
Fourth Row: Melindi Koekemoer, Caelan McKenzie, Grace McCarthy, Emma van Zyl, Tayla Berchowitz, Nwabisa Ngotho, Hannah Lazenby, 

Emily van Niekerk, Nompumelelo Tshabalala, Samantha Reed, Alexandra Parry
Third Row: Sophie Johnson, Georgia Lupton-Smith, Ella Karan, Tariro Kugotsi, Grace Love, Jennifer Connolly, Esmé Thornhill-Davis, Erin Duffy, 

Hannah Gush, Raquel Barradas, Gabrielle Korrubel, Tshedza Mphephu, Anele Biyela
Second Row: Boitumelo Magomola, Amanda Cele, Lerato Moephuli, Ella Carcary, Rosalie Brouckaert, Kietumetse Magomola, Oratile Mbulawa, 

Hannah van Rensburg, Bridget Davies, Anna Howard, Stephanie Langebrink, Ariella Barradas 
Front Row: Imke Botha, Sushma Vegesana, Phathiswa Myeni, Stephanie Harris, Cassandra Brown, Mrs L Timmerman, Sophia Greig, 

Miss Y Ndlovu, Sophie Brouckaert, Jessica Lee, Georgia Schwartz, Daniella Rhodes, Kayla Asherwood

Marianne Browne HouseFoundation Day Cake
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Interhouse Music

Interhouse Quiz
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Interhouse Theatre  
JUST GROW UP – Runner’s up 

Directors:  Nwabisa Ngotho & Yolandi Koekemoer

Designer:  Georgia Lupton-Smith

Cast: Ella Karan, Melindi Koekemoer, Stephanie Langebrink,
 Georgia Lupton-Smith, Botshelo Magomola, 
 Sisanda Mbulawa, Tsholo Mkhari, Tshedza Mphephu,  
 Mpumi Tshabalala, Emily Van Niekerk, Nicola Veenstra

Concept: 
This piece explores the transition from the bliss of childhood to our 
adolescent years. It highlights the hardships we face as teenagers 
growing up and moving from the childhood past to the teenage 
present. It reveals the shocking realizations we come to about the 
world around us which starkly contrasts with our idealistic view of 
the world in our childhood. This is a metaphor for the difficulties 
roots face while attempting to break through the soil in order that 
the tree might grow and bloom.



Mollie Stone
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MOLLIE STONE
Back Row: Caitlin Watson, Nandi Kukubo, Emma van de Velde, Lauren Skinner, Annabel Unwin, Paige Phelps

Sixth Row: Emma Pennington, Isabella Adlington-Corfield, Emily Oliver, Bianca Tiaden, Emily Bennett, Rebecca van der Merwe, 
Brooke Rossiter, Jessica Pitout, Ashleigh Rohrs, ‘Maseeiso Seeiso

Fifth Row: Kate Gerrish, Isabella Latter, Tara Walther, Bahati Dakile, Camille Lombart, Jessica Aiken, Grace van de Velde, Katherine Burnett, 
Senate Seeiso, Ashley Low, Alexandria Magero

Fourth Row: Hannah Mills, Jessica Leer, Megan Benians, Jenna Schwegmann, Kim van Rooyen, Bronwyn McGaw, Catherine van der Merwe, 
Pemba Elliot, Emily Vermaak, Kutlwano Motau, Georgina Romer-Lee

Third Row: Sisanda Jezile, Gemma Fradd, Georgina le Sueur, Natalie Rohrs, Madison Burgess, Ashley Markham, Rachel Randall, Alexa Peters, 
Chloe Norton, Ella Grealy, Pili Mthethwa, Julia Mantle

Second Row: Nandi Sibanda, Gugulethu Nhlapo, Danielle Pillay, Lucy Norton, Shanya Wijeyawardana, Moroa Phooko, Josephine Peters, 
Fikile Nhleko, Rebecca Lonsdale, Ivy Kiruri, Allarnah Chiinze

Front Row: Bonga Mbande, Jacqui Hulley, Josie Tod, Rebecca Erskine, Mrs S Clark, Kirsten Sinclair, Stephanie Hammond, Mrs M Tapson, 
Shawn Black, Olivia Adlington-Corfield, Gabriella von Höne, Katekile Dakile

Absent: Jessica Bell, Dominique Teichmann

Mollie Stone House Foundation Day Cake
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Interhouse Music  
Mollie Stone were named TOP HOUSE 
CHOIR for My first, my last, my 
everything and were awarded BEST 
CHOREOGRAPHY on the night. 

Interhouse Quiz

Interhouse Music
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Interhouse Theatre  
WE ARE ALL SOUTH AFRICAN

Director:   Kate Gerrish

Designer:  Ashley Markham

Cast: Kate Burnett, Allarnah Chiinze,
 Sisanda Jezile, Nandi Kukubo, 
 Camille Lombart, Gugulethu Nhlapo, 
 Fikile Nhleko, Chloe Norton, 
 Brooke Rossiter, Nandi Sibanda, 
 Tara Walther

Concept: 
The Rainbow Nation is a phrase originated by 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu to describe post-
apartheid South Africa. Nelson Mandela elaborated 
on this phrase in a speech during his first month 
in office where he said, “Each of us is as intimately 
attached to the soil of this beautiful country as are the 
famous jacaranda trees of Pretoria and the mimosa 
trees of the bushveld, a rainbow nation at peace with 
itself and the world.” For many years South Africans 
have been trying to move past the stereotypes of 
Apartheid, but it does not mean racism has ended. 
Congratulations to Kate Burnett who was noted by 
the judges for her excellent performance.



Usherwood
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USHERWOOD
Back Row: Mrs Z Madlala, Kayleigh Naidoo, Tayana Madiro, Ella Thorburn, Jamie Gilson, Jodi Sadik, Rebecca Thresher, Rebecca O’ Connell, 

Mrs G Ntshangase
Sixth Row: Yolanda Matji, Kristi Bester, Erin Keyser, Olivia Rosenfels, Frances Schnell, Olivia Mackenzie, Savanna Alexander, 

Khanyisa-Christelle Zaka, Jasmine Tlhagoane, Katherine Thatcher
Fifth Row: Sarah Lund, Emma Griffin, Jessica Bompas, Frances Martin, Pamela Janssens, Storm Veenstra, Michaela Beckley, Zimasa Vezi, 

Sabrina Taylor, Holly Frost, Ruvimbo Vambe
Fourth Row: Lilitha Nkuhlu, Lauren Roberts, Amy McLean-Banks, Anna Willis, Georgia Frost, Michaela Seele, Olivia Smart, Rebecca van Duren, 

Emily Anders, Kezia Taylor,  Sophie Holt, Sarah Anders
Third Row: Annabelle Holt, Abby Daugherty, Nina Baguley, Kelli Frew, Thato Lethola, Tshegofatso Motaung, Raquel Parau, Alice Beckett, 

Emily Crowe, Julia Lee,  Megan Guimaraens, Silindile Kunene, Jamie McCrae
Second Row: Kananelo Lethola, Mia Scales, Emily Guimaraens, Andisa-Okuhle Ngwira, Andrea McMichael, Georgia Hayman, 

Bronwyn McKerchar, Jessica Demain, Lusanda Mtshali, Rebecca Roberts, Andiswa Msebeni, Nandi Malinga
Front Row: Anna Keyser, Megan Viljoen, Marie Jacqueline Edwardes, Jenna Egberink, Miss S Govender, Asanda Ngcobo, Rumbidzai Vambe, 

Mrs B Philpot, Hannah Vince-Jillings, Emma Lund, Olivia Noyce, Isabella Bertossi
Absent: Morgan Grieveson, Tanna-Leigh Wesson

Usherwood HouseFoundation Day Cake
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Interhouse Quiz

Interhouse Music  
Usherwood’s vocal ensemble were 
awarded TOP ENSEMBLE for their 
rendition of Work song which was 
performed along the lines of an 
American spiritual piece. 

Interhouse Quiz

Interhouse Music

Spirit Trophy Recipients at the Interhouse Gala
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Interhouse Theatre  
MOVE FORWARD

Director:   Olivia Mackenzie

Stage Manager & Designer:  Savanna Alexander

Cast: Kristi Bester, Caroline Cheshire, Annabelle Holt, 
 Sarah Lund, Pamela Janssens, Nandi Malinga, 
 Frances Martin, Yolanda Matji, Tshegofatso Motaung,  
 Lilitha Nkuhlu, Ella Thorburn, Jasmine Tlhagoane

Concept: 
The theme of our play is to promote how you must leave the roots 
of your past behind you so that you can focus on your future. You 
have to move on from your past because your future is more 
important.
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Old Girls

Mrs Kari Greene welcomed Mr David Arguile, Mrs Debbie Martin, 
Reverend Susan van Niekerk, Committee members, Old Girls, the 
Guest of Honour, the recipient of the St Anne Award – Nokuthula 
(Thuli) Sibeko and her sister Nonhlanhle Dakile, to the 111th Old 
Girls’ Day AGM. She thanked Reverend Susan van Niekerk for leading 
the Chapel service, Anthea Hibbert and Riaan Oosthuizen for the 
orchestra and choir performance, and Margaret along with her team 
for the delicious tea.

A quorum was present and the meeting was declared open. The 
minutes of the 2017 AGM were confirmed as being read and the 
Class of 2017 were welcomed onto the Old Girls’ Guild.  Mrs Greene 
spoke about the current voluntary subscription of R800 paid over 
2 years to join the Old Girls’ Guild. She asked for comments on the 
idea of increasing this in order to present the Matric girls with a gift 
when they leave St Anne’s. A minute’s silence was then observed in 
remembrance of Old Girls who had passed away since last year’s AGM.

Daniella Chasenski, the Head Girl for 2018, and the Headmaster, Mr 
David Arguile, presented reports to the AGM. Mrs Greene thanked 
them and made special reference to work on keeping a more detailed 
record of Old Girls’ activities after they leave St Anne’s. A special 
welcome was made to the various reunions.

Mrs Greene quoted from Mother Theresa, “I alone cannot change the 
world, but I can cast a stone across the waters to create many ripples”.  
This is a challenge for all St Anne’s Old Girls in an ever changing world - 
to make ripples in many waters. Each year the Old Girls’ Guild is proud 
to award two types of award, the first being our main award, the 
prestigious St Anne Award which is presented at Old Girls’ Day. This 
is given to someone who has contributed significantly to community 
work in a pro bona capacity and there is only one St Anne Award each 
year. The second award is The Award of Excellence which is presented 
to Old Girls who model determination, success and excellence in their 
chosen field of endeavor - be it business, the arts, science, education 
etc. We ask these amazing Old Girls to come and speak to the girls in a 
forum where they receive first-hand knowledge of what Old Girls are 
achieving.  Last year, we were very excited to award this, The Award of 

Chairperson’s Report 
Excellence, to two Old Girls:  Susan Abro and Sarah Collins. The details 
of these two awards are on the St Anne’s Website. Mrs Greene asked 
for nominations for next year’s awards.

The School Shop raises money to ensure that the daughters of Old Girls 
can attend St Anne’s. Sincere thanks went to Lindi Fairweather, the 
shop manager. Mike Acutt and the efficient ladies in his department 
were thanked for taking over the accounting function of the Old Girls’ 
Guild this year and for all the support we receive from them. 

This year, we had Old Girls’ functions in Johannesburg, Cape Town 
and our first Midlands function at Garlington.  These were all a great 
success. We were encouraged to attend these casual functions to 
support each other in friendship and business and build a strong 
sisterhood out in the world. Social Media including Facebook, Twitter 
and Linkedin have become crucial networking tools and we were 
encouraged to keep the school updated with personal details and 
news. We have also developed and added the Old Girls’ Business 
Directory which lists businesses that are owned or partnered by an 
Old Girl so we can support each other through business relationships 
and networking.

The Old Girls’ Guild Committee members were thanked for their 
various roles on the committee. Alison Ascough was thanked for her 
efficiency and unbelievable management and support as Old Girls’ 
Liaison and Archives officer, and Jenna Mckenzie was thanked for the 
enormous role she has played assisting the Old Girls’ Guild this year. 
Alison continues to update the archives and online repository. The 
school magazine is now only available via a link that is emailed to all 
Old Girls, unless you have specifically requested a hard copy.

Mrs Green reminded everyone of the “Women of the World Spring 
Lunch” on the 7 September with Devi Govender as the guest speaker.  

Mrs Greene called on Nonhlanhla Dakile, the nominee, to introduce 
the winner of the St Anne Award for 2018 - Nokuthula Sibeko. Finally, 
Mrs Green thanked everyone for attending the AGM and Old Girls’ 
Day.

OFFICE BEARERS
First Row: Alison Ascough (Old Girls’ Liaison and Archivist), Kari Greene (Chairperson), Dinky Johnson, Jane Douglas, Anne Chadwick, 

Debbie Erskine, Angela Gauntlett, Vicki Dillon, Jenna McKenzie (Marketing and PR), Sue Whyte, Angela Wolf, Claire Hoatson.
Absent: Theresa Rattray (Vice-Chairperson), Jo James
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Nokuthula Sibeko (née Ntsuntsha, 1997) is a social entrepreneur at heart. In 1999, prior to starting her career journey, she was a 
member of a Non-Profit Organisation (NPO) called Community Youth Empowa’ment (CYE), an organisation committed to social 
upliftment through community based initiatives. Some of the key projects of CYE were the establishment and running of a Saturday 
School for learners in Soweto where they tutored Maths, Science and English; facilitating a self-development programme; building 
Resource Centres in some Soweto schools and hosting career workshops for learners. In 2012 and 2013, she cycled the Cape Argus 
for charity to help raise funds for school uniforms for one of the charities. She then co-founded Girls Invent Tomorrow (GIT), an NPO 
dedicated to initiating programs designed to empower, educate and mentor girls about Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths 
(STEM). Through her GIT initiatives and with the support from her clients, she has hosted STEM career days, coding session and ran 
a 12-week tech Saturday programme. In 2015, she launched the NEXTgen Leadership Conference aimed to engage, motivate and 
inspire young people to maximise their potential and to guide them as they navigate their way to having a successful career. Thuli was 
nominated in the category Future ICT Leader at the 2016 ICT Achievers Awards, she was listed as one of the 60 women changing the 
narrative in Girls Code Blog and listed a Top 10 Youth that are helping revolutionise SA tech. In 2017, she was Awarded the Distinguished 
Woman in Business Excellence Award at the African Women Leadership Gala Dinner. Thuli continues to inspire girls to reach for their 
dreams and is a well deserving winner of the St Anne Award.

St Anne Award
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Exceptional Old Girls

After leaving St Anne’s, Megan completed 
a three year BA Fine Art Degree at the 
University of Kwa-Zulu Natal and then a year’s 
postgrad business degree at UCT. She was 
incredibly eager to start working for Ardmore 
and joined the business in 2015. Since then, 
Megan has been under the mentorship of her 
incredible mother, Fee Halsted. They work 
closely together with seventy artists from 
the local community, Lesotho and Zimbabwe. 
Their focus is planning exhibitions and 
managing client orders of ceramic artworks. 
Megan also likes to create posts for their 
social media accounts. She adores being in 
this creative environment,  surrounded by so 
many talented artists and seeing the positive 
change brought to people’s lives. 

Recently, Megan has been placed in the 
managing role running Ardmore’s online and 

Megan Berning
(Usherwood, 2011)

Caversham gallery stores under the mentorship of the board chairman, Giles Hefer. Her highlights this year have been an exhibition in Cape 
Town at the Cellars, Hohenort ‘Voyage of Discovery' and ‘Safari’ with Charles Greig at Hyde Park. Megan is very excited for the pieces they 
have already started to create for their new exhibition, ‘Pride of Africa’ which will also be held at the Cellars in February 2019. Other highlights 
include a trip to Paris to view their designs on Hermes products and their new scarf, ‘dans le jardin des délices’, which will be launched next 
year. Megan has enjoyed increasing her business knowledge by attending a course run by Institute of Directors in Southern Africa to learn more 
about being a director of a company. This year has also seen the beginning of an exciting project, the Ardmore Community Fund. The aim is to 
help develop the arts in two local schools, Jabula and Crystal Springs, in Lidgetton. They have submitted their non-profit application to SARS 
and look forward to the application being completed. 

Megan is also passionate about horses and is very accomplished in the discipline of dressage. She represented KwaZulu-Natal in the open 
team at the South African Championship riding Ultimate STV. Their wins together this year, include the FEI Intermediate Challenge and the KZN 
Championship Intermediate 1. We wish Megan all the very best for her future endeavors.

Lesego was invited as the Guest Speaker at the Leaver’s Dinner to impart her 
insight to our 2018 Matrics and she did not disappoint!  She talked about her 
experiences and explained that her path to success has not been a simple, 
straight road. Lesego encouraged the Matric class to chase their dreams, stay 
true to themselves and do what they love. Lesego matriculated from St Anne’s 
in 2006 and went on to obtain a BA in English and Media from the University 
of Cape Town. She then had the opportunity to attend Brunel University in 
London where she studied Theatre, and finally completed short courses in TV 
writing at Columbia University and Musical Theatre at New York Film Academy.

After graduating in 2014, Lesego returned to Johannesburg to pursue a career 
in television and film, working as a content producer and scriptwriter. During 
this time her Coconut Kelz blog page was launched. It began as fun, occasional 
posts and grew to the sensation that it is today. Lesego’s satirical  character, 
Coconut Kelz, hilariously tackles South Africa’s political and social environment. 
She has been interviewed on Power FM and has appeared in Cosmopolitan 
online, the Mail & Guardian and the Sunday Times. 

Lesego decided to further her career and enrolled at Vega last year to do a 
Copywriting course, from which her advertisement won a Loerie award and 
she is now working on advertisements for KFC. She has also filmed a pilot for 
a Coconut Kelz show which goes into production next year. Currently, Lesego 
is writing a series of satirical books where Coconut Kelz gives advice in an 
assortment of scenarios, and is a weekly contributor to the Radio 702 Saturday 
Breakfast Show. Acting and stand-up comedy complete Lesego’s impressive 
array of talents. With so much already achieved, Lesego shows no sign of 
slowing down!

Lesego Tlhabi
(Marianne Browne, 2006)
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Old Girls’ Day

CLASS OF 1953 & 1954
Front Row: Paddy Lambert (née Armstrong), Patsy Hunter (née Parker),
 Jako Pepworth (née Tucker), Anne de Haan (née Scott-Waring Green), 

Gillian Siedle (née Faircliff)

Old Girls’ Day is the highlight of the year for 
the Guild and it was once again a wonderful 
success.  A beautiful day of sunshine allowed 
for the delicious tea to be served on the front 
lawn and an exciting game of 1st team hockey 
to be enjoyed by our reunion years. Old Girls 
travelled from far and wide to reconnect with 
their fellow classmates and, as is often the 
case, the Chapel service brought back many 
fond memories of days gone by. Thuli Sibeko 
was presented with the St Anne Award at the 
completion of the AGM which was followed 
by tours of the College and a delicious lunch.  
The noise from the dining hall was a clear 
indication that Old Girls’ Day was thoroughly 
enjoyed by our many groups in attendance! 

CLASS OF 1958
Front Row: Margaret Spencer (née Smith), Jessamy Viedge (née Neumayer), 

Angela Campbell (née Train)

CLASS OF 1963
Back Row: Jenny Emslie (née Davenport),  Correen Gorton (née Acutt), 

Margaret Fleming (née Stewart)  and Tessa Joughin (née Wilson)
Front Row: Janet Bristowe (née MacFadyen), Sue Southwood (née Seymour), 

Liz Hawthorne (née Campbell)
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CLASS OF 1978
Back Row: Felicity (Nutty) Whitton (née Greene), Jane Sagnelli (née Harker), Janelle Gravett (née Lardner), Paula Kernan, 

Sue Dean (née Attwood), Alex Sagnelli (née Manchip), Anne Chadwick (née de Wet), Helen Jones (née Aulfes)
Front Row: Jane Kilner (née du Toit), Paula Monteith (née Bestel), Louise Fox, Sue Pyne-James (née Tatham), Delene Huntington (née Viljoen)

CLASS OF 1968
Back Row: Judy Prince (née Smythe), Sue  Ruffle (née La Fontaine), Sarah Dottridge (née Smythe), Ann Bosted (née Hayes), 

Caroline Edwards (née Windeler), Jane D’Aubrey (née Fisher), Natalie Hall (née Campbell), Alison Blackhurst, Pat Tapper (née Lissiman), 
Caroline Elliott (née Christopher)

Front Row: Sally Ridout (née Winn-Jones), Lesley Lee, Sandy Bowles (née Fyvie), Delys McClaren (née Edds), Toni Tickton, 
Sue Carmichael (née Harvey), Lesley-Ann Meek (née Brockman), Sarah Carlisle
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CLASS OF 1993
Back Row: Fiona Edmundson (née Douglas), Ndileka (Nomsa) Shuenyane (née Mbete), Kate Moffatt (née McIntosh), Emmeline Young
Front Row: Alison Jackson (née Dickson), Dominique Ronbeck (née van Zyl), Kim Foster (née Armstrong), Belinda Sohet (née Webster), 

Janet Spear (née Hardy), Clare Pringle (née Barker)

CLASS OF 1988
Back Row: Janet Kyte, Josephine Matterson (née McIntosh), Cathy Prettejohn (née Payne), Nicci Lee, Cara Lee, Tessa Barry (née Yeowart), 

Liz Jackson, Kate Barnes (née Richards), Colleen MacGregor (née Stainbank), Fay Vickery (née Mitchell-Innes), Kate Rhodes (née McCarthy), 
Rachel Buchner, Sarah Lazenby (née Starling), Sarah Vermaak (née Binnendyk)

Front Row: Kate Kelly (née Inman), Jo Ramsay (née Hooper), Louise Formby (née Armstrong), Meg Becker (née Parr), Sarah Wilson (née Rattray), 
Pippa Carson (née Langebrink), Lindy Rippon (née Blevin), Samantha Richardson (née Folker), Georgie Tedder (née Muggleton), 

Biddy Jensen (née Fynn) 
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CLASS OF 2008
Back Row: Lauren de Freitas (née Dommett), Leané Collier (née Wessels), Tessa Perrett (née Watt-Pringle), Catherine Hanbury, 

Deborah Volbrecht, Ashleigh Shields, Kathleen Hinton, Georgina Marques, Toni de Jager (née Rogers), Nicola Nel, Sally-Anne Shawe, Ashleigh Sole
Back Row: Megan Stone, Ashley de Klerk (née Ellis), Amy Pretorius, Angela Perks (née LeClezio), Kate Lund, Rebecca Robertson (née Greene), 

Abigail Thompson, Kirsten Manning, Kelsy le Voy, Ellen Miller (née Clark), Chelsea Simpson (née Macnab), Jessica van Goethem
Front Row: Kim Stevens, Leigh-Anne Kairuz (née Burnett), Laura Mitchell (née Glyn-Jones), Jessica Allen (née Green), Tessa Chance, 

Anick Gourrege

CLASS OF 1998
Back Row: Georgina Rawden, Mellissa Edwards (née Gillmer), Cara Middlewick (née Slater), Sharon Vardy (née Clarke),

Brigitte Renald (née Lalouette), Katherine Botha (née Wimble), Rowena Aldous, Belinda Carbutt, Kirsty Koen (née Wigglesworth), 
Claire Hoatson (née Collins), Kate Engelbrecht, Tracy van der Walt (née Anderson), Jane Ackerman (née Lewis)

Front Row: Georgina Holst (née Stuart), Josie Dougall (née Holley), Olivia Kopping (née Acutt), Nicola Taylor (née Hall), Stephanie Hoy,
Ermaine Morris (née Walters), Jo Wolverson (née Wright), Tammy Le Roux (née Wessels), Samantha Naude (née Forsythe), 

Cara Woolley (née Franklin), Nikki Syme (née Kirkland)
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Jane Ackerman 
(née Lewis, Mollie Stone, 1998)

Jane is married to Ben and has three lovely children; Ruth, Beth and 
Mathew. She lives in Hilton and is a chiropractor in private practice 
from home. Jane loves the outdoors, church and family.

Olivia Acutt 
(Marianne Browne, 1998)

Olivia is a mother to two children. Her daughter, Amber Maya, is 7 
years old and her son, Cameron Heath, is 18 months old. Olivia lives 
in Underberg and owns a Hair Salon.

Rowena Aldous 
(Marianne Browne, 1998)

Rowena is married and has moved back to Underberg. For her 
Master’s Thesis, she shot a film at St Anne’s about her time at the 
College. She is now a photographer.

Jessica Allen 
(née Green, Macrorie, 2008)

Jessica graduated from University of Pretoria in 2015 with an M.Sc. 
(Agriculture) in Animal Production Physiology. She is working for 
Irvine’s Africa as the Animal Health Sales Manager.

Tessa Barry  
(née Yeowart, Andrews, 1988 )

“I live in Johannesburg and have two children, Thomas who is 13 
and Alexandra who is 11. I work for a policy think tank and see old 
St Anne’s girls all the time! I’m also in touch with lots of current St 
Anne’s girls and I love hearing all of the news.”

Roslyn Beart  
(née Robinson, Frances Baines, 1960 )

“I am fit and healthy and run (geriatric jog) 8 km every day. I have 
two grandsons at Michaelhouse and a granddaughter, Stephanie 
Langebrink, at St Anne’s.”

Alison Blackhurst  
(Marianne Browne, 1968)

Alison is an archival framer and organises workshops for SAAPI 
(South African Association of Pharmacy in Industry). She loves 
traveling and has a keen interest in art.

Lindy Blevin  
(Macrorie, 1988)

Lindy has two children; Jared (14) and Gaby (11) and she hopes that 
Gaby will be able experience St Anne’s one day too. Lindy runs a 
unique venue offering tiger fishing in South Africa called Shayamoya 
Tiger Fishing and Game Lodge in Northern KZN. She is feeling strong 
and fit having lost 23 kgs over the past 18 months. Lindy would love 
to win the Lotto and go travelling much more!

Ann Bosted  
(née Hayes, Macrorie, 1968)

“I am living on the Big Island of Hawaii with my husband of 35 years, 
Peter. We are retired and enjoy the year-round spring climate. We 
hope that Mauna Loa does not erupt!”

Angela Campbell 
(née Train, Frances Baines, 1958)

Angela farmed in Balgown for 10 years and moved to Zimbabwe to 
farm for 38 years. These were amazing and wonderful years - until 
the ZANU PF regime took over the farms. Angela is now involved in 
prayer ministry and an intercessory group called OP Esther praying 
for Zimbabwe and South Africa.

Susan Carmichael 
(née Harvey, Andrews, 1968)

“I am relieved to no longer be challenged by rush hour traffic in order 
to start my working day by 8 am. Nevertheless my days are busy 
and time flies, like we all find. I am on the board of a remarkable 
low fee paying independent school in Yeoville, Johannesburg and I 
manage rental properties. I am also a foodie and a keen gardener. I 
am blessed to often spend time or enjoy plenty of chats with dear 
friends from our year, which seems like yesterday! My great-niece 
Isabella Harvey is currently in Andrews.”

Sarah Carlisle  
(Marianne Browne, 1968)

Sarah lives in Pietermaritzburg and was a member of the Black Sash. 
She studied photography for a year and her legacy is a beautiful 
rebuilt house.

Pippa Carson  
(née Langebrink, Macrorie, 1988)

“I have two boys. One is going to boarding school in California 
(Thatcher) and the other is in Middle School in Seattle. Both boys 
attended a French Immersion School. I’ve lived in Seattle, USA, for 
25 years and love coming back to SA. I bought a motorbike in Cape 
Town last year and am working my way around Africa whenever I 
come home for a holiday. Come visit in the USA!”

Old Girls’ News

Robyn Calvert 
(Andrews, 1971)

“I attended a course in Holland on Organisational Culture at the 
end of May 2018, and then decided to hop over the channel to 
see old friends. Honor very kindly invited me to stay with her 
at Westminster School (where she is a matron).  How fabulous 
it was to spend a few days immersed in old England! She also 
organised the get-together luncheon in London, where we 
had a great time catching up, almost feeling like we were back 
at school together!”    
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Anne Chadwick 
(née de Wet, Usherwood, 1978)

Anne works part-time as a Pharmacist and volunteers once a week 
at an NGO. She enjoys running and has run five Comrades and ten 
Two Oceans Marathons but now runs shorter distances. Anne has 
two children. Nicola works in Hillcrest and was married in September 
2017. David works as a game ranger in the Eastern Cape. Anne loves 
to travel and recently travelled to Vietnam.

Tessa Chance 
(Frances Baines, 2008)
Tessa lives in Johannesburg and works in marketing. She studied 
music and still plays hockey

Leane  Collier 
(née Wessels, Usherwood, 2008)

Leane has been married for five years and lives in Kokstad. She has 
one beautiful little boy, Maverick Collier, who was born 6 September 
2016. 

Jane D’Aubrey 
(née Fisher, Andrews, 1968)

Jane lives on the farm where she grew up and one of her sons now 
runs it. She keeps in touch with six St Anne’s friends on a regular 
basis and feels they probably know her better than her husband! 
She sews every Monday with other ladies at the old age home 
in Eshowe. They are planning to upcycle old clothing and bring 
awareness that there are too many clothes in the world.  

Anne de Haan  
(née Scott-Waring, Usherwood, 1953)

Anne’s husband passed away and in 2013 she moved back to Cape 
Town from Canada.

Sarah Dottridge  
(née Smythe, Macrorie, 1968)

Sarah loves her old school and classmates. She loves the Lord and 
has a great family. She also loves her land and runs an outreach 
project called Bonginkosi. 

Josephine Dougall 
(née Holley, Andrews, 1998)

“I own and manage a marketing and PR consulting business, 
specialising in advice and strategy to the financial services industry. 
I run internship programs for black women through my business. I 
am married and have two girls who are 3 years old and 9 months 
old. I live in Durban and have put my girls’ names down to attend 
St Anne’s!”

Caroline Edwards   
(née Windeler, Macrorie, 1968)

Caroline enjoys playing golf and is glad that she has discovered 
painting. For 15 years she has read books for Tape Aides for the 
blind. Caroline is happily married with three stepchildren and seven 
grandchildren.

Mellissa Edwards  
(née Gillmer, Usherwood, 1998)

Mellissa’s passions are running and exercise. She has two young 
children and her husband is the kindest person she knows. She 
works in fashion retail and loves the beach.

Katherine Engelbrecht 
(Frances Baines, 1998)

“I am involved in inner city regeneration through City Improvement 
Districts (CID). I write the content for the CID Forum website and 
social media. I also do volunteer work for the Pavement Bookworm, 
collecting book donations for charity. I live in a book shop with my 
fiancé who is an antique map and collectable book dealer.”

Janelle Gravett    
(née Lardner, Macrorie, 1978)

Janelle works in training and development and she consults on BEE 
and skills development. She also sits on the Chamber Committee at 
services SETA and is a Board Member of the the Professional Body of 
the Contact Centre Industry in South Africa. She is married to Craig 
and has two daughers: Jade (19) and Aerin (18). Jade is studying 
nursing at WITS. 

Sarah Green  
(Mollie Stone, 2008)

Sarah lives in Johannesburg and owns her own business, Sarah 
Green Occupational Therapy. She loves to cycle and do trail runs.    

Natalie Hall  
(née Campbell, Marianne Browne, 1968)

Natalie is happily married to Gavin Hall and has two married 
children who live nearby. She is a committed Christian and enjoys 
entertaining and cooking. Natalie spends a lot of time looking 
after her grandchildren. She played league squash, tennis and golf 
although her golf wasn’t very good!

Catherine Hanbury  
(Marianne Browne, 2008)

Catherine is a primary school teacher at The International School of 
Cape Town where she is head of Literacy. She graduated from Rhodes 
University with a degree in Psychology and Sociology (Honours) and 
a PGCE. She also lived in the UK for three years.

Caroline Elliott  
(née Christopher, Frances Baines, 1968)

Caroline has married a second time after losing her husband 
in 2002. She has two sons, one of whom lives in Singapore 
and one in Durban. She looks after the gardens at St Anne’s 
and has been doing so for 14 years. She has travelled a lot and 
loves art.     
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Kari Greene 
(née Larsen, Marianne Browne, 1981)

Kari fulfilled her dream this year by running 
the Hull Marathon in the UK, her first full 
marathon, while raising awareness around the 
Partners for Possibility (PfP) programme. PfP 
is a nation building programme that partners 
school principals and business leaders to 
create a better future for all our children in 
South Africa. Kari has a passion for education, 
and the PfP platform is where she felt she 
could make a meaningful contribution to our 
beautiful country, South Africa! Kari has been 
raising the funds required to participate in the 
programme and will soon be partnered with 
a school principal from an under-resourced 
school on a year-long leadership development 
journey in the KwaZulu-Natal Midlands area.  

Kathleen Hinton 
(Usherwood, 2008)

Kathleen is a wealth manager and lives in Johannesburg. She wants 
to empower women to be confident with financial planning and 
teach them to be financially ‘savvy’. She is extremely proud of her 
classmates and her years spent at St Anne’s were some of her 
happiest.  

Georgina Holst   
(née Stuart, Usherwood, 1998)

Georgina lives in Franschoek and is married to a jeweller. They own 
a jewellery store in the village. She has a little boy and a new baby.

Liz Jackson 
(Macrorie, 1988)

Liz has been married for 14 years and has a daughter who is 12 years 
old. She is living in the Caribbean in the British Virgin Islands.      

Bridget (Biddy) Jensen  
(née Fynn, Macrorie, 1988)

“I hate exercise and always have! Mr Cheetham phoned my mother 
if I got 70% or above. I think he thought I had a very low IQ.”

Leigh-Anne Kairuz   
(née Burnett, Mollie Stone, 2008)

Leigh-Anne lives in Johannesburg and works at RMB. She still does 
not play any sport but enjoys horse riding.

Cara Lee 
(Andrews, 1988)

Cara has owned her own swimming school, Cara Lee Splash, in Cape 
Town for the last 18 years. She coaches all levels of swimmers. She 
represented South Africa in Triathlons for five Ironman Events. Cara 
is also a boxer and is getting ready for her 7th fight at the age of 47.  
She has 2 children, Mathew aged 11 and Madison aged 4. She has 
been with her partner, Taryn, for 10 years.

Lesley Lee    
(Macrorie, 1968)

Lesley is passionate about people knowing their God given value 
and uniqueness. She has a ladies range of clothing, the Lesley Lee 
Collection which specialises in comfortable and chic designer-made 
clothing. Anyone is welcome to connect with her in Port Elizabeth.

Nicola Lee 
(Andrews, 1988)

Nicola has been with her partner, Jackie Davies, for 25 years and 
married for 10 years. She is a sugar cane farmer in Eshowe. She also 
runs an animal sanctuary where she rescues all animals and where 
possible, releases them back into the wild, or they are nursed and 
accommodated into their old age. 

Tamar le Roux  
(née Wessels, Frances Baines, 1998)

Tamar is married to Steven and has two little boys named Antony 
and Ethan. They live in Citrusdal in the Western Cape where she 
works in logistics and organises functions part-time. Tamar loves 
good wine, good coffee and good chocolate! 

Sara Lazenby  
(née Starling, Frances Baines, 
1988)

Sara has a family of three beautiful 
girls and loves cooking for them!  
She has done many exciting things 
in horticulture and loves gardening, 
walks and wildlife. She treasures 
her St Anne’s friends and enjoyed 
catching up on Old Girls’ Day.
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Kelsey le Voy 
(Marianne Browne, 2008)

Kelsey lives in Cape Town and graduated from UCT with a BA in 
English, Film and Radio. She owns eight plants and still giggles like 
a madman! 

Kirsten Manning  
(Andrews, 2008)

Kirsten is a hospitality consultant and an avid ‘veggie garden’ grower. 
She is learning to surf and would love to one day send her daughters 
to St Anne’s.

Delys McLaren 
(née Edds, Macrorie, 1968)

“I am very happily married to Duncan and have two sons and 
five grandchildren. I am retired from a happy career having been 
a teacher for 43 years. We live in Gillitts and being committed 
Christians, we attend St Agnes Church. The love, comradery and 
friendship we have experienced at our reunion will stay with me 
forever.”   

Leslie-Ann Meek 
(née Brockman, Marianne Browne, 1968)

Leslie-Ann lives isolated on the West Coast. She designs, stitches 
and teaches 17th Century embroidery. She has taken up marathon 
running. 

Cara Middlewick 
(née Slater, Andrews, 1998)

Cara has a wonderful husband who she adores and two little girls. 
She has her own interior architectural design business and lives in 
the lovely community of Salt Rock.  

Ellen Miller 
(née Clark, Macrorie, 2008)

Ellen lives on a farm in the Eastern Cape. She is a Foundation Phase 
teacher and is teaching at a preschool in Cathcart. She has also 
taught autistic children in London. Her fellow classmates are some 
of the best people she knows! 

Laura Mitchell 
(née Glyn-Jones, Macrorie, 2008)

Laura is married and is the owner of ‘The Social Lamb’ which 
manages business social media platforms. She has travelled the 
world and loves cheese!

Samantha Naude 
(née Forsythe, Mollie Stone, 1998)

Samantha lives in Hillcrest and has two beautiful girls aged 13 and 
9 years old. She runs her own beauty salon where she employs five 
other ladies.

Lauren Odell 
(née van Zyl, Mollie Stone, 2003)

Lauren is CFO at Eqstra Fleet Management and mother to a gorgeous 
little boy named Grayson.  

Tessa Perrett 
(née Watt-Pringle, Andrews, 2008)
Tessa has been married for four years and has a little girl named 
Paige. She is a teacher and lives in Durban. 

Magretha Pierce  
(née Wang, Usherwood, 2003)

Magretha married Warrick Tait Pierce in 2017. She obtained a PhD 
in Animal Genomics in Dec 2016 and works as a functional genomics 
scientist for the Agricultural Research Council.

Judith Prince 
(née Smythe, Macrorie, 1968)

Judith is a committed Christian and has a gorgeous husband. She has 
four lovely granddaughters and prays that some of them will come 
to St Anne’s. Judith is very proud to be an Old Girl.

Georgina Rawden 
(Frances Baines, 1998)

Georgina lives in Cape Town and is still super healthy, doing hot 
yoga almost every day. Her second home is in Hermanus where her 
mother lives – she invites anyone to come visit for whale watching, 
cliff path strolling, mountain hiking and wine farms. 

Aideen Ross 
(Frances Baines, 2011)

Aideen obtained her LLB cum laude from the University of 
KwaZulu-Natal in 2015 after matriculating from St. Anne’s. 
She went on to complete an LLM cum laude in Constitutional 
Theory and Litigation at the University of KwaZulu-Natal in 
2017. Whilst at university, she served as the Editor-in-Chief 
of the UKZN Student Law Review, and represented UKZN at 
the All Africa Moot Court Competition in Zambia. She worked 
as a Graduate Assistant and Blended Learning Coordinator at 
UKZN whilst completing her LLM. In 2018, Aideen joined Cox 
Yeats as a Candidate Attorney in the Maritime Team.
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Brigitte Renald 
(née Lalouette, Usherwood, 1998)
Brigitte works for a medical business specialist company as a sales 
consultant. She is happily married and lives in Salt Rock.

Sally Ridout 
(née Winn-Jones, Marianne Browne, 1968)
Sally has been living in the UK since 1974 and has been teaching 
Art for 40 years. She is divorced and has a beautiful daughter of 39 
years who also lives in the UK. She is now painting landscapes. She 
receives commissions and sells her work. 

Susan Ruffle 
(née La Fonteine, Frances Baines, 1968)

Susan is still working as a children’s nurse in London and supports 
children with special needs in school. She loves visiting South Africa 
and St Anne’s to catch up with old friends.

Gillian Siedle   
(née Faircliff, Macrorie, 1954)

Gillian ran a B & B in Durban for 15 years and did book keeping for 
the National B & B Association for 20 years. She has been an activist 
and election worker for the DA since 1960.

Ashleigh Shields 
(Marianne Browne, 2008)

Ashleigh is a chartered accountant and still loves to cook. She 
recently ran her first 21 km race. She misses her time at St Anne’s.  
In the future she would like to move overseas and become a food 
blogger.   

Ashleigh Sole 
(Marianne Browne, 2008)

Ashleigh has recently moved to Hillcrest and still loves sport but 
most of all squash. Her best friend is still fellow classmate, Ashleigh 
Shields. Ashleigh hopes to one day live in Zimbabwe again and to 
learn not to burn food!

Margaret Spencer  
(née Smith, Marianne Browne, 1958)

Margaret lives in Amber Valley. Her daughter went to Winkfield 
Place in England and excelled as a chef and cooked for the Major 
General at Sandhurst. She also has twins, Simon and Rodger. They 
both have lovely wives and children.  

Nicola Syme 
(née Kirkland, Andrews, 1998)

Nicola lives in Durban and is married with two daughters, Scarlett 
Joni (2) and Juliet-Pax Poppy (1). Pretty, Brightness, Nthombi, Pippa 
Mitchell (née Kirkland) alongside Nicola started Pretty Bright Girls in 
March 2017. Nicola and her sister, Pippa, work in interior design and 
started Kirkland’s Lets Design in 2010.

Patricia Tapper 
(née Lissiman, Frances Baines, 1968)

Patricia is married and lives in Cape Town. She has two children and 
three grandchildren.

Nicola Taylor 
(née Hall, Usherwood, 1998)

Nicola teaches at Clifton Nottingham Road. She married a farmer 
and has two boys aged 2 and 4 years old.  She loves trail running.

Georgina Tedder 
(née Muggleton, Marianne Browne, 1988)
After many years as a social worker, Toni now works part-time in 
palliative care. Her son lives in the UK. She really enjoys living in 
Cape Town and attending the Old Girls’ Gatherings that have been 
hosted in the Cape.  

Sharon Vardy  
(née Clarke, Usherwood, 1988)

Sharon has an amazing husband and two adopted kids. She recently 
started a business manufacturing woven Moses baskets. They are 
hand woven by under-privileged women in rural Zululand. They have 
just bought a farm in Monzi which is where Sharon has always lived.

Jessamy Viedge  
(née Neumeyer, Usherwood, 1958)

“We farm in a beautiful area in the mountains only 20 km from 
Tiffindell Ski Resort. I taught at the local farm school for 15 years and 
had some heart-warming results seeing the children develop. I also 
ran a D, B & B for Tiffindell guests for 15 years. I am a keen gardener 
and reader.”

Deborah Volbrechts 
(Usherwood, 2008)

Deborah is a chef and owns her own catering and events company.  

Emily Webber   
(Andrews, 2011)

“Cally Patchitt (Mollie Stone, 2011) and I finished at St Anne’s at the 
end of 2011. We both attended Wits University where we busied 
ourselves with our studies as well as other pastimes. Cally ran her 
first full marathon last year and I was an active member in the Wits 
Hockey Club as well as initiating a charity project at varsity called 
Bread Tags for wheelchairs, a spinoff of the Sweethearts Foundation 
initiative! Cally and I were hospital partners from day one and having 
her as a teammate over the duration of 6 years was nothing short 
of wonderful... it goes to show how boarding school sets you up for 
lifetime friends!

Now we are both working as interns after having graduated in 
December 2017 with our Bachelor of Medicine and Surgery degrees. 
I am working at Chris Hani Baragwanath Academic Hospital in 
Soweto and Cally is working at Ngwelezane hospital in KZN. We are 
working hard but very happy to be fulfilling our goals.”

Sarah Wilson 
(née Rattray, Macrorie, 1988)

Sarah is married and just celebrated her 20th wedding anniversary.  
She has three boys with just one still in school. She lives in 
Johannesburg and loves to travel. Sarah is involved in lodge 
marketing.

Cara Woolley 
(née Franklin, Macrorie, 1998)

Cara has two wonderful daughters aged 4 and 6 years old.  She and 
her husband run their own company in Johannesburg.  She sees a lot 
of St Anne’s friends and still plays hockey and touch rugby.  
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Women of the World Spring Lunch
On Friday, 7 September 2018, the Old Girls’ Guild hosted 230 ladies 
at a wonderfully successful Spring Lunch with the purpose to raise 
funds for the Old Girls’ Guild Bursary Fund. We were fortunate 
enough to secure Devi Govender, of Carte Blanche fame, as our 
guest speaker, and having a drawcard of her calibre meant the 
tickets to the lunch quickly sold out.  

The generosity of Cleopatra’s Mountain Farmhouse, Fordoun Hotel 
and Spa, Hartford House and Oaklands Country Manor, who each 
gave two night stays at their magnificent establishments as raffle 
prizes, meant that raffle tickets were in high demand and brought in 
a total of R35 383. Other generous sponsors included Jan and Glen 
Hesse of Foothills Wine, Bullarum Christmas Baubles, Coca-Cola, 
Craik Spiers Hair and Beauty, Faith Health and Skin Care Therapy & 
Sports Massage, Free Range Clothing and Interiors, Jaxx Restaurant, 
Molloy’s Mustards, River Goose Cottages, Rustenberg wines, The 
Pantry, and Wedgewood Nougat. 

The College’s Marimba Band provided fitting background music 
while the ladies sampled the delicious gin and tonics mixed by The 
Gin Box, and admired the Art for sale by leading artists Olivia Maritz 
and Lee-Anne Morrison. Also on display and available to buy, were 
the adorable Care Bears. These teddy bears are knitted by ladies 
from several impoverished local communities. The knitting needles 
and wool are donated to the ladies and they also receive payment 
for each completed bear.  The majority of the bears are then given to 
children in need. This upliftment programme is the brainchild of Old 
Girl, Rebecca Pinnell. A portion of the funds raised were donated to 
this incredible project and will aid in its continuing success. 
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After a scrumptious lunch provided by the College’s catering team, and 
having been very ably introduced by Vicki Dillon who was the M.C. for 
the day, Devi spoke…and she did not disappoint! Devi was amusing, 
relevant, articulate, wise, thought provoking, humble and delightful.  
Raised in Umzinto, a small town in KwaZulu-Natal, she recounted 
how as a 16 year old, she watched the first ever programme of Carte 
Blanche sitting on the floor in her parent’s lounge in her pyjamas!  
After the programme, she announced to her parents that she would 
one day be an investigative journalist on Carte Blanche. Despite her 
parents misgivings, as they had dreams of her becoming a doctor, she 
stuck to her ambition, and not only achieved it, but excelled at it. Devi 
also imparted some great parenting advice. She told the story of a 
teenager in the family going through a rebellious and angry stage, 
constantly slamming the bedroom door after a disagreement. This 
behaviour was quickly put an end to when the teenager returned 
home one day to find that the bedroom door had been removed! 

Without exception, the feedback from the ladies who attended 
the lunch has been hugely positive and complimentary. We have 
the hardworking Spring Lunch Committee of the Old Girls’ Guild to 
thank for the success of the event. A total of R110 000 was raised in 
an atmosphere of great fellowship, good food and lots of fun. It was 
certainly an event to remember and we look forward to sharing our 
fundraising plans for 2019!

Jo James
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Old Girls stood at Old Girls’ Day 2018 for the 

following late members:

Debbie Girdwood née Somers-Vine (1972)

Ann Horsfield née Crosoer (1961)

In Memoriam

Debbie Girdwood (née Somers-Vine)
28 July 1954 - 13 March 2018

Debbie was born and raised in Johannesburg. She came to St Anne’s in Form 
3 and was in Macrorie house. She loved her four years there and never 
tired of telling stories relating to her school days. As a patient listener and 
having maybe heard some of the stories many times, I can even remember 
the useless fact that the Headmistress’s dog’s name was Barnabus, and that 
the Headmistress went on to the safer option of becoming a nun thereafter. 
Debbie attended her first reunion after 20 years where she renewed contact 
with a number of old friends and kept close contact with them all thereafter.  

After school she trained as a Pre-Primary school teacher and started work 
in that field in Johannesburg. She met David Girdwood, an article clerk in a 
Johannesburg accounting firm. His roots were from Bedford, Eastern Cape. 
They married in 1978 and initially lived in the big city where both their 
children were born, Nicola in 1980 and Paul in 1982.

In 1983, in an attempt to acclimatise to the Eastern Cape, the family moved to the rural Bedford for a sabbatical-type year. Debbie started her 
own pre-primary school in the outbuildings of her in-law’s retirement home. It was the first pre-primary school in the area and continues today 
albeit in a new venue. Then they moved to Port Elizabeth for four years where she continued her teaching career. Thereafter, a move back to 
Bedford to the farm, Primeston, which became their home for the next 30 years. She continued to run her school in Bedford for a few years 
but then started the pre-primary at the brand-new private school, Yellowwoods, in the Adelaide district. After her own children had finished 
their schooling in Grahamstown, she took a break from teaching but was soon back at it, this time as a remedial teacher and continued on and 
off until recent times. A great sense of joy to her was how well her pupils had adapted to bigger school and how spectacularly some careers 
had taken off after school. She formed a very close bond with many of her children as evidenced by the responses from them when she was ill.

She loved gardening and her garden was featured for the first ten years on the now well-known Bedford Spring Garden Festival. She also started 
a book club and this was held at her home for an unbroken period of 25 years. Reading was her passion. Motherhood came naturally to her 
but she specialised in being a very doting Nana to her two young grandchildren, Amelia and Oliver, happily not too far away in East London.

Her illness lasted five years. Her courage and perseverance during this time were a great example to her friends and family. In a nutshell, I think 
she will be fondly remembered for her warm and generosity, her style, great sense of fun and bubbly personality.

David Girdwood

Elizabeth (Lise) Gillian Rooken-Smith  (née Ridge)
10 October 1931 – 30 July 2018

It is with great sadness that I have to report the passing of Lise, my life’s companion for the last 62 years. Lise had not enjoyed the best of health 
for the last few years and passed away in Germiston at the end of July. Durban born, Lise spent some of her very early life in Tanganyika before 
moving to Bulawayo with her parents Geoff and Clarice Ridge.

Lise enjoyed her senior schooling at St Anne’s Diocesan College, Hilton Road KZN matriculating in 1949 where she was Head of Marianne Browne 
House in her last year. She also spent three happy years at UCT completing her B.A. degree there in 1952. In 1953 she took up employment in 
Income Tax, Bulawayo and married Brien Rooken-Smith in November 1956. This led her into an interesting life in some Rhodesian Districts, the 
Prime Minister’s Office and then back to Bulawayo where Brien took up an appointment  in 1978 with the Asbestos Giant, African Associated 
Mines.

Our Bulawayo life, where we met and made many good friends through work and Church and both Rotary and Plumtree, were good to us. We 
were sad to leave all this behind as life in Zimbabwe had become untenable for we elderly folk. We were blessed to live next to our South African 
family here and enjoy watching our grandsons grow. We also have family in Australia brought about by the demise of farming in Zimbabwe.

Lise was a remarkable mother, grandmother and great-grandmother and will be sorely missed by family and friends.

Brien Rooken-Smith

The Old Girls’ Guild received notification of the passing 

of the following after Old Girls’ Day:

Venetia Mills née Wingfield-Digby (1963)

Shirley Rennie née Cecil (1963)

Margaret Shackleford née McIldowie (1964)
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Since the first meeting of the Old Girls’ Guild on 29 August 1903, the Old Girls of St Anne’s College have generously supported their 
College, both during their lifetimes and on their passing, by making donations or leaving bequests to the Old Girls’ Guild in their Wills. 
Please consider making a bequest in your Will, however small, so that future generations of girls can enjoy the benefits of our fine 
College. (Our College is a Public Benefit Organisation and therefore your donation will be tax-deductible which will ultimately lessen 

the duties payable on your Estate.)  

Please contact Alison Ascough on aascough@stannes.co.za for more details.

Bequests to the Old Girls’ Guild

The Letters of Mary Moore

Help Us to Do More for Future Generations of Girls

The St Anne’s College Archives have been very blessed to receive two consecutive years’ worth of letters written by Miss Mary Moore.  Miss 
Moore was a teacher at the College from 1891 to 1905. She is a hugely significant figure in St Anne’s history as well as the colonial and 
educational history of the Colony of Natal. She left St Anne’s with Miss Drury shortly after the College moved to Hilton Road, to begin The 
Wykeham School. Miss Moore wrote wonderfully colourful, descriptive and entertaining letters home to her mother and her sister.  These 
letters give an incredible insight into the early life of St Anne’s and are an extraordinary account of colonial Natal as she describes many historic 
events.  They are, therefore, an invaluable addition to our archives.  These letters were written between 1895 and 1896 during her time at the 
old St Anne’s site in Pietermaritzburg. 

Miss Mary Moore had the following to say when describing the arrival of Mark Twain to Pietermaritzburg in a letter written at St Anne’s on 12 
May 1896:

Thursday – Mark Twain is in Maritzburg, he came last night & to'morrow night & on Saturday 
he is At Home in the theatre – Some of us are going: we have been looking forward to it for 
a long time & I have refused to go to concerts because I wanted to hear him – It seems a pity 
it is the theatre it is such a tiny building but perhaps his voice is not equal to a larger – At 

any rate it will be great fun. 

Since receiving the letters, we have undergone a digitisation project to ensure that they are preserved for future generations. Each page has 
been digitally preserved and is matched to its transcription since the original text is difficult to read.  Please visit the online repository for the 
St Anne's Diocesan College Archives on our website under the Alumnae section to view our current archival collection.

Alison Ascough
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Spoen Green (2013, Macrorie) and her sister, Rox, are sporty, fun-loving farm girls from the small community of Winterton.  After leaving St 
Anne’s, Spoen studied at the University of Stellenbosch and during her time there she started organising The Oxpecker Trail Run. This year was 
the 4th year it has been held and the demand for such a race has been huge. She enjoyed organising The Oxpecker so much that she left the 
Western Cape to move back to farm life in Winterton. Spoen is currently running the Tugela River Lodge that her dad started and has quite a 
lot going on but is always free for a cup of tea!

Alison Ascough asked Spoen about her win on My Kitchen Rules South Africa:  

AA Where did you learn to cook and who do you draw inspiration 
from?

SG My mom has always been a great cook and always had 
a wonderful veggie garden with obscure items such as 
artichokes and garlic. So I have grown up eating my mom’s 
delicious food. I would say I draw inspiration from her as well 
as other fresh produce chefs, a favourite being Neil Anthony.

AA What made you take the plunge and enter My Kitchen Rules?

SG We were on holiday and saw David Higg’s Instagram story 
about the auditions for ‘My Kitchen Rules’. Rox and I were 
like we should really enter this especially because it’s for 
home cooks so there is no pressure. Little did I know!

AA What was your favourite dish to cook in the competition and 
what was your least favourite?

SG I would definitely say cooking our pasta dish in the final. The 
pressure was immense and dealing with pasta there are so 
many things you have to think about yet you’ve got to work 
as quick as possible otherwise there is nothing to serve on 
the plate. Super stressful! My least favourite dish to cook 
was the tripe purely because I don’t like tripe and serving a 
dish you haven’t tasted is bizarre!

A Win in the Kitchen!
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AA Which challenge did you enjoy the most and why?

SG The vegetarian challenge was the most interesting challenge 
for me as we love cooking with vegetables but being 
conscious of how much water you are using and waste you 
are accumulating is very interesting. Often people think 
vegetarian just means no meat but it’s actually a bit deeper 
than that and  this challenge made us be conscious of that.

AA How did you choose your menu for the finale?

SG We stuck to what we knew. Simple dishes but packed with 
flavour . We knew the time restrictions were a problem for us, 
which I’m sure you noticed, so we chose items that wouldn’t 
take too long to cook. It was a difficult decision because you 
want to put out the best but if you know you don’t have a lot 
of time plus the immense pressure we decided to go simple 
and actually get something on the plate.

AA How did you deal with stressful situations in the competition?

SG You don’t have an option, haha! You don’t have time to think 
how stressful the situations are. I organise a trail run called 
The Oxpecker and there we are working under constant 
pressure and I really think that helped us a lot.

AA What made you and Rox such a good team?

SG What an honour to do something like this with your sister. 
Rox and I have different strengths and weaknesses and I think 
just being aware of those and helping each other through it 
all really helped. We really just stuck to what we knew and 
stayed true to ourselves. My sister is an incredible cook and 
has such a good pallet for flavours. I’ve learnt a lot from her 
and I think it’s safe to say she’s the better cook.

AA What have you learnt most about yourself during the 
competition?

SG Oh wow. I would definitely say that our minds are powerful 
things and just being able to stay calm and collected in a high 
pressure situation like that is something on its own! Oh and I 
also learnt that I can cook, haha!

AA What was the highlight of being on MKR besides winning?

SG My absolute highlight was how we experimented in every 
challenge, even in the final (we decided last minute to 
make our own ricotta). We were just lucky that somehow 
every time we would try something we’ve never done 
before, it worked! I know the viewers were cringing but by 
experimenting we actually learnt so much!

AA What is your next step and what do you plan to do with your 
winnings?

SG We’ve already started our “next step” which is called That 
Green Life. The idea is to host pop-up restaurants outdoors, 
under fairy lights, under the stars and just make really good 
food. We’re going to see how these go and take it from there.

With the winnings, we will be making a donation to our 
fellow contestants, Ash and Chris’ charity in Mananberg, 
Cape Flats. Although we didn’t get to know them that well, 
their story just really touched our hearts. We will also be 
giving our best friend and domestic worker, Sindi, a scooter 
to get to work and back as she often stays late helping us 
cook. She’s become an awesome cook and its often a fight 
for who gets to cook dinner!

AA What is your favourite memory of St Anne’s?

SG Ah, St Anne’s College, so many good memories and 
friendships were made there! I absolutely loved the mist, so 
I’d definitely say playing hockey in the mist/rain with such 
great friends. It often ended up going duck diving!

AA What is your advice for current St Anne’s girls?

SG Try everything, you never know you might find your passion.
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Name Grade Mother Grandmother Great
Grandmother

Great Great
Grandmother

Annabelle Armstrong 12 Gaynor Visick

Samantha Franklin 12 Marjorie Stevenson

Rebecca Erskine 12 Deborah Bennett Robin Francis Priscilla Davis Joan Tatham

Maya Gutierrez-Garcia 12 Cherylynn Hall

Jacqui Hulley 12 May Clark

Olivia Mary Noyce 12 Lucinda Hall

Daniella Rhodes 12 Kate McCarthy Pauline Armstrong

Gabriella van Höne 12 Sarah Hickey

Hannah Vince-Jillings 12 Ann Maureen Brunt

Savanna Alexander 11 Dorothy Warner

Emily Anders 11 Janet de la Hey

Katherine Burnett 11 Nicola Hammond

Gemma Gauntlett 11 Angela Armstrong

Kate Gerrish 11 Evelyn McClaren

Hannah Haines 11 Hazel Joubert Hazel Worthington

Christina Herridge 11 Jacqueline Payne

Jodi Lee 11 Debra Meaker

Frances Martin 11 Debra Dunton

Pili Mthethwa 11 Vuyo Tshabalala

Alice Perrow 11 Belinda Kurz

Anna Thornton–Dibb 11 Joy Elizabeth Mackness

Sarah Whyte 11 Susan Hooper

Erin Armstrong 10 Gaynor Visick

Isabella Harvey 10 Elspeth Stewart

Samantha Lambert 10 Paddy Armstrong  Nancy Roberts Morkel

Hannah Lazenby 10 Sara Starling

Kiara McLuckie 10 Helen Wishart Deana Roberts

Rebecca O’Connell 10 Georgina Starling

Alexa Peters 10 Eileen Leonard

Sabrina Taylor 10 Murial Leslie

Nicola Veenstra 10 Deborah Ede

Generations of Old Girls
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Emily Vermaak 10 Sarah Binnendyk

Isabella Winter 10 Desiree Conradie

Sarah Anders 9 Janet de la Hey

Emily Bennett 9 Robin Francis Priscilla Davis Joan Tatham

Abby Gauntlett 9 Angela Armstrong

Lily Grindrod 9 Pauli James

Hannah Gush 9 Caro Lister

Jade Harty 9 Paula-Jane Davis

Jessica Johnson 9 Nadine Geyser

Mia Lee 9 Debra Meaker

Rebecca Lonsdale 9 Vicci McNaught-Davis

Teagan MacFarlane 9 Amanda Buys

Kate Perrow 9 Belinda Kurz

Abby Talmage 9 Claire Scott

Kim van Rooyen 9 Jennifer Church

Catherine Viedge 9 Janet Wallis Jessamy Neumeyer Mary (Molly) Eileen Maling

Abby Williamson 9 Jean Elliot

Georgina Wolf 9 Angela Fowler

Georgina Butcher Alexandra Kay Sally Boyes
Judith Simpson Monica Hill

Rachel Butcher 8 Elizabeth Sutton

Bahati Dakile 8 Nonhlanhla Ntsuntsha

Chloe Ferguson 8 Eileen Leonard

Gabrielle Korrubel 8 Angelique Hunter

Lucy Lambert 8 Paddy Armstrong Nancy Roberts Morkel

Stephanie Langebrink 8 Roslyn Robinson

Georgina le Sueur 8 Natalie Yorke-Smith

Grace Love 8 Diane Gordon Judith Carlisle Christiane McKenzie

Grace McCarthy 8 Pauline Armstrong

Amber McLuckie 8 Helen Wishart Deana Roberts

Isabella Raw 8 Philippa Wilson Avril Challenor

Stephanie Siedle 8 Wendy Pepworth Jackie Tucker

Teagan Stanton 8 Eileen Robertson
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